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FOREWORD
This study would have been impossible had it
not been for a number of considerations beyond my
control.

The financial assistance afforded for

several years by a Fellowship in the Department
of Cognate Languages at the Dropsie College for
Hebrew and Cognate Learning has been a boon with

incalculable benefits for my research.

Unfortun-

ately, in this mundane world, scholarly interest
alone cannot produce works of scholarship.
In the face of various problems that arose
during my course of study, the considerateness and
kindly encouragement of Doctor Abraham A. Neuman,
President of the College, were a constant stimulus
to me personally.
The interest and instruction of all my professors have been indispensable.

To Professor

Solomon L. Skoss, of course, is due my deepest appreciation for his thoughtful guidance and endur-

v
ing patience in the preparation of this thesis.

My

future labors cannot but be advanced by my contact
with his thorough methods of investigJtion.

I am

especially grateful to Professor Israel Efros for

advice on Arabic philosophical terminology, and to
Professor Joseph Reider for his assist 8 nce in securing photostats.
Professor Alexander Marx of the Jewish Theological Seminary of America has been very kind in
arranging for me to use the manuscript of the Suleberger Collection.

Alan Tichenor

Philadelphia, April 1948.

!!f ANONYMOUS KARAITE COMMENTARY QE. .TI@ FOURTEENTH CENTURY
ON THE

~

OF DEU'l'ERONOMY

INTRODUCTION

~

~-

1
The advent of the First Crusade (1099) con-

venlently marks the exhaustion of the stream of Karalte
literary effort which had flowed forth for a considerable pe rlod.

The flour1s;h1ng age of the tenth and elev-

enth centuries had witnessed a brilliant succession of
grammarians, lexicographers, exegetes, legal authorities
2

and apologists, mo had graced the Karalte camp in the
drawn battle with Rabb1n1sm.

Especially influential in

this verbal warfare was the school at Jerusalem assoc!3
ated with the name of Abu Ya 1 qub Joseph b~N~ and car-

rled on by his students, Abu'l-Faraj Harun, the famous
"grammarian of Jerusalem", and Abu Ya'qub al-Ba~lr, the
philosephlcal genius of the Karaltes.

The pupil of al-

Ba~lr, Abu'l-Faraj Furqan Ibn Ased (Jf shua ben Judah), sue-

vi

VII

ceeded his teacher as the attraction of this intellectual center and influenced Jewish thought as far away
as Spain.

4Following this creative era in which most of

the literature was written in Arabic, there was a tran•fer of the sphere of Karaite influence to Europe so that
Poznahski calls the ensuing period (12th-16th Centuries)
5'

the Byzantio•Turkish.

It was a time largely devoted to

the translation of Arabic works into Hebrew in order to
preserve the impressive defense that had been built up

"

over the years against "that man" (Saadiah) as the leader
of the Rabbanites.
The fourteenth century which is the temporal
setting for the present codex falls thus within this period of decline.

The work partakes of the character of

its age in being a compilation of the opinions of the
illustrious teachers of the glorious days that were gone.
In fact the significance of this commentary lies not so

viii

much in the original contribution of its anonymous author as in the preservation of portions of earlier commentaries wholly or partially lost.

However the fact

must not be altogether overlooked that here is a fourteenth century exposition on a portion of the Pentateuch, that is akin to tne earlier exegetical works that
it so often quotes, and yet is quite unique in its own
day.

But the most that can be said is that it is like

"one born out of due time".

If it represents an effort

at renaissance, it is at best a straggling effort like
the contemporary works of the "Karaite Maimonides",
Aaron ben Elijah (Aaron the Younger), whose

u, •TT

1~ ,

are very signifi-

}':\ , and
cant but stand alone in his period.
Refe_ren;es

!£

~

Commentary.

This 'WOrk has been known

for more than fifty years from a manuscript in tne British museum which is probably a copy of the present codex,
as will be indicated.

As early as 1896 Samuel Poznariski

ix
published the colophon and gave a description of it in
an important article on Abul-1-Faraj Harun and his
7
9
Mushtamil, and the following year he mentioned it as

an additional Karaite work that cites al-Qirqisani•s
Kitib al-Anwar by name.
~

In 1899, Vol. I of t h e ~ -

.Q£ ~!!!£Samaritan Manuscripts

.!.!2

the~-

~ ~ . b y G. Margoliouth, appeared, containing a
full description of the manuscript in the Museum's collection.9 Steinschneider incorporated the foregoing references in the notice he gives this work in h i s ~
Arabische Literatur der

~

(1902) where he describes

it as a compilation of •explanations to the more difficult passages (
(or selected

~,.::>J)

·\.:J.7t:J.

of the Pentateuch excerpted

).from the statema:its l

of i iri isani, abu Ali (Jefet), abu 1 1-Sari (Sahl), abu•l
Faradj Harun, abu 1 1 Faradj Furkan (Jeschua), the Jerusalemite (

) and other scholars."

,o

Again

in 1908 Pozna:fiski hact occasion to re.fer to this commen-

tary several times in his valuable survey, The Karaite
1f

Literary Opponents of Saadiah Gaon, and to demonstrate
its importance in his subsequent study on Abu 11-Faraj
Harun where he cites the latter's comments taken from
the British Museum Manuscript.

,:z,

~

Thus to Poznanski must

go the credit for pointing out the significance of the
present commentary and for making the greatest use of
it in his writings.
Colophon.

The colophon at the end reads as follows:
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"The end of what I intended mentioning of pertinent remarks on the meanings of the Tor&h (may He
magnify it and make it gloriousJ).

It contains abstracts

of the opinions of Al-Kirkisani, the Teacher Abu Ali,
Shaikh Abu Surri, Shaikh Abu 1 1-Faraj Harun, Shaikh Abu 1 1Faraj Furkan and(?) Al-Makdisi, and other scholars (may
God be pleased with all of them),

It was completed in

the first decade of the month Nisan in the year 1663
according to the Era of Contracts and the end of Muharrem in the year 752 according to the "little hornn, Amen
forever and ever!

Blessed be He who ngiveth power to the

faint; and to him that hath no might He increaseth
strengthn (Isa. 40: 29),

~•

The date of the manuscript is given above as the

first ten days of the month Nisan in the year 1663

,-l '/:) "') i"

~

) according to

the Era of Contracts

(Seleucid Chronology) and the end of Muherrem in the
yeer 752 (

1j

j_ : 1:::. 700 )'8according to the Hejira

(the "little horn" refers to Mohammed).

The manuscri pt

in the British Museum he.a a note in the Margin

the creation" which corresponds to 1353 C. E.

:> iF1

Margo-

liouth gives t h e date e.s 1352, but Poznanski more correctly as 1351, for, as he says, Muharram 752 -c March
1351;0 The last day of Muharram (752) and the firs t of
Nisan (5111) fall on March 29, in the year 1351. 21

X

7

p'h .Sho14,lii

~

~e reAd '"' s+-e....~ e>f,

.2.!, Composition.

P~Jv..rs

j:a'pil •

The fact that t his commentary

was written in Arabic shows that it did not have its
origin on the soil of Europe whether in the Byzantine
milieu of Aaron the Younger or els(where.,U, It sprang
from a Karaite community in Mohammedan surroundings

Xiii
where Arabic was still the vernacular.
refe~ng to Mohammed as 01 1 ;) ({),X

In derisively

1'~'j)lt

and using

as a designation for the Koran, the author follows a
2.5

practice of long stending with Karaite writers.

Also

the abrupt transition from Arabic to Hebrew in criticising the religious practices of Islam gives evidence
of the minority status of the author's community and
the ever-present fear of persecution,

Both of these

devices--one for calumny, the other for protection-make sense only in a setting where Islam wielded the
sword.

Egypt quite likely provides the desired locale.

Cairo succeeded Jerusalem as an important center

where the Karaites have continued to the present day,
From the thirteenth to the fifteenth centuries, such
scholars e.s Japheth al-Barkamani, Israel ha-Ma I arabi,
Japheth ben ~agir and Samuel ben Moses al-Maghribi
Ale~l'\dria. or
flourished in~Cairo and all wrote at least part of their

xi v
works in Arabic,

David 1bn al-Hiti, whose important

Chronicle mentions practically all of the authors utilized in this commentary, may well have flourished in
Egypt.

In just such a Karaite community as Cairo where

Arabic continued to be the spoken language would the
masters' works be preserved and copied and hence be
easily accessible for such a compilation as the present work professes to be,

Value.

From the aibscription the author's intention is

clear:

to compile a commentary on at least a portion

of the Torah drawn largely from the works of the famous
scholars of Karaism 1 s Golden Age.

Only some of the most

frequently quoted authors are specifically mentioned by
name in the colophon,

In the text of the commentary

itself, beside all the quotations by author, many interpretations are introduced by a non-committal

~??

(translated as •another opinion is"), so that one might

be tempted to dismiss the author as a mere compiler,
It is true that he did not hew the path of an original
interpreter in the modern sense, but wss for the most
part satisfied to act the role of an eclectic, choosing
what appealed to his judgment from other authors.2"1 How-

ever this fact does not lessen the value of his work.
He establishes himself as a careful scholar controlling

an extensive exegetical literature of a former day,
This is all the more remarkable since he lived in a period which was singularly arid as regards Biblical literature, judging from the remains,

He did not have the

stimulus of competition both within and without the
Karaite camp, which surrounded nis notable predecessors,
It is quite clear that he was a serious student of the
Scriptures who was aware of the problems of the text and
who sought to come to grips with them in order to satisfy at least his own mind,

That he bolsters his comments by references to

the earlier writers shows his appreciation of solid
contributions in the past.

This commentary then is a

valuable exegetical work in itself and doubly so since
it preserves a great deal of material from other important commentaries not yet recovered.

Author.

In seeking to identify the author, one is faced

with immediate difficulties.

to base even a conjecture.

There is nothing on which
The manuscript is defective

at the beginning, so Phere is no title page.

Nor do the

colophon or text add any information as to the author's
name.

Just as uncertain is the external evidence from

the fourteenth century.

Israel ha-Ma 1 arabi was an active

Karaite writer in this century but flourished at the beginning rather than the middle, and his specialties were
legal and theological rather than exegetical.

He wrote

no commentaries on books of the Bible that are known;
the nearest thing to s ,tch is an exposition of the Ten

xv'ti
commandments (

vr,1r

J} """)VJ'::::)

JS"

7f ')4l/ ) ,

Harkavy

mentions a commentator, Samuel ±bn Man~ur, whom he assigns with question to the fourteenth century,

2., Fragments

of his commentary on the Prophets were found among the
second Firkowitsch collection,

But if Harkavy 1 s dubi-

ous suggestion is the only basis for distinguishing him
from the eerlie'I' Samuel ben Asher ben Mansur (Abu alTayyib al-Jabali), who was a contemporary of Abu 1 1-Faraj
Hamn according to Ibn al-Hiti, it is foolhardy to suggest Samuel ibn Mansur as even a possible author of the
present commentary.

If he is the same as the former, he

did not 11 ve in the fourteenth century; if he is to be
distinguished from him, it has still to be proved
he lived in a time corresponding to this work,

that

And with

such fruitless speculations, even the possibilities are
exhausted,
nonymous.

For the present, the author must remain a-

The~£!_ Exegesis.

This commentary follows the

same pattern as earlier Karaite expositions.

The rs-

tionalism that broke the authority of Midrash and enthroned Peshat to rule over the text of the Scriptures
is in evidence here.

The author is interested in lex-

ieal and grammatical explanations for the most part.
Thus a concern for the literal meaning is the foremost
characteristic of his exegesis.

However, this does not

keep him from finding an implied meaning when theological considerations call for it.

In 32:2 the rain and dew

refer to the present and future lives; and in V .32 the
fruit of the field, being for present use, refers to
misfortunes now, and the wine from the vine, being for
later use, points to punishment in the life to come.
In V,11 there is the comparison of Divine Providence
with the eagle's concern for its young.

Not satisfied

with stressing the single tertium comparstionis, the

author indulges in allegorizing the details,

The stir-

](. i X
ring up of the neat refers either to Moses• communieating God's Message to Israel in Egyptian bondage or
to the blowing of the trumpet on the march.

Hovering

over the young indicates the cloud of God given for
shade.

Bearing t~em on pinions has reference to the

crossing of the sea, and Moses and Aaron correspond to
the two wings!

But this type of interpretation is the

exception rather than the rule.

The bulk of the com-

mentary is of a very sober character.
Much space is given to points of grammar and
lexicography.

Difficult forms are at once assessed;

only rarely is a thorny verse by-passed.2.7 He indicates
metathesis (vv.2,34), questions of pause (v.28) and accent (v.36) and the distinction between transitive and
intransitive (v.10).
from the root

{b~ ngather",

Inv. 23

i7,9 b

Tlc)D½

is doived

Naweep awayn, rather than from

although not with the usual sense of

pouring out evils upon a disobedient people to the

point of exhausting the former, but with the thought
of putting an end to the evils rather than to the people,
ways:

-c:l,P,\30

(v.26) is explained in three

✓x

9~)
rJ
1

as a composite form (

I

derived from a noun

7)X,~"r, parallel to

and as derived from

~

the author refutes because

uil )

/X

as

nangern,

ncorner".

The last view

';7 ~

do e s not elsewh ere

occur in a verbal f o rm and because the suffix on this
supposed verbal form is not verbal (

( UT) )

D ) but nominal

In v. 36, in discussing

7-:> s7~l'X ,

he

follows the view of the famous grammarian, Abu 1 1-Faraj
Harun, to the effect that

Jl S..,.. A

noun not a feminine preterite.

is a construct

One wonders how the com-

parative evidence from the Arabic feminine preterite in

b..,t

"t" carried so 11 ttle weight in the argument>,! t must be
remembered that the Karaites held Hebrew to be t h e ori~

ginal language of man, so that Arabic would have to explain its feminine in "t" from the supposedly more an-

cient Hebrew form rather than vice versa.

The author

elsewhere shows his knowledge of gramme.tical works in
quoting from the "lj)-'

S19 (f)

of Isaac ben Eliezer ha-

L&Yi, a Spanish grammarian of the fourteenth century.
He cites his authority in explaining the puzzling form

i7..f\
X j:l.571
-r
T

in 53:16 as a COl'lposite verb both

preterite and future.
Following the sound principle that the Scriptures are their own best interpreter, the aut hor constantly marshalls parallel texts to illustrate his meaning and to prove his point.

This device shows that he

had an intimate knowledge of the Bible, a prerequisite
for any commentator.

Since he s~et:1mes adopts meanings

not employed by modern translations, there will occasionally be found phrases left untranslated in the following text.

Generally, the translation of the Hebrew

has been taken from The Holy Scriptures, the version
published by the Jewish Publication Society of America.
t'he rationalism of the author shows itself

further by several considerations,
the

D:,7(0

His treatment of

in v.17 is in point,

He quotes with

approval Abu Sa 1 id (Levi ben Yefet) who identifies the
demons with jinn and "ifrit" and then dismisses them as
chimerical.

They exist only in the imagination of man,

Another matter is the softening of anthropomorphisms by
metaphorical explanations.
trated in v. 20,
of His mercy.

This is very clearly illus-

The "face" of God is taken in the sense

"I will see what their end shall be" is

illustrated by the figure of a parent speaking to his
child,
The retione.listic tendency is not carried to
the point of crowding out a vigorous supernaturalism,
Both characteristics pervade the work in a happy harmony.

The literalistic attitude toward the interpre-

tation of the text also causes the author to take the
didactic content of the Scriptures seriously,

He thus

argues on behalf of the resurrection of the body and

XX 111
inveighs against its doubters (cf, vv.39,50),
Of a similar character is the great interest
in eschatology,

This no doubt is partly accounted for

by the nature of the song Ha'azinlt, but it is to be noted that the author makes the most of his opportunity,
On vv,40-43 he goes into great detail on the nature of
the

W:, t:)? ,1

-1Y'7n~

and quotes copiously

from the prophets for illustration,

There is a virtual

outline of the end-tiri.es in this passage,

The vengeance

of God on all the nations gives way to a specific treatment of Gog (in v.42) who will head up the nations in an
assault on Jerusalem,

God's wrath will be unleashed in

a terrible fashion to destroy Gog and to deliver His people by a glorious victory,

1.9

Three principles for the

future are set forth in v,43 according to this interprater:

the peoples of the world will enter the reli-

gion of Israel and be subject to the latter with a pilgrimage to the Temple for prayer and obedience to

Mes-

siah;/the cleansing of the "Holy Land" from all idols and
idolaters; and the expiation of His people by making an
end of their sins and defilements,

30

In a typical Karaite manner the author indulgee in polemics,

He is not as severe as ~almon ben

Yeruham or Sahl ben Ma~lia~ but still the apologetic
note is not lacking.

He barely makes himself eligible

as a ''literary opponen t

of Saadiah Gaou " by a single

criticism of that eminent Rabbanite,
interpretation of

It concerns his
in 17:8 as

referring to the pure and impure blood of a menstruous

woman, following the Talmud,

The author says that

"this indicates the corruption of their (the Rabbanites) ideas and the total absence of their intelligence, •
.. ,Is there a more abominable tradition than this? 11 .3I

There is a lengthy argument against t h e Rabbanites on 33:4,34 It attacks the validity of the oral
law

and is finished off oy referring anyone interested

in gaining more info rmation to the views of Shaikh Abu
J iisuf al-\Ur)f:isani i n his Kitab al-Anwar, of Abu 1 1Faraj Fur:\{an ibn Asad in b is

'M:l

\J~ i1 l~ ,YllJl ,

rk called

of Ibn al-Ba11_amimi in his reply to the Rabbanites, of
al-Tustari, and of oth ers of the '" Maskilim. 11 J ?;
The author gives vent to his polemic al spirit in a.nother direction, one in 'Ml.ic b he might well
join the Rabbanites.

That is in the attack on the

Under the Biblical names L]

TI"'L:I .

11?-\ and ~>,.)IO (l) .:> he
34-

assails Christians and Mohammedans respectively.

That

he gives so much spa ce to these c h arges and woes is again largely due to t h e sub j ect matter of Ha 1 az.1nu and

especially to its lending itself to an eschatological
construction.

The author is especially severe against

the Mohammedans, a fact which no drubt indicates that
his lot was cast in t h eir midst; yet the Christians are
not far behind in sharing the obloquy.

Criticisms are

frund in vv. 21,28,29,32,34,35,37,38,42,43.

Authorities Quoted or Referred to:

There are

fourteen different authors quoted or referred to
in this commentary.

Some are mentioned only for

sake of rebuttal, like Saadiah and Rabbi Jehudah; some,
only to bolster an argument al ready given, like
Ba71amani and Tustari.

In the colophon, the five

nl!1llles specifically mentioned are arranged apparently
according to chronological succession.

The intent

is certainly not to indicate the degree of importance
for this work, for, discounting the marginal quotations
of R. Elijah as a later collation, Abu 1 1-Faraj Furkan
clearly holds the most prominent place, if based on the
frequency of quotation.

The jude'l'.llEnt of Poznatlski

that "J efet (ben I Ali) seems to have been used the mo st"
must thus be revised.
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The verses of the text on which authorities
are cited a1•e indicatl3d for each author to show the
distribution of his quotations and his relative

importance.
the Ms.

Although G. Margolio~th, in describing

in the British Museum, gives a list of' quota-

tions acm rding to author, it is impossible to make an
exact c:heck of each quotation since the pagination
of the two Mas. is different and he does not indicate
the verses on which authors are quoted.
1.

-

Al-ti~~isani.

'!,7

Abu Yusuf Yakub Al-~ir~isani

lived in the first half of the tenth century and hailed
from Kit!kisiya on the Euphrates (Greco-Roman Circesium,
ancient Carchemish) or Karkasan in Mesopotamia.

a contemporary of Saediah Gaon.

He was

Nothing is known about

his life tut he must have been a keen observer and
probably travelled in order to gain the w1 de knowledge
of peoples, places anrl customs that is displayed in his

w:,rks.

He comes as close as acyone among the Karaites

as a type of the true scholar.

His writings are objective

and lACk the caustic sting of some of hispwn group.

His magnum opus was a tv,o-fold exposition
of t ~e Pentateuch with the colorful titles Book of
Lippts and Watchtowers

(on the legal parts) 937~.

and Book of Gardens and Parks

(on th~on-legal parts).

938 c.E. 18 Happ1ly the former has now been edited by L.
:,9

Nerney and is a veritable encyclopedia.

He also wrote

some minor works 111 the form of a treatise on the
Unity of God and a commentary on Job.
He is 1uoted on the following verses:
5:10; 6:4; 8:lf; 18:11; 24:19; 25:2; 26:5; 27:3 ( 2 ),
12; 28:69; 29:l; 33:3, 4, 5, 21, 24.

Most of them are

probably from his Book of Gardens and Parks.
~1rf1san1~ reinirks on 6:4 fill out a number
of lacunae in an important passage in Nemo y 1 s edition
of Kitab-~-Anwar Wal-Mar811b (III, p. 569, L8ff.) so
are given here in ~~11.
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11Al-Kirkisani

(may his soul rest in paradise) aaid,

•Hear, o Israel, the Lord our God is one Lord.

I

This

is a discussion about unity, what it is and what has
been said about the Unity of: the Creator who is
Glorious and Powerful, (and) about what these indicate,
and an interpretation of the narrative.

First we shall

discuss the Unity of God and the meaning of the statement in throok, The Lord is one.

Scholars say that

the word •one* ocrurs in six ways; 1)

One in continuity,

like the continuous soul which is not compounded and
made of parts like tho body; 2) One in form, like the
soul and body which are one in form;

3)

One in genus,

like man and ox in the animal kingdom; 4) One in number,
like Khalid and Zayd, each one of whom is one in nUMber;
5)

One in speci'3s, like !llf\n, which is applied to Khalid

·n
and Zayd; 6) One in~comparableness,

' (lit.

AS yow.Sll_!I,
11,ueis
there is no likeness to it)I\One, and"no second to it in'its

definition.
continuity,

Some scholars say that God is one in
t,e., not composed in essence in any way.

Another view ls that He ls one in essence and action,
i.e., there is no one li k e Him in His essence nor
similar to Him in His action, end both ste.tements are
correct.

Another view ls that God ~y be said to be

one in number, not as though He partakes o f quantity,
but that He ls t he first,

so the crea tion ls not lik e

Him but is second in the sense ths.t

it is after Him.

He ls Nost Ancient an d t h ere ls no third (existence)
beside the Most Ancient

who does not p erlsh, and beside

ano

the creature .llhich was not~t h en came into being.
Another view is that He is one in (! h e beginning otl
number, for He ls t h e f1 rst ( end) only one, so that He
ls in Himself self-sufficient of the existence of a
second, but the sec ond ls not self-sufficient of t h e
existence of the fir st.

fone!

ls an absolute term

w1 thout e. correle.tive end the second is a correlative

term/ which has reference to the first.

The same state-

ment goes for whe.t fo l lows it, the third, fourth, and

the rest of the numbers.
that God is one in number.

For thist-ea son it is said
Another opinion is that

God is one in that He has no beginning nor end and
every other one has a beginning and End.

Another

view is that God is one in that He is uncaused and

every other one is caused,

So this is what has been

said about the Unity of God and the sense of •onel
and this is the meani~g of the statement of the Book,
•The Lord is one,, II 40
2.

Salmon ben Yeruham.~1 This famous warrior of the

Karaite Camp was also a contemporary of Saadiah.
facts about his life are not known,

The

He had an active

literary career as the author of polemical works,
espec:hlly against Sa1adiah, and of cot.1lllentariea on
numerous books of the Bible, of llhich some have been
questioned, and undouutedly others have been lost.

He

was generally vituperative against the Rabbanites and

has been criticized 1br his obscurantism in denouncing
the study of secular subjects.

His works have only been quoted twice:
Jf,2.

22:23 (margin); 28:68,
3.

Abu'Ali.Jj; This is the prince of Karaite exegetes,

Yefet ben'Ali ha-Levi, known by his Arabic name, AbuLAli
al-~asan ibn 'Al\ al-Lawi al-Ba~ri.

He flourished in

Jerusalem in the second h alf of the tenth century,

He

prepared commentariesfon practically the whole Bible as
well a+ very literal Arahic translati on of the ScriptUl'~lil.

Presumably hie comments in thi~work &re taken from his
interpretati on of the Pentateuch.
He is quoted on VV. 2:17; 6:4; '7:12; 21:15;
22:23; 23:3; 25:4, 12 (with Abu Surri); 29:5, 15, 17;
32:50.
4,

Abu Surri.+t This author is Sahl ben Ma?lia~ who

rivals Salmon ben Yeru11am

a.i(a

Karaite propagandist and

a bitter denouncer of the Rabbanites.

He lived at

Jerusalem in the serond half of the tenth century, like
Yefet ben 'Ali,

3e to ok missionary jaunts on behalf of

his cause end flngaged in polemlcs to exh ibit his convicti ons,

His writings are mostly in keeping with these activities.
However Harkavy~euorts a part of a c ommentary on
Deuteronomy fro m which his views must have been quoted
here.
The passages are: 7:9; 17:9; 18:15 (with
Abu Sa'id); 21: 14, 15; 22 :12, 23, 28; 23:12; 24:1;
25:1, 4 (with Abu Sa'id), 12 (with Abu

1 Ali);

26:3

(with Abu Sa~d); 32:7 (3).

S:Al-Ralis.44

He is David ben Boaz ha-Na si, who is

assigned to the last quarter cC the tenth century.

He

is in the fifth gmerPtion of descent from Anan, the
founder of the Karaites;

He m-ot e a very imper tant

treatise on the fundamental principles of the Pentateuch
(Ki tab a1-='usill) and also was quite active as a commentstor.

Of his com_mentary on the Pentateuch, at least

Leviticus and the latter half of Deuteronomy have been
'l-1

preserved in the State Library in Leningrad,
commented on Ecclesiastes.

He also

His quotations ere: 2:17; 3:11; 4:5; 18:11;
19:19; 20:16; 21:15; 22:9; 23:2,3.
6.

Abu sJ1d.lf8

Levi ben Yefet is the distinguished

son of Yefet ben All.

He lived in Jerusalem at the end

of the ten th century and during the first half of the
eleventh century.

His Book of Precept s wielded a great

influence among later Karaites.

He may have abridged

the Agron of David ben Abraham &1- Fasf.

He is known

to have written a number of cornmentai•ies, on Genesis,
Joshua, Judges, probably the Psalms, arrl otheirs,

This

work indicates that he also wrote on Deuteronomy.

His quotations appear on the following verses: 18:15
(with Abu Surri); 20:22; 22:23; 23:3, 12 (with Abu Surri);
24: 1(2); 25:2 (2), 4 (with Abu Surri), 12: 26:3 (with
Abu Surri); 29: 18, 19; 30:4,11; 32:17,
7.

4.9

Abu'l-Faraj Harun

,,bl'\ al-Faraj flourished in

Jerusalem in the first half of the eleventh century.
He was a student of Abu YJqub Joseph ben Nu~ and later
became a fainou¢;eacher himself. He was a forEr11ost

authority on grammar and became famous even aJDOng
Rabbanites as the "Grammarian fran Jerusalem."

His

great work ls Al-Mushtamil but he composed other
grammatical works and prepared a.commentary on the
Bible based on the wort<: of his tsaC:her,Joseph ben Nu!]..
It ls undoubtedly from this last ¥.Ork that his comments
here are taken.
The verses '\'lb.ere Abu 1 1-Faraj ijarun is cited
are: 8:3; 12:21; 15:12 (with Furqan); 23:12; 24:6 (M);
25:12; 50:5; 32: 36,50.
8.

Abu 1 1-Fara.) Furgen

ibn Asad (Jeshua ben Judah)Sl>

WBS

the last of the famous Jerusalem school.

into the letter half of the eleventh century.

He lived
He was

a student ofAbu Ya<qub al-Be~ir Bnd like him became
prominent as a philosopher.

He wrote a number of

philosophical and leg11l WO!.'!rs.

For the present commen-

tary, nis commentary on the Pentateuch is of greatest

importance as quotations from him probably came from
that source,

His commentary was issued in two recen-

sions, the longer dating from 1050, a nd the shorter,
from 1054,

The pres ent work ITBkes extensive use of

Furqan•s commentary though it is 1mpossl. ble to determine which recension wes employed,
The quotations eppeor on vv. 2:17; 12:21;
15:12 (w.1 th He.run); 18:14; 19:6, 19; 28:16; 21 :11 ( d ),

li; llis,; ¾2::21~ 28 {2Y;

23: 1, 2,4,12; 24:lff {6); 25:

1, 4 ( 2) ; 29 : 15 ; 33: 1 ( 3) , 4,
9,

Al Dustari •51

Sehl ben Fadl Al-Tustari (Jesher

ben Hesed) is thought to be e. contemporary o!' Abu 1 1Faraj ~urte.n, and so flourished in the middle of the
eleventh centur,-.

He was born in Tuster in Persia

as his name indicates, but nothing is kno~ of his li!'e.
He was a philosophical and po l emical author.

He is

only referred to in a -seneral wey on 33:4 so it is not
known to which of h is v.oncs the author h ad reference.

10 .

G'.Z Yefet, celled Ibn abi-1-Hasan

Al-Barqamani.

al-Barqamani, was a Karaite auth o r and physician in
Alexandria.

He is assigned to the middle of the

thirteenth century.

He wrote e medical trea tise, but

for the present purpose his polemical work against the
Rabbanites is the important thing.

{l l I C/JSl

arrl is quit e violent.

It is called

1:'b

The pre sent aut h or

has this work in mirrl in his reference on 33:4.
11.

>"3
Isaac ben Eliezer ha-Levi was a Sp anish grammarian

in the fourteenth century mo c omposed two grammatical

works

1fl' S13 ft/and i'f)jT>'il

7.:)b.

It is to t he

former that reference is llll.de on 33:16.

These works are

said to h ave Qeen written for a Babylonian scholar named
Aar(m ben Abrah am.
12.

Rabbi Elijah.

They appear to havEjhad wise circulation.
Two Ka raite authors might c onceiv-

ably qualify under this cogno men.

The earliei, is Rabbi

54
Elijah ben Abrah l.llll of the twelfth cent ury; author of

"l
But he is not
known to h ave written a commentary on the Pentateuch.
A much more likely ide ntification of Rabbi Elijah is

with the sixteenth century author, Elijah ben Judah
Tishbi, known atlijah Rabbenu,

;;s

He wrote in 1579 at

Constantinop le a work called Pe 1 er, i.e. Perus h Elijahu
Rabbenu, a super-eommentary on Aaron ben Josep h's
Ha-Mibpar.

If this latter identification is correct,

it establl shes the terminum a qmo for the pre s ent Ms.
to be the sixteenth century.

Although ' all of R. Eli j ah's

re narks are given in the margin, they are in the same
'j'~C\<"-j>5 t ll.-<L C.<>f1•• ~,t;-

•

hand as the text itself, so were added by the same person, 1'
The quotations from R. Elijah appear on vv. 1:44;
2:9, 21; 3:4; 5:6; 7:1; 12:5; 14:3, 8,22 : 15:19; 16:19;
20:20; 21:58; 23:2; 24:1,5; 26:1; 87:12; 29:4,11,11, 1 9 ,
24; 30:1, 6, 11; 31:27; 32:2; 3:, :2,8, 23.
are found in the ma rgln.

All of them

x:Li
13.

Al-Fayyumi.

SI,

Saadiah Gaon (d,942) and h is followers

suf fer only one sp ecific attack in this commentary, on
17:8.

But even this one refereroe is eloquent testimony

tp the influence of the great leader of the Rabbanites,
who lived over four hundred yea rs before this commentary
was

14.

composed.
Rabbi Jehudah ha-Coh en Barzillai Joseph Nin Yehosef&7

is cited by refere nce to h is comment a ry on Sefer Yetsiran.

fie was a Spanish Talmudist of the end of the eleventh
and beginning of the twelfth century.

He is referred to

only once in a margin!!l note on 6:4.
15.

Al-Maqdisi (or Al-Muqaddisi).

This title, given

sepe rat ely in the colophon, has caused considerable dis-

se

cussion.

The strange fact is that no one is quoted b y

this title in tho commeutary and th~ndi vi duals known to
be called by this title are in the one case already named
59

in the colophon (Harun) or in the other case not quoted

'°

in the commentary (Ali ben Suleiman).

The suggest ion of

Xlii
/

wthe

Poznanski that Tobia ben Moses,

famous trans-

later of Karaite Arabic Works, was possibly meant,
is of no help as he is not quoted in the commentary
.

at all,

/

The later suggestion of Poznanski is much

more likely, to the effect th&t

l
t, :l..
read as 7 'C:>7pt:>7,'i .
The title

7

VK>

b7yv.>))'t.1should

be

uld then be applied

to Abu 1 1-Faraj Furqan rat h er than be understood as a
separate author.

The error could easily be due to a

copyist.
The Manuscript.

This study is based on one manu-

script from th~ulzberger Collection in the library
of the Jewish Th eological Seminary of America, New
York.

The Ms, is written in sriuare scri pt

on paper

5 1/4" xy 6 7/8" and consists of 151 folio leaves
with 23 to 25 lines to a page.

It is in fair condi ti r n

with some leaves considerably damaged by worms.

At

the beginning, several folios are undoubtedly missing,
as the comments begin at 1:17,

There is thus no wey

)'.,l iii
of telling whether the commenss are restricted to
Deuteronomy or origina lly covered the whole Pentateuch,
G. MarJolio. th desc.'.'ibes MS, OR, 2498 in
the British Museum as follows:
"Paper, about 7 1/2 in. by 5, consisting of 161
leaves, with 21 lines to a page.
with Hebrew letters 1 (

ter.

Foll. 2-160 are numbered

r1, ) - 159 ( (0 J

p)

Rabbinic charac-

Nineteenth Century.
nAn Arabic Commentary on Deuteronomy, compiled

and abridged from the works of Abu Yusuf Ya 1 kub al-~ir~isanT,
al-Mu~llim Abu'Ali, al-Shaikh Abu's-Sari, al-Shaikh Abu 1 1Faraj Harun, Abu 1 lfaraj Fur~n, al-Mu~addasi (or, perhaps
more correctly, Ma~dis¼ and others, by an anonymous author;
imperfect at the beginning.
"Title, fol. la:--U-1117,)

"r\~X.l ')90 n'""'XLI. n ,.3

This Ms. would appear to be a copy of the Sulzberger Ms,

The former is a ~ineteenth century copy; the latter

is much earlier.
ter 1.

Both begin defectively at verse l7 _of chap-

In the older work all the comments of R, Elijah appear

xli v
on the margin, while the B M Ms, has these comments on the
marg in on ly through folio 9a and fro m then on they are incorporated in t h e text (call ed

°i1"0;-:..c,

"marginal gloss").

Eith er the BM Ms. is copied fr om the Sulzberger Ms. or they
both were taken fro m an earlier Ms. defective in the same way.

n.
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v.
~

)(n""

am

i.u.Pt

1.

Give ee~•, '1..:l r,e avens, and.!. will

let the earth hear the words of

:!!I mouth.

the ,.,.,"!g cf p., • azinu ,, is a poem arranged_

about the affairs of Israel because our Lord has chosen
us.

rt sr,:ys, "Remember the days of old·• ( v. 7),

"When the Most High gave to the nations their inheritance' (v. 8), "For the ;:,ortion cf
people" (v. 9).

the Lord is His

Then secondly, it concerns His

grace upon 'ts, as it says, "He found him in a desert
lend" (v. 10).

Thirdly, it deals with our insolence

and sin, as it says, "But Jeshurun wpxed fat, and
kickeci• (v. 15).

Fourthly, it treats of our punish-

ment, as itt'ys, "And the Lord saw, and spurnec}~
(v. l9).

Flfthly, it sneaks of the punishment of

our enemies, as it sRys, "For their vine is of the
vine of Sodom• (v. 32).

Sixthly, it deols with

our rel!e.f :f"rom His terr~.ble doing;

"Th0t I, even

I, am He, rnd there is no God with 1ne '' (V. ~9)

unto the end of the song.
It begins b~ a~d~~ssi-g hePven and
e&rth, for the E:-cal ted Qne hed assigned the two
of them to he witnesses of what He wculd say, so
Fe commmds tl1em to hear that of which they are to
be witnesses.

T!lis sey ing is a meta::,hor, and the

meaning of the witness of heaven and earth against
them is that if they disobey, the heaven will refuse
its rain and the earth withhold its vegetation,

,.,.
•

so that in whatever place they may disobey they shall
not be free from the witness of both or of one of
them to the end that they will therefore refrr.in.
The Exalted One hes caused many witnesses
to testify against them.
as it says,

11

One of them ls this song,

Thet this song may be a witness for

Me against the children of Israel" (31 :19).

Another

wro'r:

is the law l'.'.1ich Moses (upon him be peace) as it

"

says, "Take this book of thA law, and put it by the
side o.f the erk 0f the covenant. of the Lord your

God, that it may be there for a w.itness against
thee. ~ (31.26).

Another is heaven end e a rth,

as it says, "I call heaven and earth to witness
against you (this day)" (4:26).

Another is the
SP..~c..-ty.,.o..c-'f

stone which Joshua placed in the holy place of
the Lord, as it says, "Behold, this stone shall be
a witness ageinst us" (Jos. 24:27).

Another is

the prophets, a s : it says, "Yet the Lord forewarned
Israel, and Judah, by th'l hand of every prophet,
and of every seer " (II Kings 17:1 3 ).

He Eel so made

them witness a g ainst themselve s , s s it s ey s, "Ye
are witnes s es against yourselves~ (Jos. 24: 22 ).
Furth er, the Exalted One made Himself s witness
against them, as it s a ys, "The Lo rd is witness
agai"lst you" (I Sam. 1 2 :5); nnd it st>ys, "And I
will be

P

swift witness• (Mal. 3:5).

And everyone

of these wi~nesses gives eviden c e in a certain
manner.

V, !,

Shall drop,

It will pour down abun-

&,Ci'
dantly (as appears) from "Yea, his heavens drop down dew•

( Deut, 33: 28) •
•rain',

1

"Rabbi Elijah sai d, J.le menticn:e.! four things:

dew 1 , •small rain', •showers•, for this song is

built on four things:

the first is the good which God

did to Israel from
(V.14); and t he s econd is from

(V,16) to

t."4-C

(V,19)
and the thira,

-\.'-"""
~

~

they requited him evil for good;

he did not requite them according to

their works, and the fourth from

lr-p •:>

(V,36) to the

~ ~1:

end,~ he takes vengeance on their enemies.

'Like rain'

----

is the early rain in Marcheshvan and "showers" is the
latter rain in Nisan.

'Like small rain is a kind of rain

or •. .•••..••••..•••••••••••..••. 1 dow .••.••••• .•.•..•.••.•.

.. ..... . . . . . . ... . ...... ... ... . ....... ....... . . .. ... .. . .. ..
.. . ... ... .. . ... .. . .. ... .... .. . . ... .. ····· ................ .
Another opinion is t hat t h e •~ain 1 is in winter, •the dew•,
in summer,

'Like fine rain' is when the seed is scattered

5

and 1t is the s rnall rain in the days of Marcheshvan and
Kislev to make them grow.

And the showers are the

heavy rain in ''the days of Adar,
like

19 ~:f) :>7

n

Know that

19 1)17)

is

in "The pastures of the wilderness

do drop", (Psa. 65:13), for the meaning of both is

"

the same,

'(L):} ,:)

They are like

like

Tl>'r.JtJ .

and

''my taking•

and

:JJtX)

and

& doctrine means

'61

because speech is taken fro!JI the Almighty

and does not come by itself.
sense of "my 9~ing".
refer to the song,

& speech.

It has the

"My doctrine" and "my speech",

He compares this song with two

things, rain and dew,which are beneficial to the seeds.
Thus when it is read and interpreted according to its
implied meaning, the metaphors refer to the present
and future lives.
grass.

As the

~

rain upon the tender

The meaning is like a fine and gentle rain Gi

'79

or like scattered drops upon fresh herbage; for it
is the fine rain that penetrates the earth.
~

showers.

Like the sustained rain.

And_!!:.:!,

Anoth er view

70
is, like drops, t~at is the big drops of rain.

V. 3.

b£.!:!!;

.E£!: 1 will proclaim t h e ~ o f ~

ascribe~ greatness unto~ God refers to

heaven and e~rth so that it says, Hearken for I shall

surely proclaim to these people "the name of the Lord.

n

Another view is that it refers to "shall drop as the
rain " and that means thst he compares his discourse
with dew and rain, for he says that what I invoke~
the~ of~

b£.!:!!,

greatness to our God.

is like dew and r ain.

So give

Regarding the {Red) sea it says,

"Sing ye to the Lord, for he is highly exalted" {Ex.
15:21).

And Deborah said, "Bless ye the Lord" {Ju,

5:29).

And in this song it says, "Ascribe ye great-

7

ness unto our God", yet it does not explain what they
should say but each in the manner he wishes, as it
says, "And when all the people saw it, they shouted"
(Lev, 9:24).

It says, T o ~ ~ . for verily all the

people were obedient,
the

~

It says, "For

1 .!!!!.

proclaim

o f ~ Lord; then it says, To £:!£ God,

since the Exalted One is worshipped by this name; for
verily His name is called upon us, as it says,

"And

all the peoples of the earth shall see that the name
of the Lord is called upon thee", etc. (Deut. 28:10).

V. ~-

The Rock, !!ii!~_,!,! perfect,

This verse is (a continuation of )
greatness",

"Ascribe ye

So it instructs them to say it and

informs them that God, the Blessed and Exalted, is

7/

stronger than every strong one.

And tbis verse

B
ls divided into two parts; one of them is the

11.,

creation a,1d it is the Rock, pnd the second is
the . . . . . ........ ~For everyt h ing which He created
in the six days of the creation wss perfect and

cl~te.c.t
without lmJ3,erfec~ionn . . . . . . . . . . according to His
works and He ls A God of truth and without iniquity.
Perfect

is an opithe~ of his work, that it is

perfect snd sound fro,n any stricture or imperfection.
For all His ways~ justice meens all his actions,
like the saying, nThe Lord made me at the beginning
of His W8y'' (Prov. 8:82) arrl like ~He is the beginning of the ways of God" (Job 40Jl9).

Another

interpretation is all His w1Jys of acting, like "For
the ways of the Lor<l are right

ft

(Hos. 14 :10) :md

like "That they may keep the way of the LordM
('}en. 18:19) and like nshow me Thy ways, O Lord"
(Psa.

25:4).

For the doings of the Mighty and

Powerful One are just and His commands and prohlbitions are just bocaus e Jle is wise, self sufftclm t;

9
nothing emanates from Him that has in it any form
of turpitude, as it says, "And how small a whisper
is heard of Him", (rob, 26:14),

For the Mighty

and Powerful One brings to life and causes death,
makes rich and causes poverty and other aspects of
managing the world; all of them are perfect, for
verily He is "greet in counsel" (Jer, 32:19), "a
God of knowledge" (I. Sam, 2:3).

God
-A --

faith-cf ---

fulness, for no deed of His servants escapes Him,
since it is <1.ot possible for him to be forgetful,
and He will not cast off His goodnessto them, as it
says, ~God shall bring every w:,rk (concerning every
hidden thing) into the judgment" (Eccl. 12:14),
~

without iniquity, that is, there is no injustice

with Him in this judgment, but He is altogether just,
as it says, "Howbeit Thou art just in all that is
come upon us" (Ne':1. 9:33),

;\nd similarly at the

Resurrection He will punish every soul,

fer what it

has done and He will not seize the innocent with the

/()

Just and right .!J! He indicates that He is

wicked.

'1?

righteous with the righteous, upright with the upright, as it says, "With the uerciful Thou dost show
Thyself morciful" (Psalm 18:26), and this refers to
the time of the Uessiah who is forever just and upright, as

ii;

says, "Thy people also shall be all

righteous", (Isa. 60:21).

v.

5.

He corrupted him

1lf refers

to the

Almighty, since God of faithfulness is mentioned before it.
\f

Thus it says, I will destroy Israel by the

11

curses mentio ~ed in the desert, because of their

opposition to the Exalted.

Another view is that it

~,t:
refers to Israel.

It means th11b Isrpel corrupted

his belief so He exclude<i them from being His chosen

ones because of their failing when they became a
perverse and crooked generation.

Another view is

that Israel corr'.lp ted himself by this evil doing,
and they became es though they were not His sons,

If
contrary to whet He celled them,

"Ye are sons

of the Lord your God" (Deut. 14:1), and that was
on account of their failing in their religion and
they trecame thereby perverse in obedience and
crooked in what He formed them.

This was the

generation of Jeremiah, for it says,

11

0 generation,

see you the word of the Lord" (Jer. 2:31).

So

-Jb

it is perverse end crooked; perverse because it
has not submitted to its CrePtor, end crooked because it did not repent.
V. 6.

Do "'J.!:!.. thus requite the Lord?

is en allusion to their ~efect, and Q foolish
ueople is because of their requiting good deed by
evil and Unwise, fe,r if they were "wise" they would
act in acc:ordance with wisdom; they would do good
and turn nwey from evil, so that they would not
fors•~ke the worship of their Greator Who is
beneficent to them end serve a cre~ture of no bonefit to them.

Ia He not

~

father?

It calls

Him "f .. ther" because the mention of'\Us children"
precedes, and its !Jleaning is Cre!ltor, by analogy
of' the begetter from whom offspring proceed.
That hath gotten thee, that is, He hath gotten

71

thee from Egypt, as it says, ''the people that
Thou hast gotten (Ex. 15:16).

And it is an

apocopated perfect; and if it were non-pausal it
would appear

71\>11like

the following

iw.)) Xlil

Another view is l,hat it is a noun with the sense
of the participle which is

jlJj) lili:e
form

,.,~ij).

Its root is

~/ ~~ and from it comes the non-pausal

1~~

1the pausal fo nn

7

• vupon the analogy

of ''thy field tho·.1 sholt not sow"

whereinT({Jis non-pausul end
root of both forms being

(Lev. 19:19)

Tit/

fl7W.

is pausal, the

It describes God

': T'

the Exalted One in t;he verse "He is the Rock, His
work is perfect• with six epithets end(here) it
mentions in opposition six epithets of their evil.

/3
The first epithet of tre Exalted One is "His
work is perfect"'; and the socond, "all His ways
are judgment; the tb:trd, "a God of truth"; the
fourth,

"without iniquity"; the fifth, "jllst"; and

the sixth, "right is He".
epithets of their sin.

In contrast are the six

The first is "He corr\,lpted

him"; the second, "not the blemish of His children

7J
is their blemish"; the third, "a perverse generation";
the fourth, "crooked"; the fifth,

11

0 foolish people" ;

11 Is

not He thy fsth6:!" that

hath gotten thee from Egypt?

Hath He not made thee

and the sixth, "unwise",

in the womo?"

Another view is the.t "He hath made

-----

thee" mems He prepared thee with favors which Ee
beg,m by conversing wlth you mouth to mouth on Mt.
Sinai and by rnskLng the coven&.rit with you and by
gi vino: to you "the tables of testimoriy" (Ex. 31: 18),
"the tables of the covenenta (Dt. 9:9), so that
you beciame theruby His creation.

"And establishc:d

adorned you with "standards" and a "pillar of cloud "

and a 'pillar of' fire " similar to ~Thy hands have
made me m d fashioned 1ne·

'(>JIJJl:F1) 11(Psa. 119:73}

by v1hich is meant the creation itself, which is the
form of man and his sbape.
V. 7.

Remember the days of old means to

remember the kindness of Almighty God to your
fathers in the former time which is the time of Moses
of which it speaks in
meaning of
of

D'JW

-0?07

and similarly

Days: ~I 0 7 has the

.(1/JW has the meaning

@onsider the years of many generations

indicates the time of Joshua and his successors to
which it refers i:-i
and he will shew thee; thy elders, and they will tell
thee is a reminder concerning the ways of learning
what He had commanded bv the say ing "Remember the
days of old" and •c nns ider t h e years of meny generations . "

So he ·soid, Ask thy father and tby elders

of what bas happened in the past in order that they
may inforn1 you, so trrnt you shall know.

And what

I~
is to be asked about is past favors of God to their
fathers in bringing them out of Egypt by wonderful

miracles and the enacting of the Lew upon them.
Another opinion is thet the thing 11sked refers to
what it mentions afterfiard, i.e., "When the Most
High gave to the _nstions their inheritance ·, (v. 8),
ahd to other things about which there is common
agreement and the hearer is restricted to knowledge
by transmission.

There is in that no indicati on

of what the opposer of tradition claims, since if it
wer'3 true, then the knowledge would be (limited) to
(Moses), but its being trensmitted by someone else
confirms the fact thet it originates from (Moses)
(unon him be peace).

Abu surri (may his soul rest in

paradise) s:.iid, 'Remeinber the days of old" goes back
to the first ten generations from the time of Adam to
Noah {upon them be peace); "the ye11rs of many gene1'a-

eD
tions" goes be ck to the generations from the sons of
Noari; ''He set the borders of the peoples ff, since the

l'7
time of Cnnaan's existence in it (Palestine),
but when Israel came unto it, it was naccording
to the nw1ber of the children of Israel~.

And

he (may his soul rest in paradise) said, What is
the meaning that one sho 1tld ask his fathers and
his elders about this matter, in v~ew of fact that
they could learn it from what is written in the
Torah since the time ·~when the Most Hi gh divided to
the nations t h eir inheritance•, and they are the
sons of Noah, and si nee "he separated the s:ons
of Adam", as it is s a id, 'And by these were the
nations dividedn (Gen. 10:32) , so it'. happ ened that
"He f!et the bounds of the people"?

And he (may

his soul rest in paraoise) s~id, This, question is
not the question of a child who has read and grown
of age, since if it were thus, then he would knoi,
from his reading of the Torah.

For just as the

answer in the story of the Pess over is clearly

17
stated (in the Torah) so it is in this chapter.
If the answer were transmitted, it would say that
the answers with your father are transmitted, but
we do not find that.

It is said that the one whom

Moses addresses is an adult, for if it were a young
child, he would not continue (to be so), but this
is one negligent, scornful and ignorant in what is
in the book of God according to what it called him
11

0 foolish people and unwise".

So it says, If you

do not know what ! say, then ask so that you may
underittand the truth of what I mentioned, and that
is ~Vhen the Most High 11vided to the nations their
inheritance•.

It is children to whom the father

should begin speak',ng, as it; says, "when thy son
shall ask you" (Deut. 6:20) end it s&ys, "and thou
shalt shew thy son in that dayn (Ex. 13:8).

v.

8.

''lhen the Most High divined tc tPe

nations their lnh"ritAnce refP-rs to tho Most High 1 s

giving to Israel the li,nd of the ''seven nations "as an
inberit~nce.

When he
--

-- --- - --

sep!Jrflted the sens of Adam

indicates the time of (His) givine them the land
of the nations es an inheritance for it says, in
His seperAting the sons of Adam.

He means the

~even nationJ'too for verily theExalted One scattered
the united from the isolated among them and divided
all of them.

He set the bounds of the people, for

many ktngs had divided up this land and each one
had a limit an::l s boundary, so Israel killed them
and to ok their land.
V. 9.
people.

For the Lord's portion~ His

verily God the Exalted chose Israel as

His portion from the rest of the nations of the
world, es in 'And the Lord shall inherit Judah
His portion" (Zech. 2:16).

Ho then became their

portion, as it s~ys, "The Lord is my portion, I
said' (Psa. 119:57), ,The Lord is my portion, my
soul said"' (L&,n. 3:24).

The lot of his inheritance,

They belong to Him throughout the ages,

The

proselyte enters into "His portion" but net into

19
"His inherit1mce'1 •

mea:is that !le found him in the desert just as a man
finds his most coveted thing and he rejoices in it
and prese:,:,ves it, like th:Yverse, "I found Israel
like grapes in the wilderness" (Hos. 9:10).

Enother

view is that Israel found the rrovidence of Almighty
God in the de&ert.

That means that whenever they

desired anything from the Exalted One they found

'II
Hiu s'.lfficient for them.

And in the waste,! howling

lt

wilderness means in a waterless desert where He kept
them from harm by howling wild animals, as it says,
He compassed Eim about, like one who goes about with
a -;ierson he loves and attends to his needs.
If:i.t

(

He

l11JJIJ?) istekenas

intrensltive it means that He wes . d.ndful of Israel,
its sense being that the Exalted One pondered over
thorn liken man who thinks about his child end conaiders things advantageous to his welfare and does
them .

If it is taken as c ausative it means that Re

mpde Israel understand, ~.ts sense being that He
made them go by means of the "pillar of cloud" and
directed them to 'che places where they should travel,
and informed them of the time of stopping and departing.

Another view is that he instructed them in the

63

beliefs and the nrecepts.

He kept him as the apple

£!_His~ refers to His keeping and preserving them
from misfortunes, as the apple of the eye protects
its pup:1.1, •ihich is the highest degree of preservation.
V. 11.
~s~

As

~

eagle that stirreth up her

U·

means like an eagle, as an eagle stirs

up her

young in the nest. by her call and when she has need
she takes tllem from the neat to a place of flesh
and blc od , as i

~

says,

"Doth the vulture (eagle)

moun~ up at thy command, and make her neat on high?
..... From thence she sp~.eth out the prey; her eyes
behold it r-far off.
(Job. 39:27,29,30).

Her young ones suck up blrod.
It meBns that just as the

eagle carries her young from nest to nest so He

11

carried them; this is olso the meaning of the
saying, "And I bore you on eegles• wings.
Stirreth

~

11

(Ex. 19:4).

her nest is to be explained as the

message which was sent unto tr..em through Moses
(upon him be peace) so thet they would be moved to
depart.

Another opinion is th8t in the time of the

jo 1.1rney Ho roused them by the blowing of the trumpets,
as it says, •And they shall be unto thee for the
calling of the CQ~gregation and for causing the camps
to set forward." (Num. 10: 2).

Hovereth over her

youhg refers to the time of sending them forth when

He hovered over ~hem with the cloud by which He
afforded them s~ado.

Spreadeth abroad her wings

means He had taken them away from Pharaoh.

Beareth

them on bor pinions refers to their crossing the sea
for surely only the eagle of all birds can span the
sea; moreover, Mo'3es Lnd Aaron { upon them be peace)
wer-.i for the peo,,le like two wings.

V. 12.

The Lord alone did lead them

means that they were alone in the desert, as Balaam
said, "Lo, it is a people that shall dwell alone"
(Nu.,n.

23:9).

"

means that there was with God no other who was helping Him in what He was doing for them.

Another

opinion is that there was with Israel no other god
at tb,at time, as it says concerning them, "But ye
that did cleave unto the Lord your God are olive
everyone of you this day.w (Deut. 4:4). The ExPlted
was the only one rullng them; end there was no need
of another ruler beside Him for they were obedient.

~

~e made .. ..,em possess the high a~d

the eartn.

fl,

glorious lend.

And he d i d ~ ~he fruitage of the

land so that among its many products the bees swsrm
in the rocks end hills and honey flows from them, as
it seys in the story of Saul, •And when the peool

were come unto the forest, behold a flow of honey"
(I Sam. 14:26) ,

And oil out of the flinty rock.

71~ V)10~ fH') has the effeet nf

1£)1 \?Sntl 7 1~0. This

means the oil which is extracted from the olive trees
~hich grow in the stone of the flint-rock.
V. 14,

B1

Curj_ of kine and milk d1' sheep.

"Know that the curd of kine is better than the curd
of sheep, and likewise the milk of sheep is better
than the mHk of kine."

With fat of lambs,

that

is, fat lambs which are called Karariz (the rams
that carry the shepherd's bug or the bell).
favors a re mer.tioned.

Thus ten

They a re "the frui tage of the

field, He made him to suck honey, oil out of the
fl:!.nty rock, curd of kine, milk of sheep, fat of
lam~s, rams of ~,e breed of Bashan, he-goats,

the

kidney-fat of wheat, and the blood of the grape."
V. 15 .

But Jeshurun waxed fat, and kicked.

"And kicked because of the great IJTOspe!ility; thou
didst

~ ~.!

refers to fat

cbn );

thou did.at grow

thiClr meens abundance of flesh; thou didst become
gross .•..•...........•..

1

mentioned in four pla ces.
Jeshurun·~ (Deut. 33:5).

Gan, o

The. name Jeshurun is
"And there was a king in
"There is none like unto

Jeshurun" (Deut. 3,, : 26).

"And thou, Jeshurun,

et
whom I h ave chosen~ (Isa. 44:2).

The verse says,

8J

He who was u p right grew fot and bec ame ung odly,
like

10~

and the ~Nun" is for emphasis.

Israel is

called Jeshurun because they received the Law of God
which He enj o ined upon them.

The statement of

thou didst war fat ( 5JJ(.)(U) after the preceding
is t o indic a te the.t he became exeeedingly fat.
didst grow thick,

~

Thou

didst become gross means their

.Jo
b.cd1.es became comely and thick end fat covered their

flanl:s.

Another view is th1,t the word

compounded from fwo words which

l

re

JP/0..J is

t7t).) end

.sl'" "i1

And he forso ok God who made him meens that they neglected the worRhin. of' the Exalted One.

And contemned

the Rock of His salvation means that they cast away
what was due of t'he oblig,ation lo the Exalted One in

return for the assistance give n them b:y the Almighty.
V. 16,

They roused Him to jealousy with

strange gods, that ls, with their worship of "other
gods."

With ubomine.tions did they provoke Him.

Either this refe~s to "strange godsn for they are
called "abomination" ( i"J:l.::IIJ\) as it says, "And thou
shalt not bring an a·oominatlon into thy house"
(Deut. 7:26); or it indic1Jtes the nine "abominations"
which are "one that maketh his son or his daughter
to pass through the fire, one that useth divination,
a soothsayer•, etc.
V. 17.

(Deut. 18:10),

They sacrificed unto demons.

'Abu Sa'id (may his soul rest in Paradise)

said,

The "demons" are the Genii (Jinn) and evil spirits
(Ifrit) as ';hey are still denominated.

He further

said, Know that the demons are imaginary things
without real existence and are .1ot found outside
of the imagination.
(Satyrs} hy

r1'f!2

The Targum translates
(1c-~,·11•)

u•"J~ip2

(Lev. 17:7), for those

who believe in their existenc'l are using their

u
foI'!ll of goats since their black color makes for
They are in-

obscurity in which phantoms multiply •

.91

ternreted as Sathns.

Another view repres ents them

as the bereft of ree son.

It

(r:I •,({) )

is media

geminata in form, derived from •robbers
by night''

( •,~/IV )

( Ob . 5) the meaning of wl· ich is robbint.,
For they were not

and plundering.

objects of worshio unto any people before Israel and
Israel began the worship of them.~ Another opinion
is that

are images of idols which 8re

made and worshipped.

Which xour fathers dreF,ded not

is interpreted es your fathers were not terrified
by them.~

It means that they did not fep r them

nor were they fr.'_ghtened by them, although they were
disobedient

(in worshipping ther.,.); you excelled in

doing tlrnt and added to their transgressions.

rl?,!p

wast unmindful.
like

i"l~.D,

as its imnerative

in "Be thou for the people" ( .c.x. 18: 19)

which is the imperative of

7

i).Hl
. ·:-

in "Who is he that

saith, end it cometh to puss" (LH:11. 3:37) .
view is that it is like

95

'Dr;>.s")

in the vel'se,

7

~:1 S)

Another

afte'r the. manner of

"Neither blot out their sin

from Thy s:i ght ' ( Jer . 18: 23) and the root is

!JI,

rllU)5\, ilno,.ri,
father.

That begot thee is in Ploce of thy

That he~e thee is what you experienced of

the distress in E~ypt until you were saved, like
a woman who is relieved of her lobor pangs with the
birth of her child.

Another view is that it mee.ns

literally the one who bore thee end

WPS

seized with

labor pangs for thee i.1 the bowels .
V. 1~ .

~

the Lord sew, and spurned

means that just as they shunned the worship of the
Exalted One, so He diverted His csre from them.
Because of the provoking of His

~

end His daughters

means the comulicity of men and women in shomeful
deeds that p1I1ovoked to anger, as it says,

"The children

gether weed, and the fathers kindle the fire, and the
women knead the uough,

(.t o

make cakes to the queen of

heaven, ancJ to pmllr ou-c drinl<:-o:fferings unto other gods,
that they may provoke Me,J• (Jer. 7:18).
"Do they provoke m3?"(Jer. 7:19).

Then it says,

Another view is that He

was displeased by the offering of their sons and daughters.
Its escribing them unto the Exalted One when it says, His
sons and His daughters, is because they were of the offspring of whom it is said, 'Israel is My son, My firstborn '' (Ex. 4:22).

Another vie1v is that His sons end His

deught ers rei,lly means ~your son fl a.,r:1 your daughters·,.
V, 80,
them'

And He said:

'l

will hide

!!!2

fece from
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means I will. remove my mercy f rom ther.1, for I know

thi,t they shall become righteous only by "Exile"·
see what their end shell be

hi,!

I will

s ,. a meti,phoric meaning, be-

cause the Exalted One is cognizant of the results of events.
Indeed it is as one says to his child:

"Behold, I shall

forsake thee end cease speaking to thee in order to see
whet becoMes of thee, whether thou shalt become righteous
or not!'' It is possible that seeing h4s the sense of knowing.

That would m H•n, I shall llide My mercy from them for

I know the encJ of their affair, that they will persevere in

rebellion end will not daoart from tt.

For they a r e ~ ~

J)8

froward generation refers to their indecision in transg1'esChildren _1_!! whom ~ £2 fe i thfulnes s ( J10 () \ that is,

sion.

there is no conviction t~ them.

It means that they do not

observe what the zeal for My law renders obligatory upon them.
Thus

\ l ()r') is an attribute of the person .

holds

\'01,

v.

Another view

,md

j)JIO'r\

21.

They have £_?used Me to jealousy with_!!.

to be the same. "1

_!l£-~ means that they worship one to whom no worship is due.
They have roused ~;
uo-people.

.!. will rouse them to jeelousy v.ith a

They are Edom (Christians) and Ishmael (Mohem-

medens), for Edom was n0t originaJ.ly.... . • • . • •

'l'he ptlople

were (first) Greeks end were converted ...•.•••••.•••• and
became Chrl.stians, so He calls them _!!. _!l£-people.

Ishmael is

'"

likened to clay which l.s worthless when compared with gold,
silver, copper and iron, so therefore they are called_!!. vile
nation.

Pnother view is that a !!'.:_-neovle refers to the

Semarita,1s who wer"- dwelling in their territory 1md treating
them lik~ enemies enn distressing them when they said, we
are the peopltl of God ltke you enn we intend to build the

temple with yo11 in order thPt we mey worship God in it.
They are likewise~ yile netion.

Another view is that I

shall chE>nge (my rel at ions) with them in the t I shell say
to the,n,

'Ye r, re not 'llY people"(Hos. 1:9), O"foolish people

and unwise" (V. 6), aftPr what I said to them,

"Thou mayest

be a holy people unto the Lord thy God' (Deut. 26:19).

V.22.

Fore fire is ~indled i n ~ nostrils,[and

the earth with her produce, and setteth fblaze the foundations
of the mounteinsJ.

This meF.ns th, t thunderbolts descended

from Him upon their l enc1 and b·1rned the-n, as it s c ys, "Fire
devoured ~heir y0ung ~en" (Ps E. 78:63), sinll~r ~o "A fire of
God is fallen from heavenn (Jon 1·161,

The thunderbolts

were Penetrating a~1d burning the roo~s of the trees and were
not spent until they reached the deeoest weter, as Amos says,
"And, behold, the Lord God celled to contend by fire; and it
devoured the g~eat deep" (Amos 7:4).

Another view takes it

literally as though the ene'lly set fire to Jerusalem and their
other cities.

Another view is the l it refers thus to their

rebellion for it likens it. to fire when its evil result comes

31
upon them, as it says, "For ye have kindled a fire in My nostrils which shall burn against you " (Jer, 17:4).

The anger of

Ood aga inst them has been co mpa r e d to fire in the verses,
"Therefore He poured upon him the fury of His anger", etc,
(Isa, 42:25) and "And He hath burned in Jacob like a flaming

fire" (Lam. 2:3).

. rl.9b7'

is to

I t!f
be interpreted as I will put an end to them, like the verse,

"That the watered be swept

s,1 .9

) away (with the dry)"

(Deut. 29:18). If it were to be interpreted as I will assemthe..t it would ki4.-e, 1'> he e;t-J.e,.y lilc.e. '' I will S<Arely A.$Se,,..l,k
bl!)"(

1'

'D~~), O Jacob, [all of thee) " (Micah 2 :12) or

like "I will assemble (

f

9b l ,'\ )

her that halteth" (Micah

4:6) which is analogous in form to "I will say (
unto Ood my Rockn (Paa, 42:10),

~

which a.re disclosed in whet follows.

701 r)

>

are s even misfortunes

So (it means that) He

will destroy the evils among them rather than destroy them by

means of the evils.

It compares them with arrows which come

unexpectedly.

v.

24.

~

( 'JI'.>)

hunger like 'That they should heat

,,1

Jt 7

163

WR~ting~of hunger is the burning of

):. "trJ) )

(Dan. 3:19) and "It was wont to be heated (

21 '

the furnace"
) " ( ibid_j •

/fl~

is the food of birds, as seen from "Eat

( CL),
thou not

C"(] TT.).!"1

S~ ) the bread of him that

eye" (Prov. 23:6) and "young birds

(r

'""

hath an evil

'J.'.ll)" (Job 5:7).

Another view is that it is the heat of the sparks of fire, as
in "Ye clothe you, but there is none warm (
6) and in "The flashes thereof

(,1'9\lJ'l)

Din~)"

(Hag. 1:

are flashes of fire"

(Cant. 8:6), for hun~er burns the body as it says, "Our skin
is hot like an oven because of the burning heat of famine"
(Lam. 5:10).

A n d ~ destruction ("

>'7t')

.J.0p1l is inter-

preted as bitter death, as seen from the verses, "Ho, thy destruction (

T.:l.lOj> ) ,

destruction (

0 DeathJ" (Hos. 13:14) and "Nor of the

:::l~j)Y.>l) that wasteth at noonday" (Psa. 91:6),

and "And with bitterness ( {\11•11".)::l l) shalt thou sigh" (Ezek.
21:11).

Crawling things o f ~ ~ ~eans crawlers of the

dust as appears from "Like crawling things of the earth"
(Mic. 7:17r) and
V. 25.

1'7'~1 .,,i:"t~TTl'
\Vi tbout;_

~

(Job 32:6).

the

~

ohildren were killed outside by the sword.

bereave means the

fil1!! .!!l

~

~-

~ ~ meaB8 that those who were hiding within the
_chamber perished from fright because of the terror of the

33
enemy.

~ y o u n g ~ ~ virgin, etc, shows that this mlsfor-

tune includes all men.
V. 26.
~

1

thought

make their memory

1

~

ls a word compounded from

/;,i,

~

f!:.2!!!

make .!!.!; ~
among~•

11 1 XonciUi1.

£! ~ ' 1
u,l,r"(~i')

It means that I

shall unleash my wrath among them and they shall perish, so
that it will be asked, Where are they?
both {

t'i

Another view ls that

and i),\ :) 1' are virtually nouns, the root ofTirl','\.9,'-;

being,)~_'.:} ,\ and its plural being

1J ';,:,9A

Its interpretation ls ~heir hostilities.
unleash hostilities among them.

after the an-

It means, I will

Another view ls, I intend

10'1
to drive them into corners. It means, I will separate them
in corners.

It is derived from

!lX.3

It means that after

scattering them to the corners of the world as a corrective
measure but they were not corrected, I intended not to leave

a remembrance of them among men.

However the enemy•~ .12.!£-

vocation (V,27) ls a contradiction of that,
tation ls far-fetched on two accounts.

This interpre-

The first ls that

tot

ls a stationary noun that ls not inflected (as
a verb), and (yet hero) is given its imperfect including an

objective euffix, hence

clt"1 3- )

thie noun

-O,l.,~9 ,l,,.

is inflected ite imperfect would not

take an objective suffix with
will meet them (

The second is that if

TI (u ) 9 X )

,1 and r:) but t'.) alone, as in nr
as a bear the. t is bereevedLof

her whelp'i)" (Hos, 13:8) and in " Shall I then redeem them

( TI7 .9 n )"

(Hos. 7:13).

a verb) the form would be

So if ,1X 9 were inflected (es

D~9 0 .

U r) 1s the pronominal

,,9

suffix with nouns but not with verbe,

e.g.,

Ti i'l':l,'),

-D,l'S l, O ,P.s1tY J.,
V. 27.
provocation.

~

.!l !!,2!

~

1

dreaded

~

enemy 1.!!

He confines himself here to the enemy'~

m-

vocation rather than to snother one of the misfortunes since
it involves their recovery from Iere.el which they attribute
to their gods, as in the saying of the Philistines, "Our god
hath delivered Samson our enemy into our hand, •••••• and the
deetroyer of our country" (Judges 16:23,24).

This enemy is

everyone who trensgresses the beliefs of Israel.
is metaphorical.

dreaded

It meane if I were not wary of the rage /IC

of the enemy, as in the verse "Be ye afraid (
nord'\fob 19:29).

1

Another view is that

71.::(X

J)

of the

is inter-

preted as "gathered" (passive participle of '):{?)) with the
meaning, My wrath and that of the enemy 1 shall be gathered

tll

against them so that they shall perish.

On this account it

is necessary for Him to show mercy unto them and because of
His assurance to them, as He says, "But I will not make a
full end of t h ee" (Jer. 30:11) and because of His knowledge
of what shall arise from them in the generation of Messiah
of whom it is said, "Thy people also shall be all righteous"
(Isa. 60:21), and for the reason that the "righteous" shall

never be cut off from them.

')l;\}\ lf¥:,ans "gathered",

like "Agur, the son of Jakeh" (Prov. 30:1).

l O't.::S 17.JJ'
"Nor regardeth (

\3 , l..:)J

7

In the clause

means they respect, like

7 :)J) the rich more than the poor"

34:19) and "Ye shall not respect (

l 1'.?.fl )

(Job

persons in

judgment " (Deut, 1:17) which is the same ti. s
V. 28.jJ)'\ ~I~~

7.:J,"-t 7 1,.l ':J

means the people

were destroyed because of evil behavior and that is the conduct of the Gospel writers and also of t h e ten who joined
Mohammed and swore allegiance to him and wrote the Koran,

(~I '>1

is a preterite passive verb, analogous to

.

_1(£)

.¾

C:t+i(L)

the non-pausal form of

;lJr\1

(Lev. 10:16).

It is

derived from "The blessing o f him that wa s reedy to perish

( ,').f ~ )

came upon me" (Job 29:13) end "If I had seen any

11iperish ( 7::lf ~ ) for want of clothing" (Job 31:19).

An-

other view is t h at it is an active particip le and its im-

7J..i r)

perative is

like

1J CTJ\~ '~,8 1(0(.)~
like

~Ji IV

(Job 9:15).

7J\t') is

7.;?,i>;

Anot h er view is that

which is an imperative of

The preterite is

co2 11u

interpret ed h e ~ in ne ed of.

1;!i>,:. is

a noun meaning the destitute,

i.e., the dest itute of knowledge or ac c ording to another view
t h e destitute of prophecy.
like

J~l'X
,
T

nThey shall col'le into the treasury

of the Lordn (Jos. 6:19).

..fll

counsels (
(Isa. 25:1).
prophecy.

Its non-pausal form is

s\ 1'f..Y

is prophecy like nEven

~~) of o l d, in faithfulness and truth"

This shows that t h e (other) nations have no

!!.12

~

ll

!!2, understanding

!.!:

~

means that

they do not investigate that they may know that they are embracing falsehood, and concerning them it says, "For it is a
people of no understanding• (Isa. 27:11).
V. 29.

If they~.!.!.!! refers to Edom \Christ-

:37
ians); T h e y ~ discern ref ers to Ishmael (Mohammedans),
for these two peoples claim a postlesnip.

Their latter end
--------

means "the latter end" of Israel to whom they shall come
and whom the Elxalt ed One promised that He would restore them
to their former station; nay, even better than that.

v.

30.

1!2:! ~ ~ ~ ~ t housand refers to
II "'1

the feet that one of Israel was pursuing a thousand of their
enemies, as Joshua said to them, "One man of you hath chased
a thousand~ (Jos. 23:10).

~

!.!£

~ ~

thouas.nd

!£

flight

means it now became so that two of their enemies will put to
flight ten thousand of Israel; were it no t t h a t ~ Rock

h!£

~ ~ ~ ~

Lord

~

delivered t h em ~• then their

condition would not have become opposite from what it was before.

U 7'JO means ~ .!£1£ ~

J J 0.S1 )

as in "Thou sellest

thy people for small gain" (Psa. 44:13).

So

it they had considered these conditions, they would not have
said, Our

~

.!.! exalted, and

~ ~ ~ ~

wrought

ill

this ( V• 27) •

v.

31.

If they would distinguish between their effeirs and those ot

38
Israel, then they would say that our God is not their god,
for verily they worship nwoodn and '• stone" and Israel worships nAn everlasting Rockn (Isa, 26:4), So ¥oses (upon him
be peace) says, They do not discriminate as they should; on
the contrary, our enemies have become judges and arbiters to
pass judgment upon us by various kinds of coercion and they
consider us to be ignorant.

Another view is t hat Moses

(upon him be peace) says, Unlike our God is the mockery of
their god for the Almighty God is able to make us subservient unto them and humbled in their hand, and He, the Exalted One, is able to reverse the situation,1]>~;,~
means

~

enemies

~

not

~

U"J.'IX l

/J't

judges, for the negative of

the preceding clause extends its force to this clause as
well, just as in "For the needy shall not alway be forgotten,

.,(Ps4.9; ,9)
(nor) the expectation of the poor perish for ever. The negative is construed with the second clause also. So he
says, Our ene~~es have no precepts not prophetical books like
us, so that they may examine them carefully and understand
that what has befallen us is from Almighty God and that the
Exalted One will surely have mercy upon us and will restore
us to something better than what we were,

V, 32,

E£!:

~ ~

.!..fl £.! the vine of Sodom,

etc. indicates that they learned the prectices of Sodom which
refers to Ishmael (Mohammedans) among whom exist "pride" and
"homosexuality" and the rest of the "abominations", as it
ss.ys concerning Sodom, "And they were haughty and committed
abomination before Me" (Ezek. 16:49, 50), for those among
them who believe in the unity of God "believe (also) in the
prophet of falsehood," so they follow in the way of ·•idolaters" in error and vileness of creed,

B,e compares their

practices to ·'vine" end "fields" since the fruit of them is
eaten now and its wine is drunk hereafter.

It means what

these practices produce of misfortunes in this life and punishment in the life to come, as it says, ~grapes.!!:!
grapes

2!

gall," etc. so that Israel should refrain from

their practices.

v.

33.

~

wine

.!..fl the

~

£.!

serpents, He

wi"
compares their punishment in the nether-world, which is the
fruit of their action, with the poison of "serpents" and
"asps", for if the viper becomes enraged it pours out its

poison and kills the person stung.

Similarly the punishment

of the Lord of the Worlds burns them and destroys them.
zophar compares the punl~hment of the "wicked" with the
poison of snakes and vipers when he says, "He shall suck
the poison of asps; the viper's tongue shall slay him."
(Job 20;16).

sealed

~

preserved.

!E,

!I

treasuries?

blt'.1)

Le. stored up,

It is a metathesis of the letters of

1l I()..)

fib
(Ezek. 44:20). Another view is that it is the same as

A.' J J
V

111
9.8 in "Go, gather together ( ,....
v f _J

Jews" (Esther 4:16).

.J)

all the

So it indicates that the deeds of

Ishmael and Edom to Israel will be remembered, stored up,
gathered, sealed by Him until the "day of judgment".
V. 35.

Vengeance l s ~ . ~ recompense ls the

vengeance upon Edom and Ishmael, as it says concerning
Babylon, "For it ls the vengeance of the Lord, take vengeance upon her;

As

s:1e hath done, do unto her." (Jer. 50:

15) and '1And I will render unto Babylon •••• ( all their evil)"
(Jer. 51:24).

And He says concerning Edom "And I will lay

my vengeance upon Edom" (Ezek 25:14) and "For the Lord hath

a day of vengeance, a year of recompense for the controversy of Zion (Isa. 34:8) and that ls the requital
hereafter, es it says, nI will gather all nations, And
will bring them down into the valley of Jehoshaphat"

(Joel 4:2).
1.e.,the time when their sins are completed.

"This ls

the sign When you shall see concerning Edom and Ishmael
that their foot shall slip.

Know that the day of their

calamity ls at hand, and the things that are to come
shall make hast.

They are the a:urses."

of their calamity~~~ ls, When Israel shall
hesten to repentance.
of the nations.

It refers to the day of judgment

It neans that from God's standpoint it

ls near even though in itself it is remote, like "For
a thousand years in Thy sight are but as yesterday"
(Psa. 90:4).

And~ t h i n g s ~ ~ ! . £ ~ upon~

s h a l l ~ ~ refers to the afflictions God has prepared for them.

'f2
v. Jl6.

F o r ~ ~ will judge His people,

/It

that is, on behalf of His people.

It means the end of

time with their repentanoe and return to the Exalted One.
He will pass judgment in favor of them against their
enemies, as it says, "Behold I will plead thy cause,
And take vengeance for thee" {Jer. 51:36).

And repent

Himself for His servants means that the Lord of the
Worlds will be reconciled for His anger against Israel.
Since the chastisements of Israel are of two kinds,
some of them from God, the EXalted One, and some from
the "nations", it indicates that the Lord of the Worlds

will take what is their due from the "nations'• and He

will des!. st from His anger, but His anger will subside
only with respect to the righteous, alldt says, f o r ~
servants.

As for the transgressors among them, He will

destroy them, as it says, "All the sinners of my people
shall die by the swordn (Amos 9:10) and "And I will bring
the third part t'l-\rough the fire~ {Zeh. 13:9).
seeth that

~

stay

~

gone mem s that He sees that the

power, might, influence, authority and restraint have

departed and the "natlons" covet them and are displeased
with them e.nd seek their harm, and they have no one to
turn them away from thens elves.

That · is the time of

the "breaking" (Isa. 30:14), a3'ft says, "And they were
broken in pieces, nation age.inst nation, end city
is e. noun,,

age.inst city" (2 Chr. 15:6).

7'0'1~

The departing, like

ll S1'X
-

T'

JlO.?lT

is like

T

-

T

7lY'.)Jn
TT'

"f'

and the f'orm

and because the word which

follows is a monosyllable and has an accent, the e.coent

,, q

7'7 .fl)l')i recedes.

on

it 110uld be r)
The

,'

>I" .>I. ')

T

,

If it were a perfect
lik e

;rll" r'.)~
T"

does not change to

.fl

7 :) (

1 Sam. I: 22).

in the perfect f'eminine,

when it is constructed toe. noun appearing (in the
sentence), not to one implied e.s is the case when it is
constructed to an implied noun.
in the construct noun.
(l1V~nor~1™rrom

-r

TT

7,

However it becomes so

So it cannot be said ..fl']Dp from

n~,-,-

Therefore 1t is said that

"')

J\~l"~.is e. no1 m and not a .feminine of the per.feet.

Abu'l-Faraj He.run (may his soul

rest in Paradise) said,

7-, 5,S'I'~

is a feminine noun expressing departure,

S7.0,~/ J'lt:'.):>n and without the

similar in form to

Because the word

genitive it is
following

Jl ~ l'}:..

.

,u

.

is a mono syllable, it is not unaccented

as iniir.i¼iar>_:n(r Kings 5:10).
.l-: r
of the perfect, it would be

If it were a feminine

Tl~'r,i,:, like
,- : fl'

nThe s'i'Ord hath

devoured (;1~) (Jer. 46:14) and nsaith (
T:rr
Koheleth" (Eccl. 7:27).
shut !!E. .91:

~

'170.X. "'\
r; rr /

And there i s ~ remaining,

at large is equivolEnt to the absence

n,
of the confined and the free.
not remain

It means that there will

among them any one v.i. th authority who can

confine or set free.

Another view- reads it, And the

absence of the seized and the ab(\ndoned, which means
that among them there will not be any one who WDuld
have the lee.st opportunity to grasp.

Another view is

that among them there will remain no one free but all
will be confined through vengeance and misfortune and
of

will be deprived11 mercy.

V, 37.

!!!£

1t

.!.,! ~ : ~ ~ ~ g o d s ?
1?--2-

is the saying of Almighty God on the day of judgment of

the peoples of the world,

It means, Where are the gods to

whioh they were adhering and bringing sacrifices?
~

.!£

they trusted means that every nation believes that

its god protects it and comes to its aid.

Some of them

believe that they have a mediator who interc edes for them

71.J

as the nation of "the fourth kingdomn(Dan. 2 :40) believes
that their master intercedes for them.

And the Lord of

the Worlds said by His prophet that Fe would take His due
and tha t of His people from them and would not accept intercession from anyone among them, es it says, ~I will
take vengeance and will let no man
(Isa. 47:3).

It is said that this

C::l"rT~) intercede 8

·i:r:r.~

refers to Mo-

hammed who was their master and who,they claim, intercedes
for them.
V. 38.

~ . ! ! ! £ ~ ~ ~ o f t h eir sacrifices

1%11

means that these gods ate the fat of the saorifices of their
worshippers because the "i1ations" sP.crifice and pour forth
_(libations of) blood in the ditch, and they believe that

the jinn eat them, of whom it said, "They sacrificed unto
demons, no-gods" (V. 17),
fers to the gods.
fat

2.f

~

( T h e y ) ~ ~ • • • • • ~ re-

Another view is t h a t ~ ~ eat the

sacrifices refers to Ishmael who set camels

together with sheep and eat their own slaughtering which
they think is in place of sacrifices,
to consume them for them.

And no fire descends

And drank t h e ~ ~ their

~-offerings refers to Edom (Christians) for whom bishops and priests perform with wine and offering which is
"the wine of the drink-offering"(

lbJ 1").

It is inter-

preted, The wine of their sprinkling, and the meaning of

lDJ 1 ?))
and

7

is here like

taken from "The graven images (
(Deut. 7:25),

~b.8
?

and ~ 7 b9which is

S'D9

Another view is that

)

of their gods n

U.:>"bJ

f;,?

is wine

of their nobles which is derived from "Princes (
of Sihonn (Jos, 13:21).

It means the priests of these gods

to whom they offer meat-offerings.

[They)~~••••~

is according to the belief of their worshippers that they
are pleasing end accepted.

~~~~~help~

by way of belittling them and scoffing, as it says, "But

is

tf-7
where are thy gods that thou hast made tnee?

Let them

arise, if they can save tnee in the time of trouble"(Jer.2: .
28).
V. 39.

~ ~ ~

1,

~

1,

~

~•

Since

they were cut off from answering, He said, See now that I
am the only One, the first One existing before the creation of the world, and I shall be the One remaining after
its destruction, because He s ays.!. twice, a s it says, "I
am He; I am the first, I also am t h e l est"(Isa. 48:12).
~~is~~~~

informs of His continuing for-

ever in unity and the denial of en associate with Him.
Another view is that 1,

~

1, ~~means that I am the

One who is unique in the attributes of My essence end I
am the One who is distinguished in the qualities of My
works.

Another view is that I am the One who was with

Israel in Egypt until they were freed and attained the
mercy due to them, and I am the One who will be to them
..................•••.•.••.....•...•..... unto the saying

"For the Lord will judge His People" (V. 36) Another view
is, I am the One who showed My favor by imposing certain
duties and I am the One who rewards according to desert

those who assUJT1e them, end no one is able to deliver from
My hand those deserving punishment.

It says~ because He

is the Almighty whom sight cannot perceive nor thought com-

prehend, so s that He could be defined as other substances
which could be defined, a fact which in itself proves they

are created while He, the exalted and most high, has His
existence demonstrated by the impression of His actions and
by change and destruction, so that it becomes apparent
that the world has a Creator who rules it and changes it as
He wishes.

Therefore it says~ because it indicates that

He can be disce~ned by intelligence, but can not be perceived or limited.

1

kill and

I~~

refers to the

fact that Almighty God is the one who sunders souls and
bodies and He i~he one who joins them together again, so
that He, Exalted in glory, performs contradictions.

In

this there is a proof of the resurrection and a refutation
of the statements of the heretics who do not believe in
the Resurrection of the dead and who interpret "If a man
die, may he livd agRin" (Job 14:14), as meaning, Can he
quicken his life bJ himself, and similarly, "So man lieth

'f9
down and riseth not" (Job 14:12), i.e. of himself.
wounded~

1

1

~

heal intends the negation of the opinion of

the philosophers who consider the Law worthless and who believe that health and disease are traceable to the nature
of things, so Almighty God informs that He is the one who
weakens and the one who cures, as 1 t says, "For He maketh
sore, and bindeth up; He w:,undeth, and His hands make
wholen(Job 5:18).

Another opinion is that I have wounded

refers to their being chastised in the "Exile"; "And I
heal" means I will deliver them form the "Exile", as it
says, "In the day that the Lord bindeth up the bruise of

His people, and healeth the stroke of their wound" (Isa.
:30:26).

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . £ . ! ! ! : d e l i v e r ~ £ ! MI_ hand,

that is, there is not a deliverer from My punishment in the
day of judgment, either an intercessor or anyone else.

tJS'

oath to the end that He will not forgive whoever harms
Israel, for 'the lifting up of the hand" in the Scrip-

tures is an oath, as it says, "In that day I lifted up My
hand unto then" (Ezek. 20:6), "Which I lifted up My hand to
give unto ":;hem" ( Ez,>k. 20:28).

,!!!!! ~ : .As

1

~

forever
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is an oath also without a doubt like "Say unto them: As
I live• (Num. 14:28) and ~As the Lord liveth• (Judg. 8:19).
The Exalted said before this "Vengeance is mine and recompense" (V. 35); that is a threat but there is not there an
accompanying statement which indicates that He had issued
a decree, so here appears His issuing a decree which tle
binds with an oath.
account of events,

Another opinion is that it is an
It means that there will come a time

when I shall rais~to the heavens My chestisement, which

means that My calamities and chastisements shall be s pread
in the world and shell be as evident as a thing which is
in the sky so that all the inhabitants of the world can
see it.

~.!!_&:As

!

live forever (on this view) means

that it shall be spread abro ad to the peo ple of the world
that the Lord of the Worlds is the self-existing and selfcontained One and all gods will become extinct from the
world, as it says, "And the Lord alone shall be exalted in
that day• (Isa. 2:11,17) and it says further, •And the idols
shall utterly pnss away• (Isa. 2:18),

Upon this interpre-

tation this verse is joined to the section dealing with His

terrible dealing, and according to the first interpretation

it introduces what follows and is taking an oath that there
is no escape from it.

v.

41.

If

!.

whet M}: gli t taring

~

means, When I

p2.l.
whet My sword it will show its brilliance, from "Sharp

<-Z:l' J IJI.{))

arrows of the mighty" (Psa. 120:4) and "It is

furbished that it may glitter

?(\(

JU)

(p1:>.) 11

is analogous to (.751 I J

n

(Ezek. 21:15).
in the verse "I am
l?.7

loathsome to the children of my tribe" (Job 19:17), or it
is a perfect verb analogous to

?J\, t'.ln

I have seen the fire" (Isa. 44:16).

in "I am warm,

Its sense is, I will

surely whet my sword; or the sense is future even though
its form is perfect, meaning, I em about to whet My sword,
like

,~')>\ 7 f1

Another view is that

~ l'~J (Psa.
:> .Sl I J

85:2),

\l.J expresses the idea of

changing as in the verse, "When he changed ( l
his demeanor" (Psa. 34:1).

~

I J W:t )

It means, There will surely

appear with my change [of attitude) My glittering sword,
i.e., when I change the conditions of the people of the
world from security to fear and from forbearance to

vengeance, then shall ap pear My glittering sword, i.e.,
the strength of the misfortunes and afflictions which will
take place, -in that hour, like "And
My sword out of its sheath."'

lI

will draw forth

(Ezek. 21:8), and like "In

that day the Lord with His sore and great and strong sword
[will punish

(Isa. 27:1).

It mentions a

sword" but does

not mention "boi., and arrows '1 because the peoples will be
gathered unto the "valley of Jehoshaphat" and the Exalted
One will seek vengeance upon them there, so it will be near
at hand to Him like the sword which slays at close quarters.
Another view is that "sword" includes the rest of the
weanons like 'Whew and arrows, spears, _and the like n.

And

MI hand take~££ judgment signifies retribution in the
orld to come.

It means, metaphorically speaking, Verily

I with My (own] power will take charge of the judgment and
vengeance and I will not rely in this matter upon anyone
beside Myself, as it says, nFor, behold, The Lord cometh
forth out of His nlace to visit upon the inhabitants of the
earth their iniquity

(Isa. 26:21) and

salvation unto Me" (Isa. 63:5).

Mine own arm brought

I will render vengeance to
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Mine adversaries, i.e., I will kill them with My glittering
sword because of what they have done to Israel.

He calls it vengeance.

And will recompense

Therefore

~t~ ~

M!_ indicates that ev e ryone inimical to Israel is then an

enemy of the Lord of the Worlds, and everyone who holds to
a belief different from that of the Torah and claims that
he can thereby come near to God is among ~the haters of the
Lord" (Psa. 81:16).
V. 42.

&

I will make Mine arrows drunk with blood and

sword shall devour flesh.

The sword is for those close

at hand and the arrows for those who are at a distance.
It means that God will manifest His calamities on Edom and
Ishmael who join in the war of Gog with the rest of the
nations as it says, "The tents of Edom and the Ishmaelities"
(Paa. 83:7).

It means that He has finished speaking of

all the "nations" and begins to speak about Gog for (various)
reasons.

One of them is in order to show that in the end

of time, after Israel is restored to their land, Gog will
rise up against them end will seek their destruction from
the world.

Therefore this verse is applied solely to Gog.
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The second is that God will bring down His calamities
on Gog in different ~sys, numbering seventeen Ezekiel
(upon him be peace) mentions eight: •shaking• (38:19),
"everyman 1 s sword .. • against his brother" (38:21), "pestilence, blood . fire and brimstone, as overflowing shower,
great hailstones" (38-22); and Zechariah (upon him be peace)
mentions nine: "bewilderment, madness, blindness, heavy
clouds and thick" (14:6), "their flesh shall consume away
and their eyes shall consume away in their sockets, their
tongues shall consum~ away in their mouths" (14:12),"and
his hand shall rise up against the hand of his neighbor"
(14:13), for verily it says, "In that day, saith the Lord,
I will smite every horse with bewilderment, and his rider
with madness" and it says "and I will smith every horse of
the peoples with blindness."

(Zech. 12:4).

So He will

destroy the army of Gog arriving in the land of Israel and
those remaining in their lands, as it says, •And I will
send a fire on Magog, and on them that dwell safely in the
isles; and they shall know thet I am the Lord" (Ezek, 39:6).
The third reason is that as a consequence of what happened

to Gog, the lnations of th~orld ' will abandon their beliefs
and enter into the religion of Israel.

As for the sword,

it is the revenge of the Lord of the Worlds which will come
upon the army which will remain in Jerusalem, and they are
the kings, chiefs, nobles, every hero, and every tyrant
whom He will strike with the three chastisements-- • their
flesh shall consume away and their eyes sha ll consume away
in their sockets, and their tongues shall consume away in
their mouths".

These chastisements are the "signn of which

He said, wAnd I will work a sign among them". (Isa, 66:19).

-

I will make Mine arrows drunk with blood refers to the

-----

misfortunes which He will bring on the army of Gog which
escaped from the terrible earthquakes and thunders, as it
says, "But He shall rebuke them, and they shall flee afar
off, and shall be chased as the chaff of the mountains"
(Isa. 17:13).

And whoever will go down to the sea to

escape, God shell send upon them an east wind so that it
will break their shi,>s, as it says, "With the east wind
Thou breakest t:1e ships of Tarshish."

(Pea. 48:8), and

He sh, 11 also send fire on their lands so it will burn
0

them and whoever is in them shall perish, as it says,
"And I will send a fire on Magog" (Ezek. 39:6).

It is

the time of the "consumption, ev en determined" (Isa.10: 23).
All of these are termed "arr ows", because they work from
a distance.

With t h e ~ o f ~ slain and the_ captives

is an oxplanation of.!_ will make m i n e ~ drunk with

blood a~d it indicates t ha t this blood is the blood of
those lying on the ground and of those taken captive of
the enemy, as it says, "And they shall take them captive,
whose craptives they were " (Isa. 14:2).
is that it means t h1> t_

l

~

make Mine

Another opinion
~

drunk .!!,.!!!

blood, and !!!I. sword shall devour flesh on account of the
~

Qf ~ s l a i n ~ the captives which refers to those
(2$

of Isrnel whom Gog will slay in tha t hour, as it says,
"And they shall look unto Me because they have thrust him
through; and they shall mourn for him, as one mourneth for
his only son" (Zech. 12:10), and it says "And half of the
dity shall go forth into captivity• (Zech. 14:2).

This

opinion is more likely, and the Lord of the Worlds will
give them power over Jerusalem and they will do these things
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which He mentions, that is, "And thy city shall be
taken, and their houses rifled, and the women ravished"
( Zech. 14:2).

There are two interpretations to that.

One is that the •dwellers of Jerusalem• will be purified,
for there will remain among them defiled ones, so He will
cleanse t hem of those people who are concealing evil among
themj

the second is thet everything which He does to the

ermy of Gog will be according to desert, for God does not
punish and make retribution only on the basis of His
knowledge, but after the deeds of men become evident.

I'\){ 5'1:Yi~

({J~1Y.) has two plausible interpretations.

One of them is that from the very beginning when the enemy

,,.q

have plundered Israel, destroying their dwellings and
violating their women and taking s ome of them captive,
the Lord of the Worl<ls will not show forbearance upon them,
except the most

-frn91rl"cmed among

them.

sound His voice from the Temple,~
"H!'rk!an

lt

The Exalted One will

'o ~~S,

uproar frou the city, HPrk! it cometh from the

temple, Hark! the Lord rendereth recompense to His enemies"

(Isa. 66:6),

And this is the discourse the Exalted one
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shall utter when they are put to flight, "Let be and
know that I am Ood; I will be exalted among the nations"
(Psa. 46:ll) anu a.lso "Thon \vill He speak unto them in

His wrath, and affright them in His sore displeasure"
(Psa. 2:5),

And it says, "The Lord will go forth as a

mighty man, He will stir up jealousy like a man of WFr;
He will cry, yea, He will shout aloud, He will prove
Himself mi ghty against His enemies,

I have long time held

My peace, I have been still, and refrained Myself; now
will I cry like a travailing women, gasping and panting
at once,

I will make waste mountains and hills, and dry

up all their herbs; and I will make the rivers islands,
and will dry up the pools" And I will bring the blind by
a way [that they know not)." (Isa. 42: 13 - 16).

So the

armies of Oog will be frightened by that voice, followed
by the "shaking" and the rest of the afflictions, as
Ezekiel (upon him be peace) says, "Surely in that day
there shall be a great shaking in the land of Israel; so
that the fishes of the sea, and the fowls of the heaven,
and the beasts of the field •••• shall shake at my presence,
and the mountains shall be thrown down

and th

stee

places shall fall ••• And I will call for a sword against .
him throughout all my mountains, saith the Lord God; every
man's sword shall be a gainst his brother.

And I will plead

against him with pestilence and with blood; and I will
cause to rain upon him, and u pon his bands, and upon the
many p eo ples that are with him, and overflowing shower,
and great hailstones, fire, and brimstone.

Thus will I

magnify Myself and sanctify Myself," (Ezek. 38:19 - 23).
And He says, "And I will smite thy bow out of thy left
hand, and will cause t h ine arrows to fall out of thy right
hand.

Thou shalt fall u pon the mountains of Israel, thou

and all thy bands, and the peoples that are with thee •••••
, And I will send a fire on Magog, and on them that dwell
safely in the isles; and they shall know that I am the Lord,
And My holy name (will I make known]" (ibid. 39: 3,4,6,7).
And Zechariah (upon him be peace) says, "Behold, a day of
the Lord cometh, when thy spoil shall be divided in the
midst of thee.

For I will gather all nations (against

Jerusalem to battle)" (Zedln. 14:1),

and he Says, "Then

shall the Lord go forth, and fight against (those) nations,
as when He fighteth in the day o

b tt

is feet

shall stand in thet day upon the mount of Olives, which
is before Jerusalem on the east, and the mount of Olives
shall be cleft in the midst thereof toward the east and
toward the west; so that there shall be a very great valley;
and half of the mountain shall remove toward the north,
and half of it toward the south.

And ye shall flee to

the valley of the mountains; for the valley of the mountains
shall reach unto Azel; yes, ye shall flee," ••• "And it shall
come to pass in that day, that there shall not be light,
but heavy clouds and thick; and there shall be one day
which ehall be known as the Lord's, not dsy and not night;
but it shall come to pass, that at evening time there shall
be light.

And it shall come to pass in that day, that

living waters shall go out from Jersualem: half of them
toward the wiasternJ sea," (ibid. 14: 3-8).

And he further

says, "And this shall be the plRgue wherewith the Lord will
smite all the peoples that have warred against Jerusalem:
their flesh shell consume away while they stand uoon their
feet, nnd thei~ eyes shall consume away in their sockets,
and t r e!r tongue shall consume away in their mouth.

And it

shall come to pass in that day, that a great tumult from

the Lord shall be among them; and they shall lay hold
every one of the hand of his neighbor, and his hand shall
rise up against the hand of his neighbor" (ibid. 14:12,13).
And he says, "And so shall be the plague of the horse, of
the mule, of the camel, and of the ass and of all the beasts
that shall be in those camps, as this plague" (Zech.14:15).
And the second interpretation of 1,IK

_0\

~,.9

is that from the first that Gog will advanc e against Israel,
the assaults will come upon Go g , that is, the calamities
mentioned shall fall upon them.
V. 43. Sing aloud, Q

~

nations,

£f His ~ .

It is

imperative in form, and is the re port about the nations and
tribes who will enter the religion of Israel.

It means that

they will announce and resound with joy and delight at the
sovereignty of Israel who are the people of God, when the
fugitives of Gog will paS\ by and inform of what the Lord
of the Worlds does with His people, as it says, "And they
shall declare My glory among the nations"

(Isa. 66:19).

At that time the oeonle of the world will be afraid of the

Lord of the Worlds, es it says, "So shall they fear the
name of the Lord from the west " (Isa. 59:19) and they shall
enter the religion (of Is~ael), es it says, "For then will I
turn to t he peoples a pure language 11 (Zeph. 3:9).
~

~

!!!.

avenge t h e ~ £f fil!_ servants indicates that the

'" nations" will rejoice when they hear of God's vengeance on
Israel's enemies who exiled them and killed them, that is,
Assyria, Nebuchadnezzar, and the kingdo ms of Ishmael and
Edom, for verily t h e retribution upon them is very sever e.
And doth render vengermce to His adversaries refers to the
rest of t he enemies who humiliated Israel and opposed them
and wronged them and did what was not allowed.
is that For!!!.~ avenge t h e ~

2!

Anotnr view

His servants refers

to Gog a n d ~ ~ render vengeance t o ~ adversaries rerers to the rest of the people of the world.

~ ~ ~

expiation!£!:~~ £f F i s ~ ~ has virtually the sense
of "tor His land and for His people."

So the expiation of

the "land" is by rendaring it cleansed of churches and idols
and the monuments of unbelievers and that "of Israel" is by

t he forgiveness of t heir sins, as it says, "The iniquity
of Israel shall b e sought for, and ther e shall be none, and
the sins of Judah, (and they shall not be found)" (Jer.50:
20),

So it mentions in this "song" all the conditions of

the people (of Israel) from their beginning to their end,
Another view concerning And doth make expiation[!):£. the
~

of

~

people is that "His people will purify their

land", for verily the bones of Gog shall remain on the face
of the land, e.s it says, "And the house of Israel shall be
burning them~ (Ezek. 39:12),

So it mentions in these verses

three principles for the "future", which include all the
promises.

One of them is "Sing aloud, O ye nations, of His

people"; tho second, "And doth make expiation for the land";
the third, "His people."

"Sing aloud" is the entrance of

the people of the world into the religion (or Israel] and
their being under the power of Israel, as it says, "And the
sons of them that afflicted thee shall come bending unto
thee, and (s.11 they that despised t hee] shall bow down"

(Isa. 60:14) and "And kings shall be thy foster-fathers"
(Isa. 49:23), and it says, "For that nation and kingdom

that will not serve thee shall perish• (Isa. 60:12), and
it says, "Thus saith the Lord: the labour of Egypt, and the
merchandise of Ethippia,., (ahall come over unto thee]
(Isa. 45:14).

n

And this shall not be except with the coming

of the victory of Isrnel and their conquest and sovereignty
and heavenly glory more excellent than at any time in the

past.

Under this is included the p;lgrimage of peoples unto

the Temple for prayer and for rendering of obedience to
Messiah, as it says, "To worship the King, the Lord of
hosts, and to keep the feast of Tabernaclesn (Zech. 14:16}.
A n d ~ ~ expiation

£2!:

~

land is good tidings for

the "Holy Land" with the extinction of possessors of "idols"'
from it, which they dafiled by "idols" and "uncleanness"
and "abomlnations·n, for it says, "Awake, awake, put on thy
strength, 0 Zion; put on thy beautiful garments, O Jerusalem, the holy city; for henceforth there s hall no more come
unto thee the uncircumcised and the unclean" (Isa. 52:1),

His people refers to the expiation of the people by ending
their sins 1.1.lld defile~ents, es it says, •And I will sprinkle clean weter upon you and ye shall be clean"(Ezek. 36:25).
And it says, "Who is a God like unto Thee, that pardoneth
the iniquity, and passeth b y the transgression ••••• He will
again have compassion upon us" (Mic. 7:18,19).

And it says

further}, "I have blotted out, as a thick cloud, thy transgressions~ (Isa. 44:22).

When He makes expiation for the

land and the people, they will deserve a flow of favors and
an abundance of bounties, as announced by what it says, "And
the Lord will make thee overabundant for good, in the fruit
of thy body, and in the fruit of thy cattle, and in the fruit
of thy lsnd"(Deut. 28:11), and it says, "And He will do thee
good, and multiply thee above thy fathers" (Deut. 30:5).

So

these words ere principles for the "future", which the prophets have extensively interpreted.

May God show them to us

"quickly and soon.w
V. 44,

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ all ~ ~ .

This coming is f!'om the •tent of meeting" unto MJich he had

''

gone together with Joshua, as it says, "And Moses and Joshua
went, and presented themselves in the tent of meeting" (Deut.
31:14).

It indicates that h is readin g of the "song" unto

them was after his coning from the "tent of meeting~

And

it says in the beginning, "And Moses spake in the ears of
all the assembly of Israel" (Deut. 31:30) and here it says,
"In t he ears of the p eople~; t he meanin g is close, and he
repea ts it in order to mB.ke evident from t h e two statements
what is not evident from j u st one of them.

~and~

~ ~ o f Nun and it says in Ezra, "Joshua ( ~l<GJ"l)the son
of Nun" (Neh. 8:17). One view is t hat his father cs.lled him
~ I VP and then changed it to

phet changed it to _)) 0

~VJ)~ and the master pro-

I j) ) •

the words~ •• means the "words of t h e Law."

Another view is

that he meant by that what preceded of "commandments" and
"blessings".

Wherewith

1

testify a g a i n s t ~ ~

ill

means

t h e calling of h eaven and earth to witness and the "song of
Ha'azinu".

V. 47. E.£!

ll 1.! !!£ .!!!,!!;

t h ing f...£!:

~

means that

'17
this discourse should not be of no purpose to you, for indeed
it is your life, as it says, Because!!:, is your~ whio~
means the life of the future world.

This is the last word

that Moses (upon him be peace) spoke to Israel.
cended "Mount Nebo" and died there.

Then he as-

And t h e ~ spoke~

Moses that selfsame~ which is the day in which he rec!tlJfl

ed unto them the "song" and the "blessing", and he said unto
them after that, "Set your heart."

v.

49.

Get

~ :!!E_

~~mountain of Abarim,

~ ~ ~ - T h e r e had occurred earlier the command to
him (upon him be peace) similar t o t hat at the time of his
intercession, t h at is after

)Jn_n~l

(3:23-25), as it says,

"Get thee up into t he top of Pisgah end lift up thine eyes"
(3:27).

So He informed him that there was for him no way

into that [land], as it says, "Thou shalt not go over this
Jordan" (Deut. 31:2).

He commended him concerning the as-

cent there without specifying t h e time; here He indicate~ to
him lthat it is] in this day.

It is called "mountain of Aba-

rim" because it was "beyond the Jordan eastward• (Deut. 4:49),

and there is reference to it in "And cry from Abarim" (Jer,
22:20), and until this day is "beyond the Jordan eastwa rd"
c~

called

} ,. ": . ..o\._)\

b

~-

;\
(Al- jizat) in the language of the Arabs.

As for "mount Nebo", it adjoins the city called "Nebo", as
it says, "And Nebo, and Baal-meon" (Num, 32:38), similar to
"Mt, Zion",

!h,tl .1!!_

~

againat Jericho means that it

overlooks the plain of Jericho nearby.

For! possession

means that I will enable you to see the "land of Israel"
which shall be their "possession".
V, 50.

~

lli

The form of "And die (

in the

.fl I r.J)

~

whither thou geest !:!£•

) in the mount" is imperative,

but death is not something that one is commanded to do, but
perhaps the imperative is directed to the preparatory matters
which "deeth" follows upon, like lying down and what follows
the saae course; or it is an infinitive similar (in form) to

the imperative, like "to die (

SI 10~ )

there" (Num, 20:4).

It means, "Thou shalt surely die" in the mountain,
gathered~~~-

Abu

1 1-Faraj

~

E.!

Harun (may his soul

rest in paradise) says it means the gathering of his soul

with the souls of his righteous ancesto rs, and similarly ever,thing that t h is expression sp eaks concerning him,

By life is

not meant the spirit, for life is an accident, upon which
t};he term) gathering could not be applied,

As for the spiri~

it is a kind of air, and it cannot be moved to be gathered
with something else; but that is how the language employs it.
Its purport is h is getting to the dead who are his "peoplen,
1)1

just as the living are a people to him wh en alive,

Abu ,Ali

(may his soul rest in paradise) said,~ be gathered unto
~

people is an expression the.t the Hebrew uses, so I shall

say by way of approximation that its meaning is t h e gathering
of the souls of t h e righteous with each other, each one with
its equals, and similarly the souls of t h e "wicked" will be
gathered with each other, not tha t they are to be rewarded or
punish ed when they are not in the body.

But t h e bodies of

men are buried in different places and t heir souls are gathered in one place treasured with God, as it says, "And dust
returneth to the earth as it was, and the spirit returneth
unto God who gave it" (Eccl. 12:7), until the "day of judg-

ment".

The Exalted Ona will then compose their bodies and

return their souls unto them and at that time He will reward those deserving reward and punish thoae deserving pun-

ishment, as it says, •And many of them that sleep, in the
dust of the earth shall awake, some to everlasting life,
{.and some to reproaches and everlasting abhorrence)"(Daniel
12:2).

In the expression "And he expired and died and was

gathered lunto his people)" (Gen. 25:17) the words are different but their meanings are close.

_!!

~

!!!z

brother

died means, As thy brother passed away and did not enter the
"land of Canaan", so you will pass aw•y and will not enter
the land.

V. 5l.

Because~ trespassed against!!• He men-

tions four expressions of his offences: "Ye believed ••• notn
(Num. 20:12); "Because ye rebelled against My word" (Num. 20:
24); "Ye trespassed against Me"(Deut. 32:57); and "Ye sanctified Me not" (ibid.).

'Ihey all have the same reference,

that is to the statement, "And speak ye unto the rock" (Num.
20:8).

His holding the staff

was

a test for him, for had he

not held the staff in his hand, he would have surely remembered what was said to him, •And speak ye•, but he struck the
rock and did not address it, so he transgressed on the statement, "And speak ye", inadvertently, not purposely.

And it

was incumbent on Aaron when he saw that he intended to strike

the rock to reming him and say to him, Do not strike but spea~
So, because of hie bewilderment, he was also to blame.

•Be-

cause ye believed not in Me" (Num. 20:12). Its meaning is,
verily if ye had spoken to the rock, the water would have gone
out from the rock in different ways, once by striking, as it
did in Horeb, and once by speaking, so there would have been
in that a great faith on the part of Israel. Another view is,
Ye were not firm, from the verse, "And thy house and thy kingdom shall be made sure

)" (IISam.7:16). This lat-

ter is preferable to the other. As for "Because ye rebelled
against My word" (Num. 20:24), it means that God said to both
of them, "And speak ye", and they did not do that. As for Ye
trespassed against~. scholars differ on its meaning.Some or
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them say that "trespass" ( · :~ ~b ) applies to things
which are "holy" (

\V7jJ ) ,

when the disobedience was com-

mitted by its doer, and it is infer:r,ed from "If any one commit a trespass, and sin t h rough error, in the holy things of
the Lord,

n

etc. (Lev. 5:15), and similarly from "If she ••••

13?- (.,
have done trespass ( ~ I ' ) ) against her husband" etc. (Num.
5:27).

For t h e foundation of marriage rests on "cleanness

and holiness".

He said, "Ye trespassed" and not "Ye sinned"

since the expression "trespass '" ( Tl

S., ~ 0

) applies to

matters of "holiness" ( T)lVI 7p) and the command which He
intended surely implies in it to a great extent the sanctifica tion of the Name" (
said "Ye trespassed" (
,)

~7 ~0

)

7J V} il

J) lD I 7

'tJ.S\~~ 0 ).

j)),

so therefore He

The term "trespass"

is employed in the case of "erring" ( ;i) I

and "acting presumptuously" (

7 9 10);

deals with "erring" without a doubt.
fice incumbent upon him?

0

the present instance

So why is not a sacri-

The answer is that sacrifices are

obligatory in cases of permanent ordinances; as for the ordinances necessitated on special occasions, the judgment then
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is what Almighty God ordains, like the judgment on Iddo the
seer, "Thy carcass shall not come unto the sepulchre of thy
fathers" (I Kings 13:22).

Iddo was the one who prophesied

against Jeroboam, son of Nebat, and the "lying
ted him and the "lion" devoured him.
"trespass R

(

,")) ' ~

prophet" aver-

The statement that

0 ) refers exclusively to matters of

"holiness" is disproved by what it says, "I:f any one sin,
and commit a trespass (

s~Q

tl.~ ~0 1) against the Lord"

(Lev. 5:21), and it mentions a "deposit" (
"robbery" (

J17p3 ),

'"f>W-Y )

), "oppression" (

and ":finding

what was lost"< ,)1:J.X _(77) 7 •.1.:H".) ), and these do not fall
under the classification of "holiness".
t he term "trespass• (

,)

S ~ D ) is
>

Anoth er view is that

employed in cases of

heinous crimes, so He says here, Because~ trespassed,
(,:Jj\ ~:))O ) in ord er to indicate tha t this negligence which

both of them committed was an important matter with God.

I:f

at that time they ho.d both done what He said unto them, it
would have inc r eased the faith of the Israelites in the Lord
o:f the Worlds and they wo uld have •sanctified the Name o:f the

14
Lord",

When they did not do that, there was no "sanctifica-

tion of the Name of the Lord" as was fitting, and it would
ha.ve been a striking sign, that is, the going out of water
from the flinty rock by speaking Ll;o it).

And as for~

sanctified Me not, it means that if they had both addressed
the rock and water had gone out without striking, the Israel!tee would have uttered '" song and praise" and there would
have been in that a "sanctifi cation of the Name of the Lord",
so when they did not do that, "the Israelites did not believe in the signs of the Lord and did not sanctify Him by
(!;3

uttering song and praise,"
~

!!!. the midst of the children of

means that everyone was present, as it says, wAnd

Moses and Aaron gathered the assembly together [before the
rock]" (Num. 20:10), and in Rephidim he struck the rock in
the presence of the elders only, as it says, "And Moses did
so in the sight of t h e elders of Israel• (Ex, 17:6).

Know

that when such an unmindfulness happened to masters like
these and they were rebuked about it in a number of places,

how much more likely that many instances of dis obedience
would resul t from them.

The rep orts of the prophets were

r e gis t ered for us in order t h at we should take wa rning from
them and be upbraided b y t h em and be on guard t ha t we should
not commit any blunder or error so that we may be rebuked b y
Him about it and be punished, as it says, "For God shall
bring every work into the judgment" (Eccl. 12:14) and it says,
"And declareth to me.n what ls his thought" (Junes 4:13).
V. 52.

For •••• afa r off is because ' the place ls in

the border of Moab fa r fro m t h e land.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~

thither is an affirmation, t hat is, that in any circumstance
there ls no way for thee to enter it.

So he (upon him be

peace) passed away with this regret and similarly his brother.

But he wa s delighted by seeing it.

Yet they both

had generous comp ensation and reward for that, and from here
we know that this world is an abode of toil and an abode of
trial and the ••••••• is in the abode of hereafter which is
pleasure without distress, of everla sting bliss wr· ich does

not terminate, and is not lilre the present world which does
come to nought.
gret.

But no one dies without detestation and re-

Surely one s hould c onsider wh at happened to Isaac

(upon him be peace), and Jacob (upon him be peace) and Ahijah
the Shilonite (I Kings 11:29; 15:29) and others of the prophets and obedient ki ngs, and what happened to each one of
them i n this abode of t rouble and sufferings and diseases,
and yet not one of them pass e d away without grief and regret.
This is the grea t est indication of t he fac t that re ward is
in the f u ture world, as Solomon says, wI said in mine heart,
God shall judge the righ teous and the wic k ed: for there is a
time there for every purpose and for ev ery work (Eccl. 3:17).
So t h e Exalted One will reward t h e righteous with good and
the wicked with misfortune, a s it says, wsay ye of the righteous, that it shall be well with him; for thy shall eat the
fruit of their doings.

Woe unto the wic k edl it shall be ill

with him; for the work of his hands s hall be done to him.n
(Isa. 5:10,11).

"Great in counsel, and mighty in work; whose

eyes are open upon all the ways of the sons of men, to give
every one according to the fruit of his doings•(Jer.32:19).
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It also oc curs in v. 40. p.
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J.

16.

4. The comment of R. Elijah in Hebrew appears on the

margin and runs over to bottom of 113a.
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in Arabic attributed to

)7,{IX~/\,

"th e ancients",

possibly a reference to the Mishna.
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7~i;q,etc •
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etc.

second time, again.

I may his soul rest in p aradise,

Vsed of Karaite authors.

be peace.

Used of Biblical writers.

\lr;1S, = u 1~i) v ~~,o,~l -o;v~~

Hebrew form

of the same.

~-n -=

>~ ,);)>s'"°I , the fualted.

'J_J7 :::

11$.J..n

1

the Blessed.

Epithet of deity.
Epithet of deity.
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FOREWORD
This study would have been impossible had it
not been for a number of considerations beyond my
control.

The financial assistance afforded for

several years by a Fellowship in the Department
of Cognate Languages at the Dropsie College for
Hebrew and Cognate Learning has been a boon with

incalculable benefits for my research.

Unfortun-

ately, in this mundane world, scholarly interest
alone cannot produce works of scholarship.
In the face of various problems that arose
during my course of study, the considerateness and
kindly encouragement of Doctor Abraham A. Neuman,
President of the College, were a constant stimulus
to me personally.
The interest and instruction of all my professors have been indispensable.

To Professor

Solomon L. Skoss, of course, is due my deepest appreciation for his thoughtful guidance and endur-

v
ing patience in the preparation of this thesis.

My

future labors cannot but be advanced by my contact
with his thorough methods of investigJtion.

I am

especially grateful to Professor Israel Efros for

advice on Arabic philosophical terminology, and to
Professor Joseph Reider for his assist 8 nce in securing photostats.
Professor Alexander Marx of the Jewish Theological Seminary of America has been very kind in
arranging for me to use the manuscript of the Suleberger Collection.

Alan Tichenor

Philadelphia, April 1948.

!!f ANONYMOUS KARAITE COMMENTARY QE. .TI@ FOURTEENTH CENTURY
ON THE

~

OF DEU'l'ERONOMY

INTRODUCTION

~

~-

1
The advent of the First Crusade (1099) con-

venlently marks the exhaustion of the stream of Karalte
literary effort which had flowed forth for a considerable pe rlod.

The flour1s;h1ng age of the tenth and elev-

enth centuries had witnessed a brilliant succession of
grammarians, lexicographers, exegetes, legal authorities
2

and apologists, mo had graced the Karalte camp in the
drawn battle with Rabb1n1sm.

Especially influential in

this verbal warfare was the school at Jerusalem assoc!3
ated with the name of Abu Ya 1 qub Joseph b~N~ and car-

rled on by his students, Abu'l-Faraj Harun, the famous
"grammarian of Jerusalem", and Abu Ya'qub al-Ba~lr, the
philosephlcal genius of the Karaltes.

The pupil of al-

Ba~lr, Abu'l-Faraj Furqan Ibn Ased (Jf shua ben Judah), sue-

vi

VII

ceeded his teacher as the attraction of this intellectual center and influenced Jewish thought as far away
as Spain.

4Following this creative era in which most of

the literature was written in Arabic, there was a tran•fer of the sphere of Karaite influence to Europe so that
Poznahski calls the ensuing period (12th-16th Centuries)
5'

the Byzantio•Turkish.

It was a time largely devoted to

the translation of Arabic works into Hebrew in order to
preserve the impressive defense that had been built up

"

over the years against "that man" (Saadiah) as the leader
of the Rabbanites.
The fourteenth century which is the temporal
setting for the present codex falls thus within this period of decline.

The work partakes of the character of

its age in being a compilation of the opinions of the
illustrious teachers of the glorious days that were gone.
In fact the significance of this commentary lies not so

viii

much in the original contribution of its anonymous author as in the preservation of portions of earlier commentaries wholly or partially lost.

However the fact

must not be altogether overlooked that here is a fourteenth century exposition on a portion of the Pentateuch, that is akin to tne earlier exegetical works that
it so often quotes, and yet is quite unique in its own
day.

But the most that can be said is that it is like

"one born out of due time".

If it represents an effort

at renaissance, it is at best a straggling effort like
the contemporary works of the "Karaite Maimonides",
Aaron ben Elijah (Aaron the Younger), whose

u, •TT

1~ ,

are very signifi-

}':\ , and
cant but stand alone in his period.
Refe_ren;es

!£

~

Commentary.

This 'WOrk has been known

for more than fifty years from a manuscript in tne British museum which is probably a copy of the present codex,
as will be indicated.

As early as 1896 Samuel Poznariski

ix
published the colophon and gave a description of it in
an important article on Abul-1-Faraj Harun and his
7
9
Mushtamil, and the following year he mentioned it as

an additional Karaite work that cites al-Qirqisani•s
Kitib al-Anwar by name.
~

In 1899, Vol. I of t h e ~ -

.Q£ ~!!!£Samaritan Manuscripts

.!.!2

the~-

~ ~ . b y G. Margoliouth, appeared, containing a
full description of the manuscript in the Museum's collection.9 Steinschneider incorporated the foregoing references in the notice he gives this work in h i s ~
Arabische Literatur der

~

(1902) where he describes

it as a compilation of •explanations to the more difficult passages (
(or selected

~,.::>J)

·\.:J.7t:J.

of the Pentateuch excerpted

).from the statema:its l

of i iri isani, abu Ali (Jefet), abu 1 1-Sari (Sahl), abu•l
Faradj Harun, abu 1 1 Faradj Furkan (Jeschua), the Jerusalemite (

) and other scholars."

,o

Again

in 1908 Pozna:fiski hact occasion to re.fer to this commen-

tary several times in his valuable survey, The Karaite
1f

Literary Opponents of Saadiah Gaon, and to demonstrate
its importance in his subsequent study on Abu 11-Faraj
Harun where he cites the latter's comments taken from
the British Museum Manuscript.

,:z,

~

Thus to Poznanski must

go the credit for pointing out the significance of the
present commentary and for making the greatest use of
it in his writings.
Colophon.

The colophon at the end reads as follows:

::>Jt")~O

S1.)J
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"The end of what I intended mentioning of pertinent remarks on the meanings of the Tor&h (may He
magnify it and make it gloriousJ).

It contains abstracts

of the opinions of Al-Kirkisani, the Teacher Abu Ali,
Shaikh Abu Surri, Shaikh Abu 1 1-Faraj Harun, Shaikh Abu 1 1Faraj Furkan and(?) Al-Makdisi, and other scholars (may
God be pleased with all of them),

It was completed in

the first decade of the month Nisan in the year 1663
according to the Era of Contracts and the end of Muharrem in the year 752 according to the "little hornn, Amen
forever and ever!

Blessed be He who ngiveth power to the

faint; and to him that hath no might He increaseth
strengthn (Isa. 40: 29),

~•

The date of the manuscript is given above as the

first ten days of the month Nisan in the year 1663

,-l '/:) "') i"

~

) according to

the Era of Contracts

(Seleucid Chronology) and the end of Muherrem in the
yeer 752 (

1j

j_ : 1:::. 700 )'8according to the Hejira

(the "little horn" refers to Mohammed).

The manuscri pt

in the British Museum he.a a note in the Margin

the creation" which corresponds to 1353 C. E.

:> iF1

Margo-

liouth gives t h e date e.s 1352, but Poznanski more correctly as 1351, for, as he says, Muharram 752 -c March
1351;0 The last day of Muharram (752) and the firs t of
Nisan (5111) fall on March 29, in the year 1351. 21

X

7

p'h .Sho14,lii

~

~e reAd '"' s+-e....~ e>f,

.2.!, Composition.

P~Jv..rs

j:a'pil •

The fact that t his commentary

was written in Arabic shows that it did not have its
origin on the soil of Europe whether in the Byzantine
milieu of Aaron the Younger or els(where.,U, It sprang
from a Karaite community in Mohammedan surroundings

Xiii
where Arabic was still the vernacular.
refe~ng to Mohammed as 01 1 ;) ({),X

In derisively

1'~'j)lt

and using

as a designation for the Koran, the author follows a
2.5

practice of long stending with Karaite writers.

Also

the abrupt transition from Arabic to Hebrew in criticising the religious practices of Islam gives evidence
of the minority status of the author's community and
the ever-present fear of persecution,

Both of these

devices--one for calumny, the other for protection-make sense only in a setting where Islam wielded the
sword.

Egypt quite likely provides the desired locale.

Cairo succeeded Jerusalem as an important center

where the Karaites have continued to the present day,
From the thirteenth to the fifteenth centuries, such
scholars e.s Japheth al-Barkamani, Israel ha-Ma I arabi,
Japheth ben ~agir and Samuel ben Moses al-Maghribi
Ale~l'\dria. or
flourished in~Cairo and all wrote at least part of their

xi v
works in Arabic,

David 1bn al-Hiti, whose important

Chronicle mentions practically all of the authors utilized in this commentary, may well have flourished in
Egypt.

In just such a Karaite community as Cairo where

Arabic continued to be the spoken language would the
masters' works be preserved and copied and hence be
easily accessible for such a compilation as the present work professes to be,

Value.

From the aibscription the author's intention is

clear:

to compile a commentary on at least a portion

of the Torah drawn largely from the works of the famous
scholars of Karaism 1 s Golden Age.

Only some of the most

frequently quoted authors are specifically mentioned by
name in the colophon,

In the text of the commentary

itself, beside all the quotations by author, many interpretations are introduced by a non-committal

~??

(translated as •another opinion is"), so that one might

be tempted to dismiss the author as a mere compiler,
It is true that he did not hew the path of an original
interpreter in the modern sense, but wss for the most
part satisfied to act the role of an eclectic, choosing
what appealed to his judgment from other authors.2"1 How-

ever this fact does not lessen the value of his work.
He establishes himself as a careful scholar controlling

an extensive exegetical literature of a former day,
This is all the more remarkable since he lived in a period which was singularly arid as regards Biblical literature, judging from the remains,

He did not have the

stimulus of competition both within and without the
Karaite camp, which surrounded nis notable predecessors,
It is quite clear that he was a serious student of the
Scriptures who was aware of the problems of the text and
who sought to come to grips with them in order to satisfy at least his own mind,

That he bolsters his comments by references to

the earlier writers shows his appreciation of solid
contributions in the past.

This commentary then is a

valuable exegetical work in itself and doubly so since
it preserves a great deal of material from other important commentaries not yet recovered.

Author.

In seeking to identify the author, one is faced

with immediate difficulties.

to base even a conjecture.

There is nothing on which
The manuscript is defective

at the beginning, so Phere is no title page.

Nor do the

colophon or text add any information as to the author's
name.

Just as uncertain is the external evidence from

the fourteenth century.

Israel ha-Ma 1 arabi was an active

Karaite writer in this century but flourished at the beginning rather than the middle, and his specialties were
legal and theological rather than exegetical.

He wrote

no commentaries on books of the Bible that are known;
the nearest thing to s ,tch is an exposition of the Ten

xv'ti
commandments (

vr,1r

J} """)VJ'::::)

JS"

7f ')4l/ ) ,

Harkavy

mentions a commentator, Samuel ±bn Man~ur, whom he assigns with question to the fourteenth century,

2., Fragments

of his commentary on the Prophets were found among the
second Firkowitsch collection,

But if Harkavy 1 s dubi-

ous suggestion is the only basis for distinguishing him
from the eerlie'I' Samuel ben Asher ben Mansur (Abu alTayyib al-Jabali), who was a contemporary of Abu 1 1-Faraj
Hamn according to Ibn al-Hiti, it is foolhardy to suggest Samuel ibn Mansur as even a possible author of the
present commentary.

If he is the same as the former, he

did not 11 ve in the fourteenth century; if he is to be
distinguished from him, it has still to be proved
he lived in a time corresponding to this work,

that

And with

such fruitless speculations, even the possibilities are
exhausted,
nonymous.

For the present, the author must remain a-

The~£!_ Exegesis.

This commentary follows the

same pattern as earlier Karaite expositions.

The rs-

tionalism that broke the authority of Midrash and enthroned Peshat to rule over the text of the Scriptures
is in evidence here.

The author is interested in lex-

ieal and grammatical explanations for the most part.
Thus a concern for the literal meaning is the foremost
characteristic of his exegesis.

However, this does not

keep him from finding an implied meaning when theological considerations call for it.

In 32:2 the rain and dew

refer to the present and future lives; and in V .32 the
fruit of the field, being for present use, refers to
misfortunes now, and the wine from the vine, being for
later use, points to punishment in the life to come.
In V,11 there is the comparison of Divine Providence
with the eagle's concern for its young.

Not satisfied

with stressing the single tertium comparstionis, the

author indulges in allegorizing the details,

The stir-

](. i X
ring up of the neat refers either to Moses• communieating God's Message to Israel in Egyptian bondage or
to the blowing of the trumpet on the march.

Hovering

over the young indicates the cloud of God given for
shade.

Bearing t~em on pinions has reference to the

crossing of the sea, and Moses and Aaron correspond to
the two wings!

But this type of interpretation is the

exception rather than the rule.

The bulk of the com-

mentary is of a very sober character.
Much space is given to points of grammar and
lexicography.

Difficult forms are at once assessed;

only rarely is a thorny verse by-passed.2.7 He indicates
metathesis (vv.2,34), questions of pause (v.28) and accent (v.36) and the distinction between transitive and
intransitive (v.10).
from the root

{b~ ngather",

Inv. 23

i7,9 b

Tlc)D½

is doived

Naweep awayn, rather than from

although not with the usual sense of

pouring out evils upon a disobedient people to the

point of exhausting the former, but with the thought
of putting an end to the evils rather than to the people,
ways:

-c:l,P,\30

(v.26) is explained in three

✓x

9~)
rJ
1

as a composite form (

I

derived from a noun

7)X,~"r, parallel to

and as derived from

~

the author refutes because

uil )

/X

as

nangern,

ncorner".

The last view

';7 ~

do e s not elsewh ere

occur in a verbal f o rm and because the suffix on this
supposed verbal form is not verbal (

( UT) )

D ) but nominal

In v. 36, in discussing

7-:> s7~l'X ,

he

follows the view of the famous grammarian, Abu 1 1-Faraj
Harun, to the effect that

Jl S..,.. A

noun not a feminine preterite.

is a construct

One wonders how the com-

parative evidence from the Arabic feminine preterite in

b..,t

"t" carried so 11 ttle weight in the argument>,! t must be
remembered that the Karaites held Hebrew to be t h e ori~

ginal language of man, so that Arabic would have to explain its feminine in "t" from the supposedly more an-

cient Hebrew form rather than vice versa.

The author

elsewhere shows his knowledge of gramme.tical works in
quoting from the "lj)-'

S19 (f)

of Isaac ben Eliezer ha-

L&Yi, a Spanish grammarian of the fourteenth century.
He cites his authority in explaining the puzzling form

i7..f\
X j:l.571
-r
T

in 53:16 as a COl'lposite verb both

preterite and future.
Following the sound principle that the Scriptures are their own best interpreter, the aut hor constantly marshalls parallel texts to illustrate his meaning and to prove his point.

This device shows that he

had an intimate knowledge of the Bible, a prerequisite
for any commentator.

Since he s~et:1mes adopts meanings

not employed by modern translations, there will occasionally be found phrases left untranslated in the following text.

Generally, the translation of the Hebrew

has been taken from The Holy Scriptures, the version
published by the Jewish Publication Society of America.
t'he rationalism of the author shows itself

further by several considerations,
the

D:,7(0

His treatment of

in v.17 is in point,

He quotes with

approval Abu Sa 1 id (Levi ben Yefet) who identifies the
demons with jinn and "ifrit" and then dismisses them as
chimerical.

They exist only in the imagination of man,

Another matter is the softening of anthropomorphisms by
metaphorical explanations.
trated in v. 20,
of His mercy.

This is very clearly illus-

The "face" of God is taken in the sense

"I will see what their end shall be" is

illustrated by the figure of a parent speaking to his
child,
The retione.listic tendency is not carried to
the point of crowding out a vigorous supernaturalism,
Both characteristics pervade the work in a happy harmony.

The literalistic attitude toward the interpre-

tation of the text also causes the author to take the
didactic content of the Scriptures seriously,

He thus

argues on behalf of the resurrection of the body and

XX 111
inveighs against its doubters (cf, vv.39,50),
Of a similar character is the great interest
in eschatology,

This no doubt is partly accounted for

by the nature of the song Ha'azinlt, but it is to be noted that the author makes the most of his opportunity,
On vv,40-43 he goes into great detail on the nature of
the

W:, t:)? ,1

-1Y'7n~

and quotes copiously

from the prophets for illustration,

There is a virtual

outline of the end-tiri.es in this passage,

The vengeance

of God on all the nations gives way to a specific treatment of Gog (in v.42) who will head up the nations in an
assault on Jerusalem,

God's wrath will be unleashed in

a terrible fashion to destroy Gog and to deliver His people by a glorious victory,

1.9

Three principles for the

future are set forth in v,43 according to this interprater:

the peoples of the world will enter the reli-

gion of Israel and be subject to the latter with a pilgrimage to the Temple for prayer and obedience to

Mes-

siah;/the cleansing of the "Holy Land" from all idols and
idolaters; and the expiation of His people by making an
end of their sins and defilements,
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In a typical Karaite manner the author indulgee in polemics,

He is not as severe as ~almon ben

Yeruham or Sahl ben Ma~lia~ but still the apologetic
note is not lacking.

He barely makes himself eligible

as a ''literary opponen t

of Saadiah Gaou " by a single

criticism of that eminent Rabbanite,
interpretation of

It concerns his
in 17:8 as

referring to the pure and impure blood of a menstruous

woman, following the Talmud,

The author says that

"this indicates the corruption of their (the Rabbanites) ideas and the total absence of their intelligence, •
.. ,Is there a more abominable tradition than this? 11 .3I

There is a lengthy argument against t h e Rabbanites on 33:4,34 It attacks the validity of the oral
law

and is finished off oy referring anyone interested

in gaining more info rmation to the views of Shaikh Abu
J iisuf al-\Ur)f:isani i n his Kitab al-Anwar, of Abu 1 1Faraj Fur:\{an ibn Asad in b is

'M:l

\J~ i1 l~ ,YllJl ,

rk called

of Ibn al-Ba11_amimi in his reply to the Rabbanites, of
al-Tustari, and of oth ers of the '" Maskilim. 11 J ?;
The author gives vent to his polemic al spirit in a.nother direction, one in 'Ml.ic b he might well
join the Rabbanites.

That is in the attack on the

Under the Biblical names L]

TI"'L:I .

11?-\ and ~>,.)IO (l) .:> he
34-

assails Christians and Mohammedans respectively.

That

he gives so much spa ce to these c h arges and woes is again largely due to t h e sub j ect matter of Ha 1 az.1nu and

especially to its lending itself to an eschatological
construction.

The author is especially severe against

the Mohammedans, a fact which no drubt indicates that
his lot was cast in t h eir midst; yet the Christians are
not far behind in sharing the obloquy.

Criticisms are

frund in vv. 21,28,29,32,34,35,37,38,42,43.

Authorities Quoted or Referred to:

There are

fourteen different authors quoted or referred to
in this commentary.

Some are mentioned only for

sake of rebuttal, like Saadiah and Rabbi Jehudah; some,
only to bolster an argument al ready given, like
Ba71amani and Tustari.

In the colophon, the five

nl!1llles specifically mentioned are arranged apparently
according to chronological succession.

The intent

is certainly not to indicate the degree of importance
for this work, for, discounting the marginal quotations
of R. Elijah as a later collation, Abu 1 1-Faraj Furkan
clearly holds the most prominent place, if based on the
frequency of quotation.

The jude'l'.llEnt of Poznatlski

that "J efet (ben I Ali) seems to have been used the mo st"
must thus be revised.

35"

The verses of the text on which authorities
are cited a1•e indicatl3d for each author to show the
distribution of his quotations and his relative

importance.
the Ms.

Although G. Margolio~th, in describing

in the British Museum, gives a list of' quota-

tions acm rding to author, it is impossible to make an
exact c:heck of each quotation since the pagination
of the two Mas. is different and he does not indicate
the verses on which authors are quoted.
1.

-

Al-ti~~isani.

'!,7

Abu Yusuf Yakub Al-~ir~isani

lived in the first half of the tenth century and hailed
from Kit!kisiya on the Euphrates (Greco-Roman Circesium,
ancient Carchemish) or Karkasan in Mesopotamia.

a contemporary of Saediah Gaon.

He was

Nothing is known about

his life tut he must have been a keen observer and
probably travelled in order to gain the w1 de knowledge
of peoples, places anrl customs that is displayed in his

w:,rks.

He comes as close as acyone among the Karaites

as a type of the true scholar.

His writings are objective

and lACk the caustic sting of some of hispwn group.

His magnum opus was a tv,o-fold exposition
of t ~e Pentateuch with the colorful titles Book of
Lippts and Watchtowers

(on the legal parts) 937~.

and Book of Gardens and Parks

(on th~on-legal parts).

938 c.E. 18 Happ1ly the former has now been edited by L.
:,9

Nerney and is a veritable encyclopedia.

He also wrote

some minor works 111 the form of a treatise on the
Unity of God and a commentary on Job.
He is 1uoted on the following verses:
5:10; 6:4; 8:lf; 18:11; 24:19; 25:2; 26:5; 27:3 ( 2 ),
12; 28:69; 29:l; 33:3, 4, 5, 21, 24.

Most of them are

probably from his Book of Gardens and Parks.
~1rf1san1~ reinirks on 6:4 fill out a number
of lacunae in an important passage in Nemo y 1 s edition
of Kitab-~-Anwar Wal-Mar811b (III, p. 569, L8ff.) so
are given here in ~~11.
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11Al-Kirkisani

(may his soul rest in paradise) aaid,

•Hear, o Israel, the Lord our God is one Lord.

I

This

is a discussion about unity, what it is and what has
been said about the Unity of: the Creator who is
Glorious and Powerful, (and) about what these indicate,
and an interpretation of the narrative.

First we shall

discuss the Unity of God and the meaning of the statement in throok, The Lord is one.

Scholars say that

the word •one* ocrurs in six ways; 1)

One in continuity,

like the continuous soul which is not compounded and
made of parts like tho body; 2) One in form, like the
soul and body which are one in form;

3)

One in genus,

like man and ox in the animal kingdom; 4) One in number,
like Khalid and Zayd, each one of whom is one in nUMber;
5)

One in speci'3s, like !llf\n, which is applied to Khalid

·n
and Zayd; 6) One in~comparableness,

' (lit.

AS yow.Sll_!I,
11,ueis
there is no likeness to it)I\One, and"no second to it in'its

definition.
continuity,

Some scholars say that God is one in
t,e., not composed in essence in any way.

Another view ls that He ls one in essence and action,
i.e., there is no one li k e Him in His essence nor
similar to Him in His action, end both ste.tements are
correct.

Another view ls that God ~y be said to be

one in number, not as though He partakes o f quantity,
but that He ls t he first,

so the crea tion ls not lik e

Him but is second in the sense ths.t

it is after Him.

He ls Nost Ancient an d t h ere ls no third (existence)
beside the Most Ancient

who does not p erlsh, and beside

ano

the creature .llhich was not~t h en came into being.
Another view is that He is one in (! h e beginning otl
number, for He ls t h e f1 rst ( end) only one, so that He
ls in Himself self-sufficient of the existence of a
second, but the sec ond ls not self-sufficient of t h e
existence of the fir st.

fone!

ls an absolute term

w1 thout e. correle.tive end the second is a correlative

term/ which has reference to the first.

The same state-

ment goes for whe.t fo l lows it, the third, fourth, and

the rest of the numbers.
that God is one in number.

For thist-ea son it is said
Another opinion is that

God is one in that He has no beginning nor end and
every other one has a beginning and End.

Another

view is that God is one in that He is uncaused and

every other one is caused,

So this is what has been

said about the Unity of God and the sense of •onel
and this is the meani~g of the statement of the Book,
•The Lord is one,, II 40
2.

Salmon ben Yeruham.~1 This famous warrior of the

Karaite Camp was also a contemporary of Saadiah.
facts about his life are not known,

The

He had an active

literary career as the author of polemical works,
espec:hlly against Sa1adiah, and of cot.1lllentariea on
numerous books of the Bible, of llhich some have been
questioned, and undouutedly others have been lost.

He

was generally vituperative against the Rabbanites and

has been criticized 1br his obscurantism in denouncing
the study of secular subjects.

His works have only been quoted twice:
Jf,2.

22:23 (margin); 28:68,
3.

Abu'Ali.Jj; This is the prince of Karaite exegetes,

Yefet ben'Ali ha-Levi, known by his Arabic name, AbuLAli
al-~asan ibn 'Al\ al-Lawi al-Ba~ri.

He flourished in

Jerusalem in the second h alf of the tenth century,

He

prepared commentariesfon practically the whole Bible as
well a+ very literal Arahic translati on of the ScriptUl'~lil.

Presumably hie comments in thi~work &re taken from his
interpretati on of the Pentateuch.
He is quoted on VV. 2:17; 6:4; '7:12; 21:15;
22:23; 23:3; 25:4, 12 (with Abu Surri); 29:5, 15, 17;
32:50.
4,

Abu Surri.+t This author is Sahl ben Ma?lia~ who

rivals Salmon ben Yeru11am

a.i(a

Karaite propagandist and

a bitter denouncer of the Rabbanites.

He lived at

Jerusalem in the serond half of the tenth century, like
Yefet ben 'Ali,

3e to ok missionary jaunts on behalf of

his cause end flngaged in polemlcs to exh ibit his convicti ons,

His writings are mostly in keeping with these activities.
However Harkavy~euorts a part of a c ommentary on
Deuteronomy fro m which his views must have been quoted
here.
The passages are: 7:9; 17:9; 18:15 (with
Abu Sa'id); 21: 14, 15; 22 :12, 23, 28; 23:12; 24:1;
25:1, 4 (with Abu Sa'id), 12 (with Abu

1 Ali);

26:3

(with Abu Sa~d); 32:7 (3).

S:Al-Ralis.44

He is David ben Boaz ha-Na si, who is

assigned to the last quarter cC the tenth century.

He

is in the fifth gmerPtion of descent from Anan, the
founder of the Karaites;

He m-ot e a very imper tant

treatise on the fundamental principles of the Pentateuch
(Ki tab a1-='usill) and also was quite active as a commentstor.

Of his com_mentary on the Pentateuch, at least

Leviticus and the latter half of Deuteronomy have been
'l-1

preserved in the State Library in Leningrad,
commented on Ecclesiastes.

He also

His quotations ere: 2:17; 3:11; 4:5; 18:11;
19:19; 20:16; 21:15; 22:9; 23:2,3.
6.

Abu sJ1d.lf8

Levi ben Yefet is the distinguished

son of Yefet ben All.

He lived in Jerusalem at the end

of the ten th century and during the first half of the
eleventh century.

His Book of Precept s wielded a great

influence among later Karaites.

He may have abridged

the Agron of David ben Abraham &1- Fasf.

He is known

to have written a number of cornmentai•ies, on Genesis,
Joshua, Judges, probably the Psalms, arrl otheirs,

This

work indicates that he also wrote on Deuteronomy.

His quotations appear on the following verses: 18:15
(with Abu Surri); 20:22; 22:23; 23:3, 12 (with Abu Surri);
24: 1(2); 25:2 (2), 4 (with Abu Surri), 12: 26:3 (with
Abu Surri); 29: 18, 19; 30:4,11; 32:17,
7.

4.9

Abu'l-Faraj Harun

,,bl'\ al-Faraj flourished in

Jerusalem in the first half of the eleventh century.
He was a student of Abu YJqub Joseph ben Nu~ and later
became a fainou¢;eacher himself. He was a forEr11ost

authority on grammar and became famous even aJDOng
Rabbanites as the "Grammarian fran Jerusalem."

His

great work ls Al-Mushtamil but he composed other
grammatical works and prepared a.commentary on the
Bible based on the wort<: of his tsaC:her,Joseph ben Nu!]..
It ls undoubtedly from this last ¥.Ork that his comments
here are taken.
The verses '\'lb.ere Abu 1 1-Faraj ijarun is cited
are: 8:3; 12:21; 15:12 (with Furqan); 23:12; 24:6 (M);
25:12; 50:5; 32: 36,50.
8.

Abu 1 1-Fara.) Furgen

ibn Asad (Jeshua ben Judah)Sl>

WBS

the last of the famous Jerusalem school.

into the letter half of the eleventh century.

He lived
He was

a student ofAbu Ya<qub al-Be~ir Bnd like him became
prominent as a philosopher.

He wrote a number of

philosophical and leg11l WO!.'!rs.

For the present commen-

tary, nis commentary on the Pentateuch is of greatest

importance as quotations from him probably came from
that source,

His commentary was issued in two recen-

sions, the longer dating from 1050, a nd the shorter,
from 1054,

The pres ent work ITBkes extensive use of

Furqan•s commentary though it is 1mpossl. ble to determine which recension wes employed,
The quotations eppeor on vv. 2:17; 12:21;
15:12 (w.1 th He.run); 18:14; 19:6, 19; 28:16; 21 :11 ( d ),

li; llis,; ¾2::21~ 28 {2Y;

23: 1, 2,4,12; 24:lff {6); 25:

1, 4 ( 2) ; 29 : 15 ; 33: 1 ( 3) , 4,
9,

Al Dustari •51

Sehl ben Fadl Al-Tustari (Jesher

ben Hesed) is thought to be e. contemporary o!' Abu 1 1Faraj ~urte.n, and so flourished in the middle of the
eleventh centur,-.

He was born in Tuster in Persia

as his name indicates, but nothing is kno~ of his li!'e.
He was a philosophical and po l emical author.

He is

only referred to in a -seneral wey on 33:4 so it is not
known to which of h is v.oncs the author h ad reference.

10 .

G'.Z Yefet, celled Ibn abi-1-Hasan

Al-Barqamani.

al-Barqamani, was a Karaite auth o r and physician in
Alexandria.

He is assigned to the middle of the

thirteenth century.

He wrote e medical trea tise, but

for the present purpose his polemical work against the
Rabbanites is the important thing.

{l l I C/JSl

arrl is quit e violent.

It is called

1:'b

The pre sent aut h or

has this work in mirrl in his reference on 33:4.
11.

>"3
Isaac ben Eliezer ha-Levi was a Sp anish grammarian

in the fourteenth century mo c omposed two grammatical

works

1fl' S13 ft/and i'f)jT>'il

7.:)b.

It is to t he

former that reference is llll.de on 33:16.

These works are

said to h ave Qeen written for a Babylonian scholar named
Aar(m ben Abrah am.
12.

Rabbi Elijah.

They appear to havEjhad wise circulation.
Two Ka raite authors might c onceiv-

ably qualify under this cogno men.

The earliei, is Rabbi

54
Elijah ben Abrah l.llll of the twelfth cent ury; author of

"l
But he is not
known to h ave written a commentary on the Pentateuch.
A much more likely ide ntification of Rabbi Elijah is

with the sixteenth century author, Elijah ben Judah
Tishbi, known atlijah Rabbenu,

;;s

He wrote in 1579 at

Constantinop le a work called Pe 1 er, i.e. Perus h Elijahu
Rabbenu, a super-eommentary on Aaron ben Josep h's
Ha-Mibpar.

If this latter identification is correct,

it establl shes the terminum a qmo for the pre s ent Ms.
to be the sixteenth century.

Although ' all of R. Eli j ah's

re narks are given in the margin, they are in the same
'j'~C\<"-j>5 t ll.-<L C.<>f1•• ~,t;-

•

hand as the text itself, so were added by the same person, 1'
The quotations from R. Elijah appear on vv. 1:44;
2:9, 21; 3:4; 5:6; 7:1; 12:5; 14:3, 8,22 : 15:19; 16:19;
20:20; 21:58; 23:2; 24:1,5; 26:1; 87:12; 29:4,11,11, 1 9 ,
24; 30:1, 6, 11; 31:27; 32:2; 3:, :2,8, 23.
are found in the ma rgln.

All of them

x:Li
13.

Al-Fayyumi.

SI,

Saadiah Gaon (d,942) and h is followers

suf fer only one sp ecific attack in this commentary, on
17:8.

But even this one refereroe is eloquent testimony

tp the influence of the great leader of the Rabbanites,
who lived over four hundred yea rs before this commentary
was

14.

composed.
Rabbi Jehudah ha-Coh en Barzillai Joseph Nin Yehosef&7

is cited by refere nce to h is comment a ry on Sefer Yetsiran.

fie was a Spanish Talmudist of the end of the eleventh
and beginning of the twelfth century.

He is referred to

only once in a margin!!l note on 6:4.
15.

Al-Maqdisi (or Al-Muqaddisi).

This title, given

sepe rat ely in the colophon, has caused considerable dis-

se

cussion.

The strange fact is that no one is quoted b y

this title in tho commeutary and th~ndi vi duals known to
be called by this title are in the one case already named
59

in the colophon (Harun) or in the other case not quoted

'°

in the commentary (Ali ben Suleiman).

The suggest ion of

Xlii
/

wthe

Poznanski that Tobia ben Moses,

famous trans-

later of Karaite Arabic Works, was possibly meant,
is of no help as he is not quoted in the commentary
.

at all,

/

The later suggestion of Poznanski is much

more likely, to the effect th&t

l
t, :l..
read as 7 'C:>7pt:>7,'i .
The title

7

VK>

b7yv.>))'t.1should

be

uld then be applied

to Abu 1 1-Faraj Furqan rat h er than be understood as a
separate author.

The error could easily be due to a

copyist.
The Manuscript.

This study is based on one manu-

script from th~ulzberger Collection in the library
of the Jewish Th eological Seminary of America, New
York.

The Ms, is written in sriuare scri pt

on paper

5 1/4" xy 6 7/8" and consists of 151 folio leaves
with 23 to 25 lines to a page.

It is in fair condi ti r n

with some leaves considerably damaged by worms.

At

the beginning, several folios are undoubtedly missing,
as the comments begin at 1:17,

There is thus no wey

)'.,l iii
of telling whether the commenss are restricted to
Deuteronomy or origina lly covered the whole Pentateuch,
G. MarJolio. th desc.'.'ibes MS, OR, 2498 in
the British Museum as follows:
"Paper, about 7 1/2 in. by 5, consisting of 161
leaves, with 21 lines to a page.
with Hebrew letters 1 (

ter.

Foll. 2-160 are numbered

r1, ) - 159 ( (0 J

p)

Rabbinic charac-

Nineteenth Century.
nAn Arabic Commentary on Deuteronomy, compiled

and abridged from the works of Abu Yusuf Ya 1 kub al-~ir~isanT,
al-Mu~llim Abu'Ali, al-Shaikh Abu's-Sari, al-Shaikh Abu 1 1Faraj Harun, Abu 1 lfaraj Fur~n, al-Mu~addasi (or, perhaps
more correctly, Ma~dis¼ and others, by an anonymous author;
imperfect at the beginning.
"Title, fol. la:--U-1117,)

"r\~X.l ')90 n'""'XLI. n ,.3

This Ms. would appear to be a copy of the Sulzberger Ms,

The former is a ~ineteenth century copy; the latter

is much earlier.
ter 1.

Both begin defectively at verse l7 _of chap-

In the older work all the comments of R, Elijah appear

xli v
on the margin, while the B M Ms, has these comments on the
marg in on ly through folio 9a and fro m then on they are incorporated in t h e text (call ed

°i1"0;-:..c,

"marginal gloss").

Eith er the BM Ms. is copied fr om the Sulzberger Ms. or they
both were taken fro m an earlier Ms. defective in the same way.

n.

TRANSLATION OF COMMENTARY ON DEU'.l'ERONOMY 32 •

v.
~

)(n""

am

i.u.Pt

1.

Give ee~•, '1..:l r,e avens, and.!. will

let the earth hear the words of

:!!I mouth.

the ,.,.,"!g cf p., • azinu ,, is a poem arranged_

about the affairs of Israel because our Lord has chosen
us.

rt sr,:ys, "Remember the days of old·• ( v. 7),

"When the Most High gave to the nations their inheritance' (v. 8), "For the ;:,ortion cf
people" (v. 9).

the Lord is His

Then secondly, it concerns His

grace upon 'ts, as it says, "He found him in a desert
lend" (v. 10).

Thirdly, it deals with our insolence

and sin, as it says, "But Jeshurun wpxed fat, and
kickeci• (v. 15).

Fourthly, it treats of our punish-

ment, as itt'ys, "And the Lord saw, and spurnec}~
(v. l9).

Flfthly, it sneaks of the punishment of

our enemies, as it sRys, "For their vine is of the
vine of Sodom• (v. 32).

Sixthly, it deols with

our rel!e.f :f"rom His terr~.ble doing;

"Th0t I, even

I, am He, rnd there is no God with 1ne '' (V. ~9)

unto the end of the song.
It begins b~ a~d~~ssi-g hePven and
e&rth, for the E:-cal ted Qne hed assigned the two
of them to he witnesses of what He wculd say, so
Fe commmds tl1em to hear that of which they are to
be witnesses.

T!lis sey ing is a meta::,hor, and the

meaning of the witness of heaven and earth against
them is that if they disobey, the heaven will refuse
its rain and the earth withhold its vegetation,

,.,.
•

so that in whatever place they may disobey they shall
not be free from the witness of both or of one of
them to the end that they will therefore refrr.in.
The Exalted One hes caused many witnesses
to testify against them.
as it says,

11

One of them ls this song,

Thet this song may be a witness for

Me against the children of Israel" (31 :19).

Another

wro'r:

is the law l'.'.1ich Moses (upon him be peace) as it

"

says, "Take this book of thA law, and put it by the
side o.f the erk 0f the covenant. of the Lord your

God, that it may be there for a w.itness against
thee. ~ (31.26).

Another is heaven end e a rth,

as it says, "I call heaven and earth to witness
against you (this day)" (4:26).

Another is the
SP..~c..-ty.,.o..c-'f

stone which Joshua placed in the holy place of
the Lord, as it says, "Behold, this stone shall be
a witness ageinst us" (Jos. 24:27).

Another is

the prophets, a s : it says, "Yet the Lord forewarned
Israel, and Judah, by th'l hand of every prophet,
and of every seer " (II Kings 17:1 3 ).

He Eel so made

them witness a g ainst themselve s , s s it s ey s, "Ye
are witnes s es against yourselves~ (Jos. 24: 22 ).
Furth er, the Exalted One made Himself s witness
against them, as it s a ys, "The Lo rd is witness
agai"lst you" (I Sam. 1 2 :5); nnd it st>ys, "And I
will be

P

swift witness• (Mal. 3:5).

And everyone

of these wi~nesses gives eviden c e in a certain
manner.

V, !,

Shall drop,

It will pour down abun-

&,Ci'
dantly (as appears) from "Yea, his heavens drop down dew•

( Deut, 33: 28) •
•rain',

1

"Rabbi Elijah sai d, J.le menticn:e.! four things:

dew 1 , •small rain', •showers•, for this song is

built on four things:

the first is the good which God

did to Israel from
(V.14); and t he s econd is from

(V,16) to

t."4-C

(V,19)
and the thira,

-\.'-"""
~

~

they requited him evil for good;

he did not requite them according to

their works, and the fourth from

lr-p •:>

(V,36) to the

~ ~1:

end,~ he takes vengeance on their enemies.

'Like rain'

----

is the early rain in Marcheshvan and "showers" is the
latter rain in Nisan.

'Like small rain is a kind of rain

or •. .•••..••••..•••••••••••..••. 1 dow .••.••••• .•.•..•.••.•.

.. ..... . . . . . . ... . ...... ... ... . ....... ....... . . .. ... .. . .. ..
.. . ... ... .. . ... .. . .. ... .... .. . . ... .. ····· ................ .
Another opinion is t hat t h e •~ain 1 is in winter, •the dew•,
in summer,

'Like fine rain' is when the seed is scattered

5

and 1t is the s rnall rain in the days of Marcheshvan and
Kislev to make them grow.

And the showers are the

heavy rain in ''the days of Adar,
like

19 ~:f) :>7

n

Know that

19 1)17)

is

in "The pastures of the wilderness

do drop", (Psa. 65:13), for the meaning of both is

"

the same,

'(L):} ,:)

They are like

like

Tl>'r.JtJ .

and

''my taking•

and

:JJtX)

and

& doctrine means

'61

because speech is taken fro!JI the Almighty

and does not come by itself.
sense of "my 9~ing".
refer to the song,

& speech.

It has the

"My doctrine" and "my speech",

He compares this song with two

things, rain and dew,which are beneficial to the seeds.
Thus when it is read and interpreted according to its
implied meaning, the metaphors refer to the present
and future lives.
grass.

As the

~

rain upon the tender

The meaning is like a fine and gentle rain Gi

'79

or like scattered drops upon fresh herbage; for it
is the fine rain that penetrates the earth.
~

showers.

Like the sustained rain.

And_!!:.:!,

Anoth er view

70
is, like drops, t~at is the big drops of rain.

V. 3.

b£.!:!!;

.E£!: 1 will proclaim t h e ~ o f ~

ascribe~ greatness unto~ God refers to

heaven and e~rth so that it says, Hearken for I shall

surely proclaim to these people "the name of the Lord.

n

Another view is that it refers to "shall drop as the
rain " and that means thst he compares his discourse
with dew and rain, for he says that what I invoke~
the~ of~

b£.!:!!,

greatness to our God.

is like dew and r ain.

So give

Regarding the {Red) sea it says,

"Sing ye to the Lord, for he is highly exalted" {Ex.
15:21).

And Deborah said, "Bless ye the Lord" {Ju,

5:29).

And in this song it says, "Ascribe ye great-

7

ness unto our God", yet it does not explain what they
should say but each in the manner he wishes, as it
says, "And when all the people saw it, they shouted"
(Lev, 9:24).

It says, T o ~ ~ . for verily all the

people were obedient,
the

~

It says, "For

1 .!!!!.

proclaim

o f ~ Lord; then it says, To £:!£ God,

since the Exalted One is worshipped by this name; for
verily His name is called upon us, as it says,

"And

all the peoples of the earth shall see that the name
of the Lord is called upon thee", etc. (Deut. 28:10).

V. ~-

The Rock, !!ii!~_,!,! perfect,

This verse is (a continuation of )
greatness",

"Ascribe ye

So it instructs them to say it and

informs them that God, the Blessed and Exalted, is

7/

stronger than every strong one.

And tbis verse

B
ls divided into two parts; one of them is the

11.,

creation a,1d it is the Rock, pnd the second is
the . . . . . ........ ~For everyt h ing which He created
in the six days of the creation wss perfect and

cl~te.c.t
without lmJ3,erfec~ionn . . . . . . . . . . according to His
works and He ls A God of truth and without iniquity.
Perfect

is an opithe~ of his work, that it is

perfect snd sound fro,n any stricture or imperfection.
For all His ways~ justice meens all his actions,
like the saying, nThe Lord made me at the beginning
of His W8y'' (Prov. 8:82) arrl like ~He is the beginning of the ways of God" (Job 40Jl9).

Another

interpretation is all His w1Jys of acting, like "For
the ways of the Lor<l are right

ft

(Hos. 14 :10) :md

like "That they may keep the way of the LordM
('}en. 18:19) and like nshow me Thy ways, O Lord"
(Psa.

25:4).

For the doings of the Mighty and

Powerful One are just and His commands and prohlbitions are just bocaus e Jle is wise, self sufftclm t;

9
nothing emanates from Him that has in it any form
of turpitude, as it says, "And how small a whisper
is heard of Him", (rob, 26:14),

For the Mighty

and Powerful One brings to life and causes death,
makes rich and causes poverty and other aspects of
managing the world; all of them are perfect, for
verily He is "greet in counsel" (Jer, 32:19), "a
God of knowledge" (I. Sam, 2:3).

God
-A --

faith-cf ---

fulness, for no deed of His servants escapes Him,
since it is <1.ot possible for him to be forgetful,
and He will not cast off His goodnessto them, as it
says, ~God shall bring every w:,rk (concerning every
hidden thing) into the judgment" (Eccl. 12:14),
~

without iniquity, that is, there is no injustice

with Him in this judgment, but He is altogether just,
as it says, "Howbeit Thou art just in all that is
come upon us" (Ne':1. 9:33),

;\nd similarly at the

Resurrection He will punish every soul,

fer what it

has done and He will not seize the innocent with the

/()

Just and right .!J! He indicates that He is

wicked.

'1?

righteous with the righteous, upright with the upright, as it says, "With the uerciful Thou dost show
Thyself morciful" (Psalm 18:26), and this refers to
the time of the Uessiah who is forever just and upright, as

ii;

says, "Thy people also shall be all

righteous", (Isa. 60:21).

v.

5.

He corrupted him

1lf refers

to the

Almighty, since God of faithfulness is mentioned before it.
\f

Thus it says, I will destroy Israel by the

11

curses mentio ~ed in the desert, because of their

opposition to the Exalted.

Another view is that it

~,t:
refers to Israel.

It means th11b Isrpel corrupted

his belief so He exclude<i them from being His chosen

ones because of their failing when they became a
perverse and crooked generation.

Another view is

that Israel corr'.lp ted himself by this evil doing,
and they became es though they were not His sons,

If
contrary to whet He celled them,

"Ye are sons

of the Lord your God" (Deut. 14:1), and that was
on account of their failing in their religion and
they trecame thereby perverse in obedience and
crooked in what He formed them.

This was the

generation of Jeremiah, for it says,

11

0 generation,

see you the word of the Lord" (Jer. 2:31).

So

-Jb

it is perverse end crooked; perverse because it
has not submitted to its CrePtor, end crooked because it did not repent.
V. 6.

Do "'J.!:!.. thus requite the Lord?

is en allusion to their ~efect, and Q foolish
ueople is because of their requiting good deed by
evil and Unwise, fe,r if they were "wise" they would
act in acc:ordance with wisdom; they would do good
and turn nwey from evil, so that they would not
fors•~ke the worship of their Greator Who is
beneficent to them end serve a cre~ture of no bonefit to them.

Ia He not

~

father?

It calls

Him "f .. ther" because the mention of'\Us children"
precedes, and its !Jleaning is Cre!ltor, by analogy
of' the begetter from whom offspring proceed.
That hath gotten thee, that is, He hath gotten

71

thee from Egypt, as it says, ''the people that
Thou hast gotten (Ex. 15:16).

And it is an

apocopated perfect; and if it were non-pausal it
would appear

71\>11like

the following

iw.)) Xlil

Another view is l,hat it is a noun with the sense
of the participle which is

jlJj) lili:e
form

,.,~ij).

Its root is

~/ ~~ and from it comes the non-pausal

1~~

1the pausal fo nn

7

• vupon the analogy

of ''thy field tho·.1 sholt not sow"

whereinT({Jis non-pausul end
root of both forms being

(Lev. 19:19)

Tit/

fl7W.

is pausal, the

It describes God

': T'

the Exalted One in t;he verse "He is the Rock, His
work is perfect• with six epithets end(here) it
mentions in opposition six epithets of their evil.

/3
The first epithet of tre Exalted One is "His
work is perfect"'; and the socond, "all His ways
are judgment; the tb:trd, "a God of truth"; the
fourth,

"without iniquity"; the fifth, "jllst"; and

the sixth, "right is He".
epithets of their sin.

In contrast are the six

The first is "He corr\,lpted

him"; the second, "not the blemish of His children

7J
is their blemish"; the third, "a perverse generation";
the fourth, "crooked"; the fifth,

11

0 foolish people" ;

11 Is

not He thy fsth6:!" that

hath gotten thee from Egypt?

Hath He not made thee

and the sixth, "unwise",

in the womo?"

Another view is the.t "He hath made

-----

thee" mems He prepared thee with favors which Ee
beg,m by conversing wlth you mouth to mouth on Mt.
Sinai and by rnskLng the coven&.rit with you and by
gi vino: to you "the tables of testimoriy" (Ex. 31: 18),
"the tables of the covenenta (Dt. 9:9), so that
you beciame theruby His creation.

"And establishc:d

adorned you with "standards" and a "pillar of cloud "

and a 'pillar of' fire " similar to ~Thy hands have
made me m d fashioned 1ne·

'(>JIJJl:F1) 11(Psa. 119:73}

by v1hich is meant the creation itself, which is the
form of man and his sbape.
V. 7.

Remember the days of old means to

remember the kindness of Almighty God to your
fathers in the former time which is the time of Moses
of which it speaks in
meaning of
of

D'JW

-0?07

and similarly

Days: ~I 0 7 has the

.(1/JW has the meaning

@onsider the years of many generations

indicates the time of Joshua and his successors to
which it refers i:-i
and he will shew thee; thy elders, and they will tell
thee is a reminder concerning the ways of learning
what He had commanded bv the say ing "Remember the
days of old" and •c nns ider t h e years of meny generations . "

So he ·soid, Ask thy father and tby elders

of what bas happened in the past in order that they
may inforn1 you, so trrnt you shall know.

And what

I~
is to be asked about is past favors of God to their
fathers in bringing them out of Egypt by wonderful

miracles and the enacting of the Lew upon them.
Another opinion is thet the thing 11sked refers to
what it mentions afterfiard, i.e., "When the Most
High gave to the _nstions their inheritance ·, (v. 8),
ahd to other things about which there is common
agreement and the hearer is restricted to knowledge
by transmission.

There is in that no indicati on

of what the opposer of tradition claims, since if it
wer'3 true, then the knowledge would be (limited) to
(Moses), but its being trensmitted by someone else
confirms the fact thet it originates from (Moses)
(unon him be peace).

Abu surri (may his soul rest in

paradise) s:.iid, 'Remeinber the days of old" goes back
to the first ten generations from the time of Adam to
Noah {upon them be peace); "the ye11rs of many gene1'a-

eD
tions" goes be ck to the generations from the sons of
Noari; ''He set the borders of the peoples ff, since the

l'7
time of Cnnaan's existence in it (Palestine),
but when Israel came unto it, it was naccording
to the nw1ber of the children of Israel~.

And

he (may his soul rest in paradise) said, What is
the meaning that one sho 1tld ask his fathers and
his elders about this matter, in v~ew of fact that
they could learn it from what is written in the
Torah since the time ·~when the Most Hi gh divided to
the nations t h eir inheritance•, and they are the
sons of Noah, and si nee "he separated the s:ons
of Adam", as it is s a id, 'And by these were the
nations dividedn (Gen. 10:32) , so it'. happ ened that
"He f!et the bounds of the people"?

And he (may

his soul rest in paraoise) s~id, This, question is
not the question of a child who has read and grown
of age, since if it were thus, then he would knoi,
from his reading of the Torah.

For just as the

answer in the story of the Pess over is clearly

17
stated (in the Torah) so it is in this chapter.
If the answer were transmitted, it would say that
the answers with your father are transmitted, but
we do not find that.

It is said that the one whom

Moses addresses is an adult, for if it were a young
child, he would not continue (to be so), but this
is one negligent, scornful and ignorant in what is
in the book of God according to what it called him
11

0 foolish people and unwise".

So it says, If you

do not know what ! say, then ask so that you may
underittand the truth of what I mentioned, and that
is ~Vhen the Most High 11vided to the nations their
inheritance•.

It is children to whom the father

should begin speak',ng, as it; says, "when thy son
shall ask you" (Deut. 6:20) end it s&ys, "and thou
shalt shew thy son in that dayn (Ex. 13:8).

v.

8.

''lhen the Most High divined tc tPe

nations their lnh"ritAnce refP-rs to tho Most High 1 s

giving to Israel the li,nd of the ''seven nations "as an
inberit~nce.

When he
--

-- --- - --

sep!Jrflted the sens of Adam

indicates the time of (His) givine them the land
of the nations es an inheritance for it says, in
His seperAting the sons of Adam.

He means the

~even nationJ'too for verily theExalted One scattered
the united from the isolated among them and divided
all of them.

He set the bounds of the people, for

many ktngs had divided up this land and each one
had a limit an::l s boundary, so Israel killed them
and to ok their land.
V. 9.
people.

For the Lord's portion~ His

verily God the Exalted chose Israel as

His portion from the rest of the nations of the
world, es in 'And the Lord shall inherit Judah
His portion" (Zech. 2:16).

Ho then became their

portion, as it s~ys, "The Lord is my portion, I
said' (Psa. 119:57), ,The Lord is my portion, my
soul said"' (L&,n. 3:24).

The lot of his inheritance,

They belong to Him throughout the ages,

The

proselyte enters into "His portion" but net into

19
"His inherit1mce'1 •

mea:is that !le found him in the desert just as a man
finds his most coveted thing and he rejoices in it
and prese:,:,ves it, like th:Yverse, "I found Israel
like grapes in the wilderness" (Hos. 9:10).

Enother

view is that Israel found the rrovidence of Almighty
God in the de&ert.

That means that whenever they

desired anything from the Exalted One they found

'II
Hiu s'.lfficient for them.

And in the waste,! howling

lt

wilderness means in a waterless desert where He kept
them from harm by howling wild animals, as it says,
He compassed Eim about, like one who goes about with
a -;ierson he loves and attends to his needs.
If:i.t

(

He

l11JJIJ?) istekenas

intrensltive it means that He wes . d.ndful of Israel,
its sense being that the Exalted One pondered over
thorn liken man who thinks about his child end conaiders things advantageous to his welfare and does
them .

If it is taken as c ausative it means that Re

mpde Israel understand, ~.ts sense being that He
made them go by means of the "pillar of cloud" and
directed them to 'che places where they should travel,
and informed them of the time of stopping and departing.

Another view is that he instructed them in the

63

beliefs and the nrecepts.

He kept him as the apple

£!_His~ refers to His keeping and preserving them
from misfortunes, as the apple of the eye protects
its pup:1.1, •ihich is the highest degree of preservation.
V. 11.
~s~

As

~

eagle that stirreth up her

U·

means like an eagle, as an eagle stirs

up her

young in the nest. by her call and when she has need
she takes tllem from the neat to a place of flesh
and blc od , as i

~

says,

"Doth the vulture (eagle)

moun~ up at thy command, and make her neat on high?
..... From thence she sp~.eth out the prey; her eyes
behold it r-far off.
(Job. 39:27,29,30).

Her young ones suck up blrod.
It meBns that just as the

eagle carries her young from nest to nest so He

11

carried them; this is olso the meaning of the
saying, "And I bore you on eegles• wings.
Stirreth

~

11

(Ex. 19:4).

her nest is to be explained as the

message which was sent unto tr..em through Moses
(upon him be peace) so thet they would be moved to
depart.

Another opinion is th8t in the time of the

jo 1.1rney Ho roused them by the blowing of the trumpets,
as it says, •And they shall be unto thee for the
calling of the CQ~gregation and for causing the camps
to set forward." (Num. 10: 2).

Hovereth over her

youhg refers to the time of sending them forth when

He hovered over ~hem with the cloud by which He
afforded them s~ado.

Spreadeth abroad her wings

means He had taken them away from Pharaoh.

Beareth

them on bor pinions refers to their crossing the sea
for surely only the eagle of all birds can span the
sea; moreover, Mo'3es Lnd Aaron { upon them be peace)
wer-.i for the peo,,le like two wings.

V. 12.

The Lord alone did lead them

means that they were alone in the desert, as Balaam
said, "Lo, it is a people that shall dwell alone"
(Nu.,n.

23:9).

"

means that there was with God no other who was helping Him in what He was doing for them.

Another

opinion is that there was with Israel no other god
at tb,at time, as it says concerning them, "But ye
that did cleave unto the Lord your God are olive
everyone of you this day.w (Deut. 4:4). The ExPlted
was the only one rullng them; end there was no need
of another ruler beside Him for they were obedient.

~

~e made .. ..,em possess the high a~d

the eartn.

fl,

glorious lend.

And he d i d ~ ~he fruitage of the

land so that among its many products the bees swsrm
in the rocks end hills and honey flows from them, as
it seys in the story of Saul, •And when the peool

were come unto the forest, behold a flow of honey"
(I Sam. 14:26) ,

And oil out of the flinty rock.

71~ V)10~ fH') has the effeet nf

1£)1 \?Sntl 7 1~0. This

means the oil which is extracted from the olive trees
~hich grow in the stone of the flint-rock.
V. 14,

B1

Curj_ of kine and milk d1' sheep.

"Know that the curd of kine is better than the curd
of sheep, and likewise the milk of sheep is better
than the mHk of kine."

With fat of lambs,

that

is, fat lambs which are called Karariz (the rams
that carry the shepherd's bug or the bell).
favors a re mer.tioned.

Thus ten

They a re "the frui tage of the

field, He made him to suck honey, oil out of the
fl:!.nty rock, curd of kine, milk of sheep, fat of
lam~s, rams of ~,e breed of Bashan, he-goats,

the

kidney-fat of wheat, and the blood of the grape."
V. 15 .

But Jeshurun waxed fat, and kicked.

"And kicked because of the great IJTOspe!ility; thou
didst

~ ~.!

refers to fat

cbn );

thou did.at grow

thiClr meens abundance of flesh; thou didst become
gross .•..•...........•..

1

mentioned in four pla ces.
Jeshurun·~ (Deut. 33:5).

Gan, o

The. name Jeshurun is
"And there was a king in
"There is none like unto

Jeshurun" (Deut. 3,, : 26).

"And thou, Jeshurun,

et
whom I h ave chosen~ (Isa. 44:2).

The verse says,

8J

He who was u p right grew fot and bec ame ung odly,
like

10~

and the ~Nun" is for emphasis.

Israel is

called Jeshurun because they received the Law of God
which He enj o ined upon them.

The statement of

thou didst war fat ( 5JJ(.)(U) after the preceding
is t o indic a te the.t he became exeeedingly fat.
didst grow thick,

~

Thou

didst become gross means their

.Jo
b.cd1.es became comely and thick end fat covered their

flanl:s.

Another view is th1,t the word

compounded from fwo words which

l

re

JP/0..J is

t7t).) end

.sl'" "i1

And he forso ok God who made him meens that they neglected the worRhin. of' the Exalted One.

And contemned

the Rock of His salvation means that they cast away
what was due of t'he oblig,ation lo the Exalted One in

return for the assistance give n them b:y the Almighty.
V. 16,

They roused Him to jealousy with

strange gods, that ls, with their worship of "other
gods."

With ubomine.tions did they provoke Him.

Either this refe~s to "strange godsn for they are
called "abomination" ( i"J:l.::IIJ\) as it says, "And thou
shalt not bring an a·oominatlon into thy house"
(Deut. 7:26); or it indic1Jtes the nine "abominations"
which are "one that maketh his son or his daughter
to pass through the fire, one that useth divination,
a soothsayer•, etc.
V. 17.

(Deut. 18:10),

They sacrificed unto demons.

'Abu Sa'id (may his soul rest in Paradise)

said,

The "demons" are the Genii (Jinn) and evil spirits
(Ifrit) as ';hey are still denominated.

He further

said, Know that the demons are imaginary things
without real existence and are .1ot found outside
of the imagination.
(Satyrs} hy

r1'f!2

The Targum translates
(1c-~,·11•)

u•"J~ip2

(Lev. 17:7), for those

who believe in their existenc'l are using their

u
foI'!ll of goats since their black color makes for
They are in-

obscurity in which phantoms multiply •

.91

ternreted as Sathns.

Another view repres ents them

as the bereft of ree son.

It

(r:I •,({) )

is media

geminata in form, derived from •robbers
by night''

( •,~/IV )

( Ob . 5) the meaning of wl· ich is robbint.,
For they were not

and plundering.

objects of worshio unto any people before Israel and
Israel began the worship of them.~ Another opinion
is that

are images of idols which 8re

made and worshipped.

Which xour fathers dreF,ded not

is interpreted es your fathers were not terrified
by them.~

It means that they did not fep r them

nor were they fr.'_ghtened by them, although they were
disobedient

(in worshipping ther.,.); you excelled in

doing tlrnt and added to their transgressions.

rl?,!p

wast unmindful.
like

i"l~.D,

as its imnerative

in "Be thou for the people" ( .c.x. 18: 19)

which is the imperative of

7

i).Hl
. ·:-

in "Who is he that

saith, end it cometh to puss" (LH:11. 3:37) .
view is that it is like

95

'Dr;>.s")

in the vel'se,

7

~:1 S)

Another

afte'r the. manner of

"Neither blot out their sin

from Thy s:i ght ' ( Jer . 18: 23) and the root is

!JI,

rllU)5\, ilno,.ri,
father.

That begot thee is in Ploce of thy

That he~e thee is what you experienced of

the distress in E~ypt until you were saved, like
a woman who is relieved of her lobor pangs with the
birth of her child.

Another view is that it mee.ns

literally the one who bore thee end

WPS

seized with

labor pangs for thee i.1 the bowels .
V. 1~ .

~

the Lord sew, and spurned

means that just as they shunned the worship of the
Exalted One, so He diverted His csre from them.
Because of the provoking of His

~

end His daughters

means the comulicity of men and women in shomeful
deeds that p1I1ovoked to anger, as it says,

"The children

gether weed, and the fathers kindle the fire, and the
women knead the uough,

(.t o

make cakes to the queen of

heaven, ancJ to pmllr ou-c drinl<:-o:fferings unto other gods,
that they may provoke Me,J• (Jer. 7:18).
"Do they provoke m3?"(Jer. 7:19).

Then it says,

Another view is that He

was displeased by the offering of their sons and daughters.
Its escribing them unto the Exalted One when it says, His
sons and His daughters, is because they were of the offspring of whom it is said, 'Israel is My son, My firstborn '' (Ex. 4:22).

Another vie1v is that His sons end His

deught ers rei,lly means ~your son fl a.,r:1 your daughters·,.
V, 80,
them'

And He said:

'l

will hide

!!!2

fece from

97

means I will. remove my mercy f rom ther.1, for I know

thi,t they shall become righteous only by "Exile"·
see what their end shell be

hi,!

I will

s ,. a meti,phoric meaning, be-

cause the Exalted One is cognizant of the results of events.
Indeed it is as one says to his child:

"Behold, I shall

forsake thee end cease speaking to thee in order to see
whet becoMes of thee, whether thou shalt become righteous
or not!'' It is possible that seeing h4s the sense of knowing.

That would m H•n, I shall llide My mercy from them for

I know the encJ of their affair, that they will persevere in

rebellion end will not daoart from tt.

For they a r e ~ ~

J)8

froward generation refers to their indecision in transg1'esChildren _1_!! whom ~ £2 fe i thfulnes s ( J10 () \ that is,

sion.

there is no conviction t~ them.

It means that they do not

observe what the zeal for My law renders obligatory upon them.
Thus

\ l ()r') is an attribute of the person .

holds

\'01,

v.

Another view

,md

j)JIO'r\

21.

They have £_?used Me to jealousy with_!!.

to be the same. "1

_!l£-~ means that they worship one to whom no worship is due.
They have roused ~;
uo-people.

.!. will rouse them to jeelousy v.ith a

They are Edom (Christians) and Ishmael (Mohem-

medens), for Edom was n0t originaJ.ly.... . • • . • •

'l'he ptlople

were (first) Greeks end were converted ...•.•••••.•••• and
became Chrl.stians, so He calls them _!!. _!l£-people.

Ishmael is

'"

likened to clay which l.s worthless when compared with gold,
silver, copper and iron, so therefore they are called_!!. vile
nation.

Pnother view is that a !!'.:_-neovle refers to the

Semarita,1s who wer"- dwelling in their territory 1md treating
them lik~ enemies enn distressing them when they said, we
are the peopltl of God ltke you enn we intend to build the

temple with yo11 in order thPt we mey worship God in it.
They are likewise~ yile netion.

Another view is that I

shall chE>nge (my rel at ions) with them in the t I shell say
to the,n,

'Ye r, re not 'llY people"(Hos. 1:9), O"foolish people

and unwise" (V. 6), aftPr what I said to them,

"Thou mayest

be a holy people unto the Lord thy God' (Deut. 26:19).

V.22.

Fore fire is ~indled i n ~ nostrils,[and

the earth with her produce, and setteth fblaze the foundations
of the mounteinsJ.

This meF.ns th, t thunderbolts descended

from Him upon their l enc1 and b·1rned the-n, as it s c ys, "Fire
devoured ~heir y0ung ~en" (Ps E. 78:63), sinll~r ~o "A fire of
God is fallen from heavenn (Jon 1·161,

The thunderbolts

were Penetrating a~1d burning the roo~s of the trees and were
not spent until they reached the deeoest weter, as Amos says,
"And, behold, the Lord God celled to contend by fire; and it
devoured the g~eat deep" (Amos 7:4).

Another view takes it

literally as though the ene'lly set fire to Jerusalem and their
other cities.

Another view is the l it refers thus to their

rebellion for it likens it. to fire when its evil result comes

31
upon them, as it says, "For ye have kindled a fire in My nostrils which shall burn against you " (Jer, 17:4).

The anger of

Ood aga inst them has been co mpa r e d to fire in the verses,
"Therefore He poured upon him the fury of His anger", etc,
(Isa, 42:25) and "And He hath burned in Jacob like a flaming

fire" (Lam. 2:3).

. rl.9b7'

is to

I t!f
be interpreted as I will put an end to them, like the verse,

"That the watered be swept

s,1 .9

) away (with the dry)"

(Deut. 29:18). If it were to be interpreted as I will assemthe..t it would ki4.-e, 1'> he e;t-J.e,.y lilc.e. '' I will S<Arely A.$Se,,..l,k
bl!)"(

1'

'D~~), O Jacob, [all of thee) " (Micah 2 :12) or

like "I will assemble (

f

9b l ,'\ )

her that halteth" (Micah

4:6) which is analogous in form to "I will say (
unto Ood my Rockn (Paa, 42:10),

~

which a.re disclosed in whet follows.

701 r)

>

are s even misfortunes

So (it means that) He

will destroy the evils among them rather than destroy them by

means of the evils.

It compares them with arrows which come

unexpectedly.

v.

24.

~

( 'JI'.>)

hunger like 'That they should heat

,,1

Jt 7

163

WR~ting~of hunger is the burning of

):. "trJ) )

(Dan. 3:19) and "It was wont to be heated (

21 '

the furnace"
) " ( ibid_j •

/fl~

is the food of birds, as seen from "Eat

( CL),
thou not

C"(] TT.).!"1

S~ ) the bread of him that

eye" (Prov. 23:6) and "young birds

(r

'""

hath an evil

'J.'.ll)" (Job 5:7).

Another view is that it is the heat of the sparks of fire, as
in "Ye clothe you, but there is none warm (
6) and in "The flashes thereof

(,1'9\lJ'l)

Din~)"

(Hag. 1:

are flashes of fire"

(Cant. 8:6), for hun~er burns the body as it says, "Our skin
is hot like an oven because of the burning heat of famine"
(Lam. 5:10).

A n d ~ destruction ("

>'7t')

.J.0p1l is inter-

preted as bitter death, as seen from the verses, "Ho, thy destruction (

T.:l.lOj> ) ,

destruction (

0 DeathJ" (Hos. 13:14) and "Nor of the

:::l~j)Y.>l) that wasteth at noonday" (Psa. 91:6),

and "And with bitterness ( {\11•11".)::l l) shalt thou sigh" (Ezek.
21:11).

Crawling things o f ~ ~ ~eans crawlers of the

dust as appears from "Like crawling things of the earth"
(Mic. 7:17r) and
V. 25.

1'7'~1 .,,i:"t~TTl'
\Vi tbout;_

~

(Job 32:6).

the

~

ohildren were killed outside by the sword.

bereave means the

fil1!! .!!l

~

~-

~ ~ meaB8 that those who were hiding within the
_chamber perished from fright because of the terror of the

33
enemy.

~ y o u n g ~ ~ virgin, etc, shows that this mlsfor-

tune includes all men.
V. 26.
~

1

thought

make their memory

1

~

ls a word compounded from

/;,i,

~

f!:.2!!!

make .!!.!; ~
among~•

11 1 XonciUi1.

£! ~ ' 1
u,l,r"(~i')

It means that I

shall unleash my wrath among them and they shall perish, so
that it will be asked, Where are they?
both {

t'i

Another view ls that

and i),\ :) 1' are virtually nouns, the root ofTirl','\.9,'-;

being,)~_'.:} ,\ and its plural being

1J ';,:,9A

Its interpretation ls ~heir hostilities.
unleash hostilities among them.

after the an-

It means, I will

Another view ls, I intend

10'1
to drive them into corners. It means, I will separate them
in corners.

It is derived from

!lX.3

It means that after

scattering them to the corners of the world as a corrective
measure but they were not corrected, I intended not to leave

a remembrance of them among men.

However the enemy•~ .12.!£-

vocation (V,27) ls a contradiction of that,
tation ls far-fetched on two accounts.

This interpre-

The first ls that

tot

ls a stationary noun that ls not inflected (as
a verb), and (yet hero) is given its imperfect including an

objective euffix, hence

clt"1 3- )

thie noun

-O,l.,~9 ,l,,.

is inflected ite imperfect would not

take an objective suffix with
will meet them (

The second is that if

TI (u ) 9 X )

,1 and r:) but t'.) alone, as in nr
as a bear the. t is bereevedLof

her whelp'i)" (Hos, 13:8) and in " Shall I then redeem them

( TI7 .9 n )"

(Hos. 7:13).

a verb) the form would be

So if ,1X 9 were inflected (es

D~9 0 .

U r) 1s the pronominal

,,9

suffix with nouns but not with verbe,

e.g.,

Ti i'l':l,'),

-D,l'S l, O ,P.s1tY J.,
V. 27.
provocation.

~

.!l !!,2!

~

1

dreaded

~

enemy 1.!!

He confines himself here to the enemy'~

m-

vocation rather than to snother one of the misfortunes since
it involves their recovery from Iere.el which they attribute
to their gods, as in the saying of the Philistines, "Our god
hath delivered Samson our enemy into our hand, •••••• and the
deetroyer of our country" (Judges 16:23,24).

This enemy is

everyone who trensgresses the beliefs of Israel.
is metaphorical.

dreaded

It meane if I were not wary of the rage /IC

of the enemy, as in the verse "Be ye afraid (
nord'\fob 19:29).

1

Another view is that

71.::(X

J)

of the

is inter-

preted as "gathered" (passive participle of '):{?)) with the
meaning, My wrath and that of the enemy 1 shall be gathered

tll

against them so that they shall perish.

On this account it

is necessary for Him to show mercy unto them and because of
His assurance to them, as He says, "But I will not make a
full end of t h ee" (Jer. 30:11) and because of His knowledge
of what shall arise from them in the generation of Messiah
of whom it is said, "Thy people also shall be all righteous"
(Isa. 60:21), and for the reason that the "righteous" shall

never be cut off from them.

')l;\}\ lf¥:,ans "gathered",

like "Agur, the son of Jakeh" (Prov. 30:1).

l O't.::S 17.JJ'
"Nor regardeth (

\3 , l..:)J

7

In the clause

means they respect, like

7 :)J) the rich more than the poor"

34:19) and "Ye shall not respect (

l 1'.?.fl )

(Job

persons in

judgment " (Deut, 1:17) which is the same ti. s
V. 28.jJ)'\ ~I~~

7.:J,"-t 7 1,.l ':J

means the people

were destroyed because of evil behavior and that is the conduct of the Gospel writers and also of t h e ten who joined
Mohammed and swore allegiance to him and wrote the Koran,

(~I '>1

is a preterite passive verb, analogous to

.

_1(£)

.¾

C:t+i(L)

the non-pausal form of

;lJr\1

(Lev. 10:16).

It is

derived from "The blessing o f him that wa s reedy to perish

( ,').f ~ )

came upon me" (Job 29:13) end "If I had seen any

11iperish ( 7::lf ~ ) for want of clothing" (Job 31:19).

An-

other view is t h at it is an active particip le and its im-

7J..i r)

perative is

like

1J CTJ\~ '~,8 1(0(.)~
like

~Ji IV

(Job 9:15).

7J\t') is

7.;?,i>;

Anot h er view is that

which is an imperative of

The preterite is

co2 11u

interpret ed h e ~ in ne ed of.

1;!i>,:. is

a noun meaning the destitute,

i.e., the dest itute of knowledge or ac c ording to another view
t h e destitute of prophecy.
like

J~l'X
,
T

nThey shall col'le into the treasury

of the Lordn (Jos. 6:19).

..fll

counsels (
(Isa. 25:1).
prophecy.

Its non-pausal form is

s\ 1'f..Y

is prophecy like nEven

~~) of o l d, in faithfulness and truth"

This shows that t h e (other) nations have no

!!.12

~

ll

!!2, understanding

!.!:

~

means that

they do not investigate that they may know that they are embracing falsehood, and concerning them it says, "For it is a
people of no understanding• (Isa. 27:11).
V. 29.

If they~.!.!.!! refers to Edom \Christ-

:37
ians); T h e y ~ discern ref ers to Ishmael (Mohammedans),
for these two peoples claim a postlesnip.

Their latter end
--------

means "the latter end" of Israel to whom they shall come
and whom the Elxalt ed One promised that He would restore them
to their former station; nay, even better than that.

v.

30.

1!2:! ~ ~ ~ ~ t housand refers to
II "'1

the feet that one of Israel was pursuing a thousand of their
enemies, as Joshua said to them, "One man of you hath chased
a thousand~ (Jos. 23:10).

~

!.!£

~ ~

thouas.nd

!£

flight

means it now became so that two of their enemies will put to
flight ten thousand of Israel; were it no t t h a t ~ Rock

h!£

~ ~ ~ ~

Lord

~

delivered t h em ~• then their

condition would not have become opposite from what it was before.

U 7'JO means ~ .!£1£ ~

J J 0.S1 )

as in "Thou sellest

thy people for small gain" (Psa. 44:13).

So

it they had considered these conditions, they would not have
said, Our

~

.!.! exalted, and

~ ~ ~ ~

wrought

ill

this ( V• 27) •

v.

31.

If they would distinguish between their effeirs and those ot

38
Israel, then they would say that our God is not their god,
for verily they worship nwoodn and '• stone" and Israel worships nAn everlasting Rockn (Isa, 26:4), So ¥oses (upon him
be peace) says, They do not discriminate as they should; on
the contrary, our enemies have become judges and arbiters to
pass judgment upon us by various kinds of coercion and they
consider us to be ignorant.

Another view is t hat Moses

(upon him be peace) says, Unlike our God is the mockery of
their god for the Almighty God is able to make us subservient unto them and humbled in their hand, and He, the Exalted One, is able to reverse the situation,1]>~;,~
means

~

enemies

~

not

~

U"J.'IX l

/J't

judges, for the negative of

the preceding clause extends its force to this clause as
well, just as in "For the needy shall not alway be forgotten,

.,(Ps4.9; ,9)
(nor) the expectation of the poor perish for ever. The negative is construed with the second clause also. So he
says, Our ene~~es have no precepts not prophetical books like
us, so that they may examine them carefully and understand
that what has befallen us is from Almighty God and that the
Exalted One will surely have mercy upon us and will restore
us to something better than what we were,

V, 32,

E£!:

~ ~

.!..fl £.! the vine of Sodom,

etc. indicates that they learned the prectices of Sodom which
refers to Ishmael (Mohammedans) among whom exist "pride" and
"homosexuality" and the rest of the "abominations", as it
ss.ys concerning Sodom, "And they were haughty and committed
abomination before Me" (Ezek. 16:49, 50), for those among
them who believe in the unity of God "believe (also) in the
prophet of falsehood," so they follow in the way of ·•idolaters" in error and vileness of creed,

B,e compares their

practices to ·'vine" end "fields" since the fruit of them is
eaten now and its wine is drunk hereafter.

It means what

these practices produce of misfortunes in this life and punishment in the life to come, as it says, ~grapes.!!:!
grapes

2!

gall," etc. so that Israel should refrain from

their practices.

v.

33.

~

wine

.!..fl the

~

£.!

serpents, He

wi"
compares their punishment in the nether-world, which is the
fruit of their action, with the poison of "serpents" and
"asps", for if the viper becomes enraged it pours out its

poison and kills the person stung.

Similarly the punishment

of the Lord of the Worlds burns them and destroys them.
zophar compares the punl~hment of the "wicked" with the
poison of snakes and vipers when he says, "He shall suck
the poison of asps; the viper's tongue shall slay him."
(Job 20;16).

sealed

~

preserved.

!E,

!I

treasuries?

blt'.1)

Le. stored up,

It is a metathesis of the letters of

1l I()..)

fib
(Ezek. 44:20). Another view is that it is the same as

A.' J J
V

111
9.8 in "Go, gather together ( ,....
v f _J

Jews" (Esther 4:16).

.J)

all the

So it indicates that the deeds of

Ishmael and Edom to Israel will be remembered, stored up,
gathered, sealed by Him until the "day of judgment".
V. 35.

Vengeance l s ~ . ~ recompense ls the

vengeance upon Edom and Ishmael, as it says concerning
Babylon, "For it ls the vengeance of the Lord, take vengeance upon her;

As

s:1e hath done, do unto her." (Jer. 50:

15) and '1And I will render unto Babylon •••• ( all their evil)"
(Jer. 51:24).

And He says concerning Edom "And I will lay

my vengeance upon Edom" (Ezek 25:14) and "For the Lord hath

a day of vengeance, a year of recompense for the controversy of Zion (Isa. 34:8) and that ls the requital
hereafter, es it says, nI will gather all nations, And
will bring them down into the valley of Jehoshaphat"

(Joel 4:2).
1.e.,the time when their sins are completed.

"This ls

the sign When you shall see concerning Edom and Ishmael
that their foot shall slip.

Know that the day of their

calamity ls at hand, and the things that are to come
shall make hast.

They are the a:urses."

of their calamity~~~ ls, When Israel shall
hesten to repentance.
of the nations.

It refers to the day of judgment

It neans that from God's standpoint it

ls near even though in itself it is remote, like "For
a thousand years in Thy sight are but as yesterday"
(Psa. 90:4).

And~ t h i n g s ~ ~ ! . £ ~ upon~

s h a l l ~ ~ refers to the afflictions God has prepared for them.

'f2
v. Jl6.

F o r ~ ~ will judge His people,

/It

that is, on behalf of His people.

It means the end of

time with their repentanoe and return to the Exalted One.
He will pass judgment in favor of them against their
enemies, as it says, "Behold I will plead thy cause,
And take vengeance for thee" {Jer. 51:36).

And repent

Himself for His servants means that the Lord of the
Worlds will be reconciled for His anger against Israel.
Since the chastisements of Israel are of two kinds,
some of them from God, the EXalted One, and some from
the "nations", it indicates that the Lord of the Worlds

will take what is their due from the "nations'• and He

will des!. st from His anger, but His anger will subside
only with respect to the righteous, alldt says, f o r ~
servants.

As for the transgressors among them, He will

destroy them, as it says, "All the sinners of my people
shall die by the swordn (Amos 9:10) and "And I will bring
the third part t'l-\rough the fire~ {Zeh. 13:9).
seeth that

~

stay

~

gone mem s that He sees that the

power, might, influence, authority and restraint have

departed and the "natlons" covet them and are displeased
with them e.nd seek their harm, and they have no one to
turn them away from thens elves.

That · is the time of

the "breaking" (Isa. 30:14), a3'ft says, "And they were
broken in pieces, nation age.inst nation, end city
is e. noun,,

age.inst city" (2 Chr. 15:6).

7'0'1~

The departing, like

ll S1'X
-

T'

JlO.?lT

is like

T

-

T

7lY'.)Jn
TT'

"f'

and the f'orm

and because the word which

follows is a monosyllable and has an accent, the e.coent

,, q

7'7 .fl)l')i recedes.

on

it 110uld be r)
The

,'

>I" .>I. ')

T

,

If it were a perfect
lik e

;rll" r'.)~
T"

does not change to

.fl

7 :) (

1 Sam. I: 22).

in the perfect f'eminine,

when it is constructed toe. noun appearing (in the
sentence), not to one implied e.s is the case when it is
constructed to an implied noun.
in the construct noun.
(l1V~nor~1™rrom

-r

TT

7,

However it becomes so

So it cannot be said ..fl']Dp from

n~,-,-

Therefore 1t is said that

"')

J\~l"~.is e. no1 m and not a .feminine of the per.feet.

Abu'l-Faraj He.run (may his soul

rest in Paradise) said,

7-, 5,S'I'~

is a feminine noun expressing departure,

S7.0,~/ J'lt:'.):>n and without the

similar in form to

Because the word

genitive it is
following

Jl ~ l'}:..

.

,u

.

is a mono syllable, it is not unaccented

as iniir.i¼iar>_:n(r Kings 5:10).
.l-: r
of the perfect, it would be

If it were a feminine

Tl~'r,i,:, like
,- : fl'

nThe s'i'Ord hath

devoured (;1~) (Jer. 46:14) and nsaith (
T:rr
Koheleth" (Eccl. 7:27).
shut !!E. .91:

~

'170.X. "'\
r; rr /

And there i s ~ remaining,

at large is equivolEnt to the absence

n,
of the confined and the free.
not remain

It means that there will

among them any one v.i. th authority who can

confine or set free.

Another view- reads it, And the

absence of the seized and the ab(\ndoned, which means
that among them there will not be any one who WDuld
have the lee.st opportunity to grasp.

Another view is

that among them there will remain no one free but all
will be confined through vengeance and misfortune and
of

will be deprived11 mercy.

V, 37.

!!!£

1t

.!.,! ~ : ~ ~ ~ g o d s ?
1?--2-

is the saying of Almighty God on the day of judgment of

the peoples of the world,

It means, Where are the gods to

whioh they were adhering and bringing sacrifices?
~

.!£

they trusted means that every nation believes that

its god protects it and comes to its aid.

Some of them

believe that they have a mediator who interc edes for them

71.J

as the nation of "the fourth kingdomn(Dan. 2 :40) believes
that their master intercedes for them.

And the Lord of

the Worlds said by His prophet that Fe would take His due
and tha t of His people from them and would not accept intercession from anyone among them, es it says, ~I will
take vengeance and will let no man
(Isa. 47:3).

It is said that this

C::l"rT~) intercede 8

·i:r:r.~

refers to Mo-

hammed who was their master and who,they claim, intercedes
for them.
V. 38.

~ . ! ! ! £ ~ ~ ~ o f t h eir sacrifices

1%11

means that these gods ate the fat of the saorifices of their
worshippers because the "i1ations" sP.crifice and pour forth
_(libations of) blood in the ditch, and they believe that

the jinn eat them, of whom it said, "They sacrificed unto
demons, no-gods" (V. 17),
fers to the gods.
fat

2.f

~

( T h e y ) ~ ~ • • • • • ~ re-

Another view is t h a t ~ ~ eat the

sacrifices refers to Ishmael who set camels

together with sheep and eat their own slaughtering which
they think is in place of sacrifices,
to consume them for them.

And no fire descends

And drank t h e ~ ~ their

~-offerings refers to Edom (Christians) for whom bishops and priests perform with wine and offering which is
"the wine of the drink-offering"(

lbJ 1").

It is inter-

preted, The wine of their sprinkling, and the meaning of

lDJ 1 ?))
and

7

is here like

taken from "The graven images (
(Deut. 7:25),

~b.8
?

and ~ 7 b9which is

S'D9

Another view is that

)

of their gods n

U.:>"bJ

f;,?

is wine

of their nobles which is derived from "Princes (
of Sihonn (Jos, 13:21).

It means the priests of these gods

to whom they offer meat-offerings.

[They)~~••••~

is according to the belief of their worshippers that they
are pleasing end accepted.

~~~~~help~

by way of belittling them and scoffing, as it says, "But

is

tf-7
where are thy gods that thou hast made tnee?

Let them

arise, if they can save tnee in the time of trouble"(Jer.2: .
28).
V. 39.

~ ~ ~

1,

~

1,

~

~•

Since

they were cut off from answering, He said, See now that I
am the only One, the first One existing before the creation of the world, and I shall be the One remaining after
its destruction, because He s ays.!. twice, a s it says, "I
am He; I am the first, I also am t h e l est"(Isa. 48:12).
~~is~~~~

informs of His continuing for-

ever in unity and the denial of en associate with Him.
Another view is that 1,

~

1, ~~means that I am the

One who is unique in the attributes of My essence end I
am the One who is distinguished in the qualities of My
works.

Another view is that I am the One who was with

Israel in Egypt until they were freed and attained the
mercy due to them, and I am the One who will be to them
..................•••.•.••.....•...•..... unto the saying

"For the Lord will judge His People" (V. 36) Another view
is, I am the One who showed My favor by imposing certain
duties and I am the One who rewards according to desert

those who assUJT1e them, end no one is able to deliver from
My hand those deserving punishment.

It says~ because He

is the Almighty whom sight cannot perceive nor thought com-

prehend, so s that He could be defined as other substances
which could be defined, a fact which in itself proves they

are created while He, the exalted and most high, has His
existence demonstrated by the impression of His actions and
by change and destruction, so that it becomes apparent
that the world has a Creator who rules it and changes it as
He wishes.

Therefore it says~ because it indicates that

He can be disce~ned by intelligence, but can not be perceived or limited.

1

kill and

I~~

refers to the

fact that Almighty God is the one who sunders souls and
bodies and He i~he one who joins them together again, so
that He, Exalted in glory, performs contradictions.

In

this there is a proof of the resurrection and a refutation
of the statements of the heretics who do not believe in
the Resurrection of the dead and who interpret "If a man
die, may he livd agRin" (Job 14:14), as meaning, Can he
quicken his life bJ himself, and similarly, "So man lieth

'f9
down and riseth not" (Job 14:12), i.e. of himself.
wounded~

1

1

~

heal intends the negation of the opinion of

the philosophers who consider the Law worthless and who believe that health and disease are traceable to the nature
of things, so Almighty God informs that He is the one who
weakens and the one who cures, as 1 t says, "For He maketh
sore, and bindeth up; He w:,undeth, and His hands make
wholen(Job 5:18).

Another opinion is that I have wounded

refers to their being chastised in the "Exile"; "And I
heal" means I will deliver them form the "Exile", as it
says, "In the day that the Lord bindeth up the bruise of

His people, and healeth the stroke of their wound" (Isa.
:30:26).

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . £ . ! ! ! : d e l i v e r ~ £ ! MI_ hand,

that is, there is not a deliverer from My punishment in the
day of judgment, either an intercessor or anyone else.

tJS'

oath to the end that He will not forgive whoever harms
Israel, for 'the lifting up of the hand" in the Scrip-

tures is an oath, as it says, "In that day I lifted up My
hand unto then" (Ezek. 20:6), "Which I lifted up My hand to
give unto ":;hem" ( Ez,>k. 20:28).

,!!!!! ~ : .As

1

~

forever
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is an oath also without a doubt like "Say unto them: As
I live• (Num. 14:28) and ~As the Lord liveth• (Judg. 8:19).
The Exalted said before this "Vengeance is mine and recompense" (V. 35); that is a threat but there is not there an
accompanying statement which indicates that He had issued
a decree, so here appears His issuing a decree which tle
binds with an oath.
account of events,

Another opinion is that it is an
It means that there will come a time

when I shall rais~to the heavens My chestisement, which

means that My calamities and chastisements shall be s pread
in the world and shell be as evident as a thing which is
in the sky so that all the inhabitants of the world can
see it.

~.!!_&:As

!

live forever (on this view) means

that it shall be spread abro ad to the peo ple of the world
that the Lord of the Worlds is the self-existing and selfcontained One and all gods will become extinct from the
world, as it says, "And the Lord alone shall be exalted in
that day• (Isa. 2:11,17) and it says further, •And the idols
shall utterly pnss away• (Isa. 2:18),

Upon this interpre-

tation this verse is joined to the section dealing with His

terrible dealing, and according to the first interpretation

it introduces what follows and is taking an oath that there
is no escape from it.

v.

41.

If

!.

whet M}: gli t taring

~

means, When I

p2.l.
whet My sword it will show its brilliance, from "Sharp

<-Z:l' J IJI.{))

arrows of the mighty" (Psa. 120:4) and "It is

furbished that it may glitter

?(\(

JU)

(p1:>.) 11

is analogous to (.751 I J

n

(Ezek. 21:15).
in the verse "I am
l?.7

loathsome to the children of my tribe" (Job 19:17), or it
is a perfect verb analogous to

?J\, t'.ln

I have seen the fire" (Isa. 44:16).

in "I am warm,

Its sense is, I will

surely whet my sword; or the sense is future even though
its form is perfect, meaning, I em about to whet My sword,
like

,~')>\ 7 f1

Another view is that

~ l'~J (Psa.
:> .Sl I J

85:2),

\l.J expresses the idea of

changing as in the verse, "When he changed ( l
his demeanor" (Psa. 34:1).

~

I J W:t )

It means, There will surely

appear with my change [of attitude) My glittering sword,
i.e., when I change the conditions of the people of the
world from security to fear and from forbearance to

vengeance, then shall ap pear My glittering sword, i.e.,
the strength of the misfortunes and afflictions which will
take place, -in that hour, like "And
My sword out of its sheath."'

lI

will draw forth

(Ezek. 21:8), and like "In

that day the Lord with His sore and great and strong sword
[will punish

(Isa. 27:1).

It mentions a

sword" but does

not mention "boi., and arrows '1 because the peoples will be
gathered unto the "valley of Jehoshaphat" and the Exalted
One will seek vengeance upon them there, so it will be near
at hand to Him like the sword which slays at close quarters.
Another view is that "sword" includes the rest of the
weanons like 'Whew and arrows, spears, _and the like n.

And

MI hand take~££ judgment signifies retribution in the
orld to come.

It means, metaphorically speaking, Verily

I with My (own] power will take charge of the judgment and
vengeance and I will not rely in this matter upon anyone
beside Myself, as it says, nFor, behold, The Lord cometh
forth out of His nlace to visit upon the inhabitants of the
earth their iniquity

(Isa. 26:21) and

salvation unto Me" (Isa. 63:5).

Mine own arm brought

I will render vengeance to
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Mine adversaries, i.e., I will kill them with My glittering
sword because of what they have done to Israel.

He calls it vengeance.

And will recompense

Therefore

~t~ ~

M!_ indicates that ev e ryone inimical to Israel is then an

enemy of the Lord of the Worlds, and everyone who holds to
a belief different from that of the Torah and claims that
he can thereby come near to God is among ~the haters of the
Lord" (Psa. 81:16).
V. 42.

&

I will make Mine arrows drunk with blood and

sword shall devour flesh.

The sword is for those close

at hand and the arrows for those who are at a distance.
It means that God will manifest His calamities on Edom and
Ishmael who join in the war of Gog with the rest of the
nations as it says, "The tents of Edom and the Ishmaelities"
(Paa. 83:7).

It means that He has finished speaking of

all the "nations" and begins to speak about Gog for (various)
reasons.

One of them is in order to show that in the end

of time, after Israel is restored to their land, Gog will
rise up against them end will seek their destruction from
the world.

Therefore this verse is applied solely to Gog.
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The second is that God will bring down His calamities
on Gog in different ~sys, numbering seventeen Ezekiel
(upon him be peace) mentions eight: •shaking• (38:19),
"everyman 1 s sword .. • against his brother" (38:21), "pestilence, blood . fire and brimstone, as overflowing shower,
great hailstones" (38-22); and Zechariah (upon him be peace)
mentions nine: "bewilderment, madness, blindness, heavy
clouds and thick" (14:6), "their flesh shall consume away
and their eyes shall consume away in their sockets, their
tongues shall consum~ away in their mouths" (14:12),"and
his hand shall rise up against the hand of his neighbor"
(14:13), for verily it says, "In that day, saith the Lord,
I will smite every horse with bewilderment, and his rider
with madness" and it says "and I will smith every horse of
the peoples with blindness."

(Zech. 12:4).

So He will

destroy the army of Gog arriving in the land of Israel and
those remaining in their lands, as it says, •And I will
send a fire on Magog, and on them that dwell safely in the
isles; and they shall know thet I am the Lord" (Ezek, 39:6).
The third reason is that as a consequence of what happened

to Gog, the lnations of th~orld ' will abandon their beliefs
and enter into the religion of Israel.

As for the sword,

it is the revenge of the Lord of the Worlds which will come
upon the army which will remain in Jerusalem, and they are
the kings, chiefs, nobles, every hero, and every tyrant
whom He will strike with the three chastisements-- • their
flesh shall consume away and their eyes sha ll consume away
in their sockets, and their tongues shall consume away in
their mouths".

These chastisements are the "signn of which

He said, wAnd I will work a sign among them". (Isa, 66:19).

-

I will make Mine arrows drunk with blood refers to the

-----

misfortunes which He will bring on the army of Gog which
escaped from the terrible earthquakes and thunders, as it
says, "But He shall rebuke them, and they shall flee afar
off, and shall be chased as the chaff of the mountains"
(Isa. 17:13).

And whoever will go down to the sea to

escape, God shell send upon them an east wind so that it
will break their shi,>s, as it says, "With the east wind
Thou breakest t:1e ships of Tarshish."

(Pea. 48:8), and

He sh, 11 also send fire on their lands so it will burn
0

them and whoever is in them shall perish, as it says,
"And I will send a fire on Magog" (Ezek. 39:6).

It is

the time of the "consumption, ev en determined" (Isa.10: 23).
All of these are termed "arr ows", because they work from
a distance.

With t h e ~ o f ~ slain and the_ captives

is an oxplanation of.!_ will make m i n e ~ drunk with

blood a~d it indicates t ha t this blood is the blood of
those lying on the ground and of those taken captive of
the enemy, as it says, "And they shall take them captive,
whose craptives they were " (Isa. 14:2).
is that it means t h1> t_

l

~

make Mine

Another opinion
~

drunk .!!,.!!!

blood, and !!!I. sword shall devour flesh on account of the
~

Qf ~ s l a i n ~ the captives which refers to those
(2$

of Isrnel whom Gog will slay in tha t hour, as it says,
"And they shall look unto Me because they have thrust him
through; and they shall mourn for him, as one mourneth for
his only son" (Zech. 12:10), and it says "And half of the
dity shall go forth into captivity• (Zech. 14:2).

This

opinion is more likely, and the Lord of the Worlds will
give them power over Jerusalem and they will do these things
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which He mentions, that is, "And thy city shall be
taken, and their houses rifled, and the women ravished"
( Zech. 14:2).

There are two interpretations to that.

One is that the •dwellers of Jerusalem• will be purified,
for there will remain among them defiled ones, so He will
cleanse t hem of those people who are concealing evil among
themj

the second is thet everything which He does to the

ermy of Gog will be according to desert, for God does not
punish and make retribution only on the basis of His
knowledge, but after the deeds of men become evident.

I'\){ 5'1:Yi~

({J~1Y.) has two plausible interpretations.

One of them is that from the very beginning when the enemy

,,.q

have plundered Israel, destroying their dwellings and
violating their women and taking s ome of them captive,
the Lord of the Worl<ls will not show forbearance upon them,
except the most

-frn91rl"cmed among

them.

sound His voice from the Temple,~
"H!'rk!an

lt

The Exalted One will

'o ~~S,

uproar frou the city, HPrk! it cometh from the

temple, Hark! the Lord rendereth recompense to His enemies"

(Isa. 66:6),

And this is the discourse the Exalted one
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shall utter when they are put to flight, "Let be and
know that I am Ood; I will be exalted among the nations"
(Psa. 46:ll) anu a.lso "Thon \vill He speak unto them in

His wrath, and affright them in His sore displeasure"
(Psa. 2:5),

And it says, "The Lord will go forth as a

mighty man, He will stir up jealousy like a man of WFr;
He will cry, yea, He will shout aloud, He will prove
Himself mi ghty against His enemies,

I have long time held

My peace, I have been still, and refrained Myself; now
will I cry like a travailing women, gasping and panting
at once,

I will make waste mountains and hills, and dry

up all their herbs; and I will make the rivers islands,
and will dry up the pools" And I will bring the blind by
a way [that they know not)." (Isa. 42: 13 - 16).

So the

armies of Oog will be frightened by that voice, followed
by the "shaking" and the rest of the afflictions, as
Ezekiel (upon him be peace) says, "Surely in that day
there shall be a great shaking in the land of Israel; so
that the fishes of the sea, and the fowls of the heaven,
and the beasts of the field •••• shall shake at my presence,
and the mountains shall be thrown down

and th

stee

places shall fall ••• And I will call for a sword against .
him throughout all my mountains, saith the Lord God; every
man's sword shall be a gainst his brother.

And I will plead

against him with pestilence and with blood; and I will
cause to rain upon him, and u pon his bands, and upon the
many p eo ples that are with him, and overflowing shower,
and great hailstones, fire, and brimstone.

Thus will I

magnify Myself and sanctify Myself," (Ezek. 38:19 - 23).
And He says, "And I will smite thy bow out of thy left
hand, and will cause t h ine arrows to fall out of thy right
hand.

Thou shalt fall u pon the mountains of Israel, thou

and all thy bands, and the peoples that are with thee •••••
, And I will send a fire on Magog, and on them that dwell
safely in the isles; and they shall know that I am the Lord,
And My holy name (will I make known]" (ibid. 39: 3,4,6,7).
And Zechariah (upon him be peace) says, "Behold, a day of
the Lord cometh, when thy spoil shall be divided in the
midst of thee.

For I will gather all nations (against

Jerusalem to battle)" (Zedln. 14:1),

and he Says, "Then

shall the Lord go forth, and fight against (those) nations,
as when He fighteth in the day o

b tt

is feet

shall stand in thet day upon the mount of Olives, which
is before Jerusalem on the east, and the mount of Olives
shall be cleft in the midst thereof toward the east and
toward the west; so that there shall be a very great valley;
and half of the mountain shall remove toward the north,
and half of it toward the south.

And ye shall flee to

the valley of the mountains; for the valley of the mountains
shall reach unto Azel; yes, ye shall flee," ••• "And it shall
come to pass in that day, that there shall not be light,
but heavy clouds and thick; and there shall be one day
which ehall be known as the Lord's, not dsy and not night;
but it shall come to pass, that at evening time there shall
be light.

And it shall come to pass in that day, that

living waters shall go out from Jersualem: half of them
toward the wiasternJ sea," (ibid. 14: 3-8).

And he further

says, "And this shall be the plRgue wherewith the Lord will
smite all the peoples that have warred against Jerusalem:
their flesh shell consume away while they stand uoon their
feet, nnd thei~ eyes shall consume away in their sockets,
and t r e!r tongue shall consume away in their mouth.

And it

shall come to pass in that day, that a great tumult from

the Lord shall be among them; and they shall lay hold
every one of the hand of his neighbor, and his hand shall
rise up against the hand of his neighbor" (ibid. 14:12,13).
And he says, "And so shall be the plague of the horse, of
the mule, of the camel, and of the ass and of all the beasts
that shall be in those camps, as this plague" (Zech.14:15).
And the second interpretation of 1,IK

_0\

~,.9

is that from the first that Gog will advanc e against Israel,
the assaults will come upon Go g , that is, the calamities
mentioned shall fall upon them.
V. 43. Sing aloud, Q

~

nations,

£f His ~ .

It is

imperative in form, and is the re port about the nations and
tribes who will enter the religion of Israel.

It means that

they will announce and resound with joy and delight at the
sovereignty of Israel who are the people of God, when the
fugitives of Gog will paS\ by and inform of what the Lord
of the Worlds does with His people, as it says, "And they
shall declare My glory among the nations"

(Isa. 66:19).

At that time the oeonle of the world will be afraid of the

Lord of the Worlds, es it says, "So shall they fear the
name of the Lord from the west " (Isa. 59:19) and they shall
enter the religion (of Is~ael), es it says, "For then will I
turn to t he peoples a pure language 11 (Zeph. 3:9).
~

~

!!!.

avenge t h e ~ £f fil!_ servants indicates that the

'" nations" will rejoice when they hear of God's vengeance on
Israel's enemies who exiled them and killed them, that is,
Assyria, Nebuchadnezzar, and the kingdo ms of Ishmael and
Edom, for verily t h e retribution upon them is very sever e.
And doth render vengermce to His adversaries refers to the
rest of t he enemies who humiliated Israel and opposed them
and wronged them and did what was not allowed.
is that For!!!.~ avenge t h e ~

2!

Anotnr view

His servants refers

to Gog a n d ~ ~ render vengeance t o ~ adversaries rerers to the rest of the people of the world.

~ ~ ~

expiation!£!:~~ £f F i s ~ ~ has virtually the sense
of "tor His land and for His people."

So the expiation of

the "land" is by rendaring it cleansed of churches and idols
and the monuments of unbelievers and that "of Israel" is by

t he forgiveness of t heir sins, as it says, "The iniquity
of Israel shall b e sought for, and ther e shall be none, and
the sins of Judah, (and they shall not be found)" (Jer.50:
20),

So it mentions in this "song" all the conditions of

the people (of Israel) from their beginning to their end,
Another view concerning And doth make expiation[!):£. the
~

of

~

people is that "His people will purify their

land", for verily the bones of Gog shall remain on the face
of the land, e.s it says, "And the house of Israel shall be
burning them~ (Ezek. 39:12),

So it mentions in these verses

three principles for the "future", which include all the
promises.

One of them is "Sing aloud, O ye nations, of His

people"; tho second, "And doth make expiation for the land";
the third, "His people."

"Sing aloud" is the entrance of

the people of the world into the religion (or Israel] and
their being under the power of Israel, as it says, "And the
sons of them that afflicted thee shall come bending unto
thee, and (s.11 they that despised t hee] shall bow down"

(Isa. 60:14) and "And kings shall be thy foster-fathers"
(Isa. 49:23), and it says, "For that nation and kingdom

that will not serve thee shall perish• (Isa. 60:12), and
it says, "Thus saith the Lord: the labour of Egypt, and the
merchandise of Ethippia,., (ahall come over unto thee]
(Isa. 45:14).

n

And this shall not be except with the coming

of the victory of Isrnel and their conquest and sovereignty
and heavenly glory more excellent than at any time in the

past.

Under this is included the p;lgrimage of peoples unto

the Temple for prayer and for rendering of obedience to
Messiah, as it says, "To worship the King, the Lord of
hosts, and to keep the feast of Tabernaclesn (Zech. 14:16}.
A n d ~ ~ expiation

£2!:

~

land is good tidings for

the "Holy Land" with the extinction of possessors of "idols"'
from it, which they dafiled by "idols" and "uncleanness"
and "abomlnations·n, for it says, "Awake, awake, put on thy
strength, 0 Zion; put on thy beautiful garments, O Jerusalem, the holy city; for henceforth there s hall no more come
unto thee the uncircumcised and the unclean" (Isa. 52:1),

His people refers to the expiation of the people by ending
their sins 1.1.lld defile~ents, es it says, •And I will sprinkle clean weter upon you and ye shall be clean"(Ezek. 36:25).
And it says, "Who is a God like unto Thee, that pardoneth
the iniquity, and passeth b y the transgression ••••• He will
again have compassion upon us" (Mic. 7:18,19).

And it says

further}, "I have blotted out, as a thick cloud, thy transgressions~ (Isa. 44:22).

When He makes expiation for the

land and the people, they will deserve a flow of favors and
an abundance of bounties, as announced by what it says, "And
the Lord will make thee overabundant for good, in the fruit
of thy body, and in the fruit of thy cattle, and in the fruit
of thy lsnd"(Deut. 28:11), and it says, "And He will do thee
good, and multiply thee above thy fathers" (Deut. 30:5).

So

these words ere principles for the "future", which the prophets have extensively interpreted.

May God show them to us

"quickly and soon.w
V. 44,

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ all ~ ~ .

This coming is f!'om the •tent of meeting" unto MJich he had

''

gone together with Joshua, as it says, "And Moses and Joshua
went, and presented themselves in the tent of meeting" (Deut.
31:14).

It indicates that h is readin g of the "song" unto

them was after his coning from the "tent of meeting~

And

it says in the beginning, "And Moses spake in the ears of
all the assembly of Israel" (Deut. 31:30) and here it says,
"In t he ears of the p eople~; t he meanin g is close, and he
repea ts it in order to mB.ke evident from t h e two statements
what is not evident from j u st one of them.

~and~

~ ~ o f Nun and it says in Ezra, "Joshua ( ~l<GJ"l)the son
of Nun" (Neh. 8:17). One view is t hat his father cs.lled him
~ I VP and then changed it to

phet changed it to _)) 0

~VJ)~ and the master pro-

I j) ) •

the words~ •• means the "words of t h e Law."

Another view is

that he meant by that what preceded of "commandments" and
"blessings".

Wherewith

1

testify a g a i n s t ~ ~

ill

means

t h e calling of h eaven and earth to witness and the "song of
Ha'azinu".

V. 47. E.£!

ll 1.! !!£ .!!!,!!;

t h ing f...£!:

~

means that

'17
this discourse should not be of no purpose to you, for indeed
it is your life, as it says, Because!!:, is your~ whio~
means the life of the future world.

This is the last word

that Moses (upon him be peace) spoke to Israel.
cended "Mount Nebo" and died there.

Then he as-

And t h e ~ spoke~

Moses that selfsame~ which is the day in which he rec!tlJfl

ed unto them the "song" and the "blessing", and he said unto
them after that, "Set your heart."

v.

49.

Get

~ :!!E_

~~mountain of Abarim,

~ ~ ~ - T h e r e had occurred earlier the command to
him (upon him be peace) similar t o t hat at the time of his
intercession, t h at is after

)Jn_n~l

(3:23-25), as it says,

"Get thee up into t he top of Pisgah end lift up thine eyes"
(3:27).

So He informed him that there was for him no way

into that [land], as it says, "Thou shalt not go over this
Jordan" (Deut. 31:2).

He commended him concerning the as-

cent there without specifying t h e time; here He indicate~ to
him lthat it is] in this day.

It is called "mountain of Aba-

rim" because it was "beyond the Jordan eastward• (Deut. 4:49),

and there is reference to it in "And cry from Abarim" (Jer,
22:20), and until this day is "beyond the Jordan eastwa rd"
c~

called

} ,. ": . ..o\._)\

b

~-

;\
(Al- jizat) in the language of the Arabs.

As for "mount Nebo", it adjoins the city called "Nebo", as
it says, "And Nebo, and Baal-meon" (Num, 32:38), similar to
"Mt, Zion",

!h,tl .1!!_

~

againat Jericho means that it

overlooks the plain of Jericho nearby.

For! possession

means that I will enable you to see the "land of Israel"
which shall be their "possession".
V, 50.

~

lli

The form of "And die (

in the

.fl I r.J)

~

whither thou geest !:!£•

) in the mount" is imperative,

but death is not something that one is commanded to do, but
perhaps the imperative is directed to the preparatory matters
which "deeth" follows upon, like lying down and what follows
the saae course; or it is an infinitive similar (in form) to

the imperative, like "to die (

SI 10~ )

there" (Num, 20:4).

It means, "Thou shalt surely die" in the mountain,
gathered~~~-

Abu

1 1-Faraj

~

E.!

Harun (may his soul

rest in paradise) says it means the gathering of his soul

with the souls of his righteous ancesto rs, and similarly ever,thing that t h is expression sp eaks concerning him,

By life is

not meant the spirit, for life is an accident, upon which
t};he term) gathering could not be applied,

As for the spiri~

it is a kind of air, and it cannot be moved to be gathered
with something else; but that is how the language employs it.
Its purport is h is getting to the dead who are his "peoplen,
1)1

just as the living are a people to him wh en alive,

Abu ,Ali

(may his soul rest in paradise) said,~ be gathered unto
~

people is an expression the.t the Hebrew uses, so I shall

say by way of approximation that its meaning is t h e gathering
of the souls of t h e righteous with each other, each one with
its equals, and similarly the souls of t h e "wicked" will be
gathered with each other, not tha t they are to be rewarded or
punish ed when they are not in the body.

But t h e bodies of

men are buried in different places and t heir souls are gathered in one place treasured with God, as it says, "And dust
returneth to the earth as it was, and the spirit returneth
unto God who gave it" (Eccl. 12:7), until the "day of judg-

ment".

The Exalted Ona will then compose their bodies and

return their souls unto them and at that time He will reward those deserving reward and punish thoae deserving pun-

ishment, as it says, •And many of them that sleep, in the
dust of the earth shall awake, some to everlasting life,
{.and some to reproaches and everlasting abhorrence)"(Daniel
12:2).

In the expression "And he expired and died and was

gathered lunto his people)" (Gen. 25:17) the words are different but their meanings are close.

_!!

~

!!!z

brother

died means, As thy brother passed away and did not enter the
"land of Canaan", so you will pass aw•y and will not enter
the land.

V. 5l.

Because~ trespassed against!!• He men-

tions four expressions of his offences: "Ye believed ••• notn
(Num. 20:12); "Because ye rebelled against My word" (Num. 20:
24); "Ye trespassed against Me"(Deut. 32:57); and "Ye sanctified Me not" (ibid.).

'Ihey all have the same reference,

that is to the statement, "And speak ye unto the rock" (Num.
20:8).

His holding the staff

was

a test for him, for had he

not held the staff in his hand, he would have surely remembered what was said to him, •And speak ye•, but he struck the
rock and did not address it, so he transgressed on the statement, "And speak ye", inadvertently, not purposely.

And it

was incumbent on Aaron when he saw that he intended to strike

the rock to reming him and say to him, Do not strike but spea~
So, because of hie bewilderment, he was also to blame.

•Be-

cause ye believed not in Me" (Num. 20:12). Its meaning is,
verily if ye had spoken to the rock, the water would have gone
out from the rock in different ways, once by striking, as it
did in Horeb, and once by speaking, so there would have been
in that a great faith on the part of Israel. Another view is,
Ye were not firm, from the verse, "And thy house and thy kingdom shall be made sure

)" (IISam.7:16). This lat-

ter is preferable to the other. As for "Because ye rebelled
against My word" (Num. 20:24), it means that God said to both
of them, "And speak ye", and they did not do that. As for Ye
trespassed against~. scholars differ on its meaning.Some or
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them say that "trespass" ( · :~ ~b ) applies to things
which are "holy" (

\V7jJ ) ,

when the disobedience was com-

mitted by its doer, and it is infer:r,ed from "If any one commit a trespass, and sin t h rough error, in the holy things of
the Lord,

n

etc. (Lev. 5:15), and similarly from "If she ••••

13?- (.,
have done trespass ( ~ I ' ) ) against her husband" etc. (Num.
5:27).

For t h e foundation of marriage rests on "cleanness

and holiness".

He said, "Ye trespassed" and not "Ye sinned"

since the expression "trespass '" ( Tl

S., ~ 0

) applies to

matters of "holiness" ( T)lVI 7p) and the command which He
intended surely implies in it to a great extent the sanctifica tion of the Name" (
said "Ye trespassed" (
,)

~7 ~0

)

7J V} il

J) lD I 7

'tJ.S\~~ 0 ).

j)),

so therefore He

The term "trespass"

is employed in the case of "erring" ( ;i) I

and "acting presumptuously" (

7 9 10);

deals with "erring" without a doubt.
fice incumbent upon him?

0

the present instance

So why is not a sacri-

The answer is that sacrifices are

obligatory in cases of permanent ordinances; as for the ordinances necessitated on special occasions, the judgment then

73
is what Almighty God ordains, like the judgment on Iddo the
seer, "Thy carcass shall not come unto the sepulchre of thy
fathers" (I Kings 13:22).

Iddo was the one who prophesied

against Jeroboam, son of Nebat, and the "lying
ted him and the "lion" devoured him.
"trespass R

(

,")) ' ~

prophet" aver-

The statement that

0 ) refers exclusively to matters of

"holiness" is disproved by what it says, "I:f any one sin,
and commit a trespass (

s~Q

tl.~ ~0 1) against the Lord"

(Lev. 5:21), and it mentions a "deposit" (
"robbery" (

J17p3 ),

'"f>W-Y )

), "oppression" (

and ":finding

what was lost"< ,)1:J.X _(77) 7 •.1.:H".) ), and these do not fall
under the classification of "holiness".
t he term "trespass• (

,)

S ~ D ) is
>

Anoth er view is that

employed in cases of

heinous crimes, so He says here, Because~ trespassed,
(,:Jj\ ~:))O ) in ord er to indicate tha t this negligence which

both of them committed was an important matter with God.

I:f

at that time they ho.d both done what He said unto them, it
would have inc r eased the faith of the Israelites in the Lord
o:f the Worlds and they wo uld have •sanctified the Name o:f the

14
Lord",

When they did not do that, there was no "sanctifica-

tion of the Name of the Lord" as was fitting, and it would
ha.ve been a striking sign, that is, the going out of water
from the flinty rock by speaking Ll;o it).

And as for~

sanctified Me not, it means that if they had both addressed
the rock and water had gone out without striking, the Israel!tee would have uttered '" song and praise" and there would
have been in that a "sanctifi cation of the Name of the Lord",
so when they did not do that, "the Israelites did not believe in the signs of the Lord and did not sanctify Him by
(!;3

uttering song and praise,"
~

!!!. the midst of the children of

means that everyone was present, as it says, wAnd

Moses and Aaron gathered the assembly together [before the
rock]" (Num. 20:10), and in Rephidim he struck the rock in
the presence of the elders only, as it says, "And Moses did
so in the sight of t h e elders of Israel• (Ex, 17:6).

Know

that when such an unmindfulness happened to masters like
these and they were rebuked about it in a number of places,

how much more likely that many instances of dis obedience
would resul t from them.

The rep orts of the prophets were

r e gis t ered for us in order t h at we should take wa rning from
them and be upbraided b y t h em and be on guard t ha t we should
not commit any blunder or error so that we may be rebuked b y
Him about it and be punished, as it says, "For God shall
bring every work into the judgment" (Eccl. 12:14) and it says,
"And declareth to me.n what ls his thought" (Junes 4:13).
V. 52.

For •••• afa r off is because ' the place ls in

the border of Moab fa r fro m t h e land.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~

thither is an affirmation, t hat is, that in any circumstance
there ls no way for thee to enter it.

So he (upon him be

peace) passed away with this regret and similarly his brother.

But he wa s delighted by seeing it.

Yet they both

had generous comp ensation and reward for that, and from here
we know that this world is an abode of toil and an abode of
trial and the ••••••• is in the abode of hereafter which is
pleasure without distress, of everla sting bliss wr· ich does

not terminate, and is not lilre the present world which does
come to nought.
gret.

But no one dies without detestation and re-

Surely one s hould c onsider wh at happened to Isaac

(upon him be peace), and Jacob (upon him be peace) and Ahijah
the Shilonite (I Kings 11:29; 15:29) and others of the prophets and obedient ki ngs, and what happened to each one of
them i n this abode of t rouble and sufferings and diseases,
and yet not one of them pass e d away without grief and regret.
This is the grea t est indication of t he fac t that re ward is
in the f u ture world, as Solomon says, wI said in mine heart,
God shall judge the righ teous and the wic k ed: for there is a
time there for every purpose and for ev ery work (Eccl. 3:17).
So t h e Exalted One will reward t h e righteous with good and
the wicked with misfortune, a s it says, wsay ye of the righteous, that it shall be well with him; for thy shall eat the
fruit of their doings.

Woe unto the wic k edl it shall be ill

with him; for the work of his hands s hall be done to him.n
(Isa. 5:10,11).

"Great in counsel, and mighty in work; whose

eyes are open upon all the ways of the sons of men, to give
every one according to the fruit of his doings•(Jer.32:19).
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Ibn Janah takes it as a perfect, op.~., p. 47.
Kautzsch-Cowley,

Cf. Gesenius-

44f, p. 121.

120. See Pozna~ ski, ~-

§. l·,

LVI, P• 218.

121. Cf. David ben Abraham, .!E,!_c!., I, P• 135, 1. l0lf.; II, p.
383, 1. 54f.
122. So Rashi.
123. Cf. Yefet ben Ali on Daniel, .Q.E.• cit.,

p. f• ,

1. 17ff.

The fourth kingdom is Rome but the Arabs succedded them and
are partners with them in it.
124. So Rashi.
125. So Rashi.
126. Rashi: 11 So it snall have a flash"; David ben Abraham, ibid.
I, p. 277, 1. 209f.: "It will not rust or change."
127. Cf. Gersonides on this verse.
128. So Rashi.
129. Rashi takes it in the sense that the neathen nations will
be

charge,ble for all evil against Israel from the very first

breach on.
130. So Ibn Ezra.
/

131. See Poznanski, ~- ~- l•, LVI, p. 218.
132, .Authorized Version.
133, Similarly Raahi.
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Notes

On

Arabic

Text

1. Psa. 101:1 is written in the corner at the top of
113 a.

2. A word in the margin to be inserted hereis illegible.
3. This anomal oUs f orm must be instead of
It also oc curs in v. 40. p.

<O~,

J.

16.

4. The comment of R. Elijah in Hebrew appears on the

margin and runs over to bottom of 113a.
5. There is inserted here an illegible marginal comment
in Arabic attributed to

)7,{IX~/\,

"th e ancients",

possibly a reference to the Mishna.

p1b..9

6. From

-f-o

t,~ r,>l,l in line 1 2 is in the

margin.
7. For

r0.1:J.. in the margin.

8.
9.

10.

77

'1~
,.

12.

in margin.
in margin.

0~p in
.,.)

margin.

13. For the more usual fonn• I > ! ~ • ~

Ji..deo-Arll>t.: prefen

14. From .;,: to

ft"toyk"- ..,.,Of". .... f...:......

'1>:i.h-i.' t!f.'vi~t1>s,u111-:8.

,pJ.in margin.

· '71

~

,o
u.p

~,:Pl ~ to

15. From (f)

¥,

T,

Jr

in mars in,

Di17o7'l.:J.

16. The text has
17.

/

u~,~~.~.

rx,..

18. M, T.

> l
1xw

19, M, T.
20,

"Or!"<cJ))t?

21.

lJ'.:>,r'\

::1({)p

'rlX

is in the margin.

.:::F,nv !"lr'(I

22. The text has

)

"X

24,

'Yf 6~'(J~X

to

is in the margin,

7 ;{ ,

.t)Xf.:U Sx

23.

J)I t'Jl',.:rr :-,ix.

is in the margin.

is in the margin,

26.

r1l to .1) f S~p ,t is in the
jlJX S p is in the margin.

27.

;,7, "J),)t,

25. From

margin,

1

is in the margin.

28. See above note 3.
29, From

il.J>l.

>

to

,, 11 ~:l is in the margin.

30. The text follows the
of the :)_?J)) 31. M. T.

r\J~..:f(t/J'),

7' I il7

32. M, T• has

?-1\> ~

., J-r,\

1J ,7,l -0 1 P,:f:l

ilJ :l?CO.s'l instead

33.

~ XYl?W > S)I.'.) ~ t) t

is in the margin.

34. )) 7 \'.'.I~ is in the margin,
35.

36. From

is in the margin.

1~)

37, M. T. has

to

i)'1;>\ ~~ is

-0 iV S~ YO,

in the ma rgin,

lb
ABBREVIATIONS

p) i-p = ,t '7, p
;1 f

.TTJ ==.::
j sl

I his sayi ng,

~tj>,

the s aying.

7~i;q,etc •

:J..?n 7'At0J ,

-=- ):).:> J .!i

, e.

~ j .: : }l~ tJl t?fOJ

etc.

second time, again.

I may his soul rest in p aradise,

Vsed of Karaite authors.

be peace.

Used of Biblical writers.

\lr;1S, = u 1~i) v ~~,o,~l -o;v~~

Hebrew form

of the same.

~-n -=

>~ ,);)>s'"°I , the fualted.

'J_J7 :::

11$.J..n

1

the Blessed.

Epithet of deity.
Epithet of deity.

